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Letter of Transmittal
To the (h71@$8 Of the united A%te8:
h compliance with the provisions of the act of March & 1915,
as amended, establishing the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, I transmit herewith the Forty%% Annual Report of the
Committee covering the fiscal year 1955.
DWIGHTD. EmzNHowwR.
THEWEITEHoum,
JANUARY23, 1966.
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Letter of Submittal
NA=ON.M ADW.SORYCOmIXITEX FOEAEE0NAUT10+3
W~GTON, D. C., November l?’,
DuMkl?mmmmm:
1966.
In compliance with the act of Congress approved March 3,1915, as
amended (U. S. C. title 50, sec. 151), I submit herewith the Forty-&%
Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
for 1966.
The Committee’s research programs during the past year were
largely concentrated upon the scientidc problems of supersonic fight
with a view to their practicaI solution. This required advancing the
frontiers of lmowledge of obscure phenomena by means of new tech-
niques of research and analysis and by the creation and use of novel
facilities for experimental exploration and verification. Application
of the new lmowledge has been dramatically succewfcil in some
important instances,but the unlmown is still of vast extenti
Especially sibguiflcantare the problem-involved in the use of atomic
eneraq for aircraft propulsion and in the development of interconti-
nental ballistic missiles. Indeed, our national security may well
depend on the intensity and competence of our research to solve such
probkms. -
There is evidence to indicate that our present position of leadership
in the air has been challenged by a potential enemy. To maintain,
at mm.abgeablecost, the necessary air power of requisite quality
demands continuous research to anticipate the requirements of
tomorrow’s weapons.
Respwtfully submitted.
JEROMEC. Hum-
Ohubman.
TEE PRESIDENT,
The White Ewe, Wahington, D. C.
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FORTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
WAS=GTON, D. C., l?ovem3er17,1966.
i“o th &MgTt?-88of tha U&d &We8:
In accordance with act of Congress, approved March
3,1915, as amended (U. S. C. title 50, sec. 151), which
established the National Advisory committee for Aero-
nautics, the Committm submits its Forty-iirst Annual
Report for the fiscal year 1955.
In the 10 years since World War II, practical prog-
ress in aeronautics has been mom rapid than in any
like period since man learned to fly. There have been
several scientific ‘%reak-t.hroughs”, notably in jet pro-
pulsion and high-speed aerodynamic No-iv, how-
ever, further progr~ depends on the solution of ex-
tremely bafllirqgproblems requiring new knowledge of
the laws of nature which govern flight at the higher
speeds and altitudes envisioned. The magnitude of
these problems is exceeded only by the importance of
the possibilitiw that can be realized by their solution.
The decisions we make now regarding the extent of
our resemch effort may well determine whether the
United Stmtesmay maintain its present position of
world leadership in the air.
When the NACA was established in 1915, “to super-
vise nnd direct the scienti.iicstudy of the problems of
flight, with mview to their practical solution”, a com-
pelling reason for its crefhion was the fact that in the
United States, birthplace of the airphm~ aeronautical
progress had been so slow that several other nations
had gmined leads over the United States. Even then,
when the potential value of the airplane both in war and
pence wns but dimly seen by the public, the importance
of aeronautics nnd what had to be done to advance it
vmsrecognized by the Congress.
In the years that followed World War I, definite
lefidership in aeronautics was regained by the United
Stntes. This continuing achievement has been the re-
sult of upartnership in which the Congres, the military
air services, the aircraft industries, and the NACA
have joined. As its part, the NACA undertook re-
search to provide basic information which talented de-
si=gaersin industry used in developing superior air-
plnnes,both civil and military.
How successful this team effort has been was empha-
sized by the recent public disclosure of the discovery and
experimental veriikation of a new aerodynamic con-
cept known ns the Area Rule, and of its prompt use
by the aircrnft industry. It is a simple method of re-
ducing the shrmpincrease in drag heretofore associated
with trnnsonic fight, and has already led to gains in
speed of more than 100 miles per hour by supemonic
airplanes, Richard T. Whitcomb, Aeronautical Re-
search Scientist at the NACA Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory, has just been awarded the Collier Trophy
“for discovery and experimental verification of the area
rule, a contribution to basic knowledge yielding sig-
nificantly higher airplane speed and greater range with
samepower?’
This accomplishment described in more detail on
page 2 of this report was the result of research begun
in 1951 as the && major project made possible by the
new transonic wind tunnels. It is important to recall
that when the NACA requested and received from the
Congrws! in 1946 funds for these transonic wind tun-
nekj there could be no guarantee that there would come
so early and so large a gain from their use.
By mid-1952, the validity of the new design concept
had been sufficiently verified by intensive wind tunnel
research to warrant confidential disclosure to the mili-
tary services and to the manufacturers of high-speed
airplanes. The military services had already commit-
ted hundreds of millions of dollars in contracts for
supersonic airplanes. From the standpoint of national
security, it wrMimperative that such hemy investments
provide superior airplanes. The timely availability of
the Area Rule concept and its prompt application by
industry assured to the military services airplanes with
much superior supersonic capabilities.
Today, problems associated with a nuclear engine
suitable for aircraft propulsion and with an intercon-
tineniwl ballistic missile are perhaps the most pressing.
An airplane powered by a nuclear engine would have
range limited only by the endurance of the crew. An
intercontinental ballistic tie traveling at speeds
from 10,000to 15,000miles an hour would be extrenmly
di5cult to intercep~ Only seconds would elapse be-
tween the time such a missile could be detected and the
time it would reach its target.
At a time vvhenthe world is searching for the means
to an enduring and honorable peac~ it is vital that we
in the United States maintain our qualitative lad in
weronn.uticsand the resulting economy of effective air
power. We will do well to remember that to maintain
such a lead depends on the vigor and skill with which
we press our fundamental and applied research.
W’e should also keep in mind that with ench advance
in speed, problems requirhg scientific investigation
multiply, becume mom complex and”diilicul~ and their
study and solution more costly. The potential advan-
tages to the cause of world peace if America first solves
these problems are obvious.
Respectfully submitted.
JEROMEC. Hum-
Chbmm.
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Part I—TECHNICAL ACT17ZllYES
THE NACA-WHAT IT IS
One of the major functions of the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics since its establkihment in
1915 by the Ckmgress has been the coordination of
American neronauticil research. Through the makeup
of both the Main Committea and its 29 technical
subcommittees, the NACA embraces the several mili-
tary and civil govermmmt agencies conwmned with
aeronautics and includes members from scientific in-
stitutions and the aviation manufacturing industz%s.
In the performance of its principil responsibility,
which is scientic laboratory reseamh in aeronautiesj
the NACA serves the needs of all departments of the
Government. The President appoints the Main Com-
mittee, and ita 17 members, who serve without pay,
report to him. They establish policy and plan the
research programs to be conducted by the 7,500 scien-
tists, enginee~ and supporting pemormel who make
up the staff of the NACA.
J&&@ the Committea in the determination and
coordination of research programs are 6 major and 23
subordinate technical cotitte=, with a titil mm-
bership of more than 400. The mernbw are selected
because of their technical abi.Iity, experience, and rec-
ognized leadership in a special field. They also s+nwe
tithout compensation, in a personal and prof~onal
capaci@. They provide material assistance in the cm-
sideration of problems related to their biological
fields, review research in progress both at NACA labo-
ratories and in other organization+ recommend research
projects to be undertaken, and assist in the coordina-
tion of research programs.
Membership of the technical committees and subcom-
mittees, as well as of the fidustry Consulting Commit-
teq is listed in Part II of this repor$ beghming on
page 61.
Coordination of research is also accomplished through
frequent discussions by NACA technical staff person-
nel with the staffs of research organizations of the air-
craft industry, educational and scientic institutions,
and other aeronautical agencies. The NACA main-
tains a west-coast office to further liaison vvith the
aeronautical research and engineering staffs of that
geographical area.
During the 40 years since its organization aa an inde-
pendent FederaJ agen~, the NACAhas sought to assess
the current status of development of aircra~ both
civil and military; to anticipate the research needs of
aeronautic; to develop the scientific staff and special
research facilities required; and to acquire the needed
information as rapidly as may be consistent with the
national interesk
AND HOW IT OPERATES
The NACA research programs have had both the
long-rruqy+ all-inclusive objective of acquiring the new
scientific knowledge essential to assure American lead-
ership in aeronautics and the immediate objective of
solving, as quickly as possibl~ the most prwsing prob-
lems, thus to give effective support to the Nation’s cur-
rent aircraft construction program.
Most of the problems to be studied are assigned to
NACA’S research centers: the Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory in V@jn@ where research is conducted on
aerodynamic, structur~ hydrodynami~ and other
problems; the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory in Cali-
forni+ which concentrates on aerodynamic research;
the Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory in Ohio, which
is concerned primarily with powerplant problems; and
the High-Speed Flight Station in California, where
specially designed, specially instrumented research air-
craft are used in full-scale research on transonic and
supersonic problems. Aerodynamic problems in the
transonic and supersonic speed ranges are studied, using
rocket-po~ered models in free flight at the NACA re-
search installation locded at Wallops Island, off the
V@ginia coast.
The NACA also sponsors and finances a coordinni%d
program of research at 26 nonprofit scientillc and edu-
cational institutions, including the National Bureau of
Standards. By this means, scientistsand research engi-
n~ whose skills and talents otherwise might not be
available, contribute import.smtlyh the Government’s
program of aeronautical research. Promising studenb
also receive scientitlc tmining which makes them useful
additions to the country’s supply of technical man-
power.
During the fmxd year 1955,the following institutions
participated in the NACA’S program
research:
National Bureau of Standards
Battde Memorial Institute
Polytechnic Ihstitute of Brooklyn
California Institute of Technology
universiQ of California
Carnegie Institute of Technology
Case Institute of Technology
University of Cincinnati
Columbia University
Cornell University
Franklin listitute
Georgia Institute of Technolo~
Johns HODkiIISUniversity
of contract
Lightnin~ & Transients Research listitute
1
REPORTNATIONALADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
Nlasswlmsetts Institute of Technology Committee’s laboratories and else-where under NACA
University of Michigan sponsorship, is distributed in the form of Committee
UniversiQ of Minnesota publications. Reports and Technical Notes, containing
University of Oklnhoma inf ornmtion that is not classihd f or reasons of military
Purdue Universi~ secririty,are available to the public in general. TrrLns-
Syrwmse University Miens of important foreign research information are
UniveEity of Washington published as Technical Memorandums.
University of Ti%consin The NACA also prepares a large number of reports
Stanford University containing information of classifiedriature. These, for
Stevens Institute of Technology reasons of national security, are closely controlled as
New York University to circulation. When it is found possible at a later date
Proposals from such institutions are carefully -to declassify such information, these reports also mwy
screened to assure best use of the limited funds avail- be given wider distribution.
able to the NACA for sponsoring research outside its Current announcement of NACA publications is con-
own f aciliti~ Similarly, results from these projects tained in the NACA Research Abstracts. This service,
me reviewed to maintain the quality of this part of the in addition to telling of NACA publications, makes
NACA pro=gram. Reports of the useful results me note of important research reports received from
given the same wide distribution as other NACA abroad.
publications. In addition to other means of making reswrch in-
During the fiscal year, most of the NACA technical formation readily available, the NACA each year holds
subcommittees reviewed proposals for research proj- a number of technical conferences with representm!ives
ects from outside organizations or gave attention to of the aviation industry, universities, and the military
reports from completed contracts, Reports covering services. Attendance at these meetings is restricted, be-
re.wdtsof sponsored research totaled 42 during iiscal cause of the security classification of the material pre-
yem 1955. sented, and the subject material is focused upon a spe-
Research information, including that obtied in the ciiic field of interest.
AREA-RULE CONCEPT STEMMED FROM INTENSIVE TRANSONiC RESEARCH
The work begun early in 1951 which led to expres-
sion of the aren rule and its subsequentuseful develop-
ment was but one facet of a many-sided research attack
which the NACA was wa=ghqgat its Ames and Langley
Laboratories on the problem of transonic drag. Rich-
ard T. Whitcomb’s a@agmnent, in essence,was to make
initial use of the new and, at the tim~ unique tran-
sonic wind tunnel at the Langley Aeronautical Labora-
tory in an effort to obtain a better understanding of the
sharp dr~~ rise which occurred as an airplane neared
the speed of sound.
. .
Already, application of the area-rule concept to the
desi=q of Air Force and Navy aircraft has resulted in
performance gains of as much as 25 percen~ Because
Whitcomb’s accomplishment was one segment of a long-
range proagmm,it may be in order to relate his investi-
gations in context with other transonic research which
had beenundertaken.
The problem of transonic ~~ has been known for
many years (The dr~m rise, sometimes called pres-
mre drag, is the difference between the drag level above
the speed of sound and the drag.level at subsonic speeds
where the drag is due primarily to skin friction.) Un-
fortunately, in these years, the principal aerodynamic
research tool, the conventional wind tunnel, was limited
by choking phenomena at or very near the speed of
sound-where the drag rise was sharpest. Conse-
quently, the task, ~ of deiining the magnitude nnd
the nature of the problem and, second, of seeking solu-
tions, was made much more diflicult.
Once the possibility of fmter-than-sound flight had
been definitely established, in 1947 by the rocket-
powered X–1 research airplane, it became imperative
that solutions be found for the drag-rise problem if
supersonic speed was ever to be attained by airplanes
vvith useful range and load-carrying capabilities,
The development, over a period of yenrs, of several
techniques utilizing special 1%-searchairplanes, fulling
bodies, rocket-powered models, and so forth to study
.problernsin the tumsonic mea was traced in the NACA’S
l?ortieth Annual Report, 1964, beginning on page 3.
Using thesetechniques,fairly substantialprogres was
made in reducing transonic drag ris~ The means em-
ployed were relatively obvious. The thickness ratio
of wings was reduced. Wings with a large degree of
swespback and with low aspect ratio were ndopted,
Work was done also to develop optimum fuselage shapes
for flight at such speeds.
In these years intensive experimentation wm also
conducted in an effort to determine the best combina-
tion of wing and fuselage forms. Rocket-powerecl
models, fired from the NACA’S Wallops Island, Vs.,
field stntion, provided a quick and relatively inexpen-
sive means to cmry on this work. From it came n
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number of wing-body combinations with very low drng
rise in the transonic range. Unfortunately, the models
with the lowest drag rise were largely impractical from
the standpoint of use in the design of tactical military
airplanes
Nonetheless, the aerodynamic progress which was
made, coupled with the successful development of turbo-
jet engines of the 10,OOO-pound-thrustclass, made pos-
sible flight through the transonic range to low super-
sonic speed. For the designer, the transonic drag rise
remained so large as to compromise seriously the ability
of an airplane to perform a useful military mission.
At this poin$ with the transonic-drag-rise problem
seemingly still far from solution, numerous designs for
supersonic airplanes proved to be incapable of reaching
faster-than-sound speeds. Use of the rocket-powered-
model technique enabled determination of the magni-
tude of the drag rise at tmnsonic speeds of such designs
and resulted in very considerable savings of both time
and money.
Whereas several techniques enabled measurement of
the drag rise in the transonic rangg, it was not until
the 8-foot transonic wind tunnel was put into operation
at the Langley Laboratory that it became possible to
undertake systematic study of the problem. For the
first time, it was possible to study visually the inter-
ference of flows over the various components of the
airplane with one another -whicl+ it was found, were
associated to a large extent with the large amount of
drag rise. Further work in the tunnel showed plainly
that these interferences were sources of large and erratic
drag-rise characteristics which could not be explained
in terms of model coniignration factors such m thick-
new ratio, sweep, and the usual body considerations.
In the resmrch on flow interference at transonic
speeds, systematic investigation was made of the drag-
rise increments of numerous wing-body combinations.
At subsonic speeds the pressure drag due to thickness
of the fuselage or wings is negligible m long as the
slmpes are suiliciently well streamlined to avoid flow
separation. Near the speed of sound, however, the drag
becomes sensitive to the shape’ and arrangement of the
bodies.
From the visualization of flow patterns, which the
transonic tunnel permitted, came the formulation of
the essential elements of the arex rule. The next step
was to devise critical experiments -which would enable
clear-cut proof-testing of the concep~
These critical experiments required enlargement of
the research program to include comparisons of the
drag-rise increases of wing-body combinations with
those of their comparable bodies of revolution (the
cross-sectional mea of a model’s wing was wrapped
around the body of revolution which otherwise had
the same cross-sectional area along the xds as the
model fuselage). Study of schlieren photographs
showed that the farther away from the models, and
comparable bodies of revolution, the more closely the
observed shock patterns resembled each other. In other
words, although there were found to be differences of
flow near the wing-body combinations and their equiva-
lent bodies of revolution, these differences diminished
rapidly farther away from the models.
The generally close similarities-of the total or effective
flow fields for the -iving-body combination and the com-
parable body of revolution in the regions producing the
main portion of the shock loses suggested that the
energy losses associated with the shock for the two
configurations should be similar. Since ‘the drag rise
for thin low-aspect-ratio wings is due primarily to
shock losses,the drag rise for the combination should be
approximately the same as that for the equivalent body
of revolution. ‘
As one part of the research program, drag-rise in-
creaseswere measured at a Mach number of 1.03 for 15
models of as many swept-, delta-, and straight-vving-
body combinations. Compmison was then made vvith
the drag-rise increments of their comparable bodies of
revolution. With a single exception (for which a com-
plete ,qlanation has yet to be found) there was geneml
qualitative agreementbetween the drag-rise increasesof
the models and of their comparable bodies of revolution.
A fial step in the development of the new concept
was the reasoning that the drag rise would be held to a
miriimumnear the speed of sound if the wing-body com-
bin~tion were reshaped so that its area distribution
would-be similar to that for a smooth body of revolution
with &e highest possible fineness ratio. Again use of
the tiansonic wind tu&el made possible verification of
the vvdidity of the reasoning process,
It soon became apparent that the f@ness ratios which
could be used -iyereconsiderably less than that required
for minimum total drag because of such considemtions
as airplane stability and structural weight. hTo less,
such matters as the dimensions of the elevator of an
aircraft. caqrier imposed practical limitations on the
length of q Navy fighter airplane.
lhmther development of the area-rule concept re-
sulted in learning how to insure minimum drag rise by
adding to an existing wing-body combination (m well
as subtracting area) to obtain a more f nvomble. arm
distribution. h the case of the Convair l?-102& for
example, the fineness ratio was improved by lengthen-
ing the nose, and area -wasadded to the fuselab~ aft of
the wings. These ch~mes were in addition to pinc~o
in the fuselage at the wing roots in the.manner wti,ch
has been variously and popularly described as “Marilyn
Monroe;’ “coke bottl~” and. “wasp waist.”
With the area rule clearly stated and exp@mentnlly
proven, a next step.vvas to develop the theory which
would provide an adequate understanding of the p~e-
. ..—.—.— ____ ..-.
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nomen~ At this poin$ it occurred to the researchers
that the essenceof the area-rule idea might have existed
in the body of linear theory which had been developed
over the ycxm+and ~ in fact, was soon shown to have
been the case. For exampl~ in the 1947 doctoral thesis
by Wallace D. Ha,yes at the California Instituta of
Technology, on linearized supersonic flow, there were
mathematical expressions showing that the wave drag
of a system of wings and bodies depended on the longi-
tudinal area dishibution of the system as a whole and
that calculation of the wave drag could be simplMed to
that of a slender body of revolution. Work on linear-
ized supersonic flow which resulted in somewhat similar
indications was also done by W. T. Lord and G. N. Ward
of Great Brita@ Ernest W. Graham, and others. Be-
cause of the limitations of the theory at tmmsonic
speeds, it was not felt to be of .s@i&amce.
Since the iirst work establishing the area rul~ much
study has been devoi%d at the &nes and Langley Lab-
oratoriw both to attaining maximum benefits from its
application and also to establishing its limitations.
The area rule permits ready application of the store
of available information about theoretically optimum
bodies to the design of airplanes having similar charac-
teristics of optimum drag rise. The simplicity of the
rule minimizes the detailed analysis which previously
was required whenever such effects of wing geometry as
thiclmess, sweep, and aspect ratio were involved because
such analysis was always clouded by the effects of other
variables which could not be eliminated. Finally, and
perhaps most import@ it has brought realization that
the airplane’s wing and fuselage must be designed
together.
Already, the resdts of this effort have given the
designer a powerful, simpl~ and useful tool in eliminat-
ing a major portion of the trmsonic-drag-rise increase.
AERODYNAMIC RESEARCH
Extensive experimental and theoretical research in
the iield of aerodynamics haa continued in the research
facilities of the NACA to further the understanding of
the basic factors important in the selection of optimum
aircraft cmdl.ggtions for high-speed fight, One ilU-
portant result of this work is the tmmsonic area rubs+
some detai-laof which are discussed in the section on
High-Speed Aerodynamics. b addition to generalized
aerodynamic researc~ a large number of investigations
have been undertaken at the request of the military
services to assistin the development of sptic military
aircraft; besides providing particular aerodynamic in-
formation on specific problems of special interes$ these
. programs often indicate new general problems on which
basic research studiw are initiated.
The laboratories have made increased use of ground
and flight simulators and electronic computing equip-
ment to complement their wind-tunnel and flight studies
of various aerodynamic problems; special attention has
been given to the use of such equipmaut in the study
of airplane pit&roll coupling, a dynamic stability
problem of concern in high-speed airplane design. The
development of new and improved analytical and theo-
retical techniques for the estimation of various aerody-
namic parameters of an airmaft ccndiguration and its
components has also continued.
One relatively new field in which progress has b
made is that dealing with vertical-takeoff aircraft+
Si=guificantresearch has been done on various means for
achieving vertical takeoff and land.& without impor-
tantly compromising the high-speed capability. The
stabili~ of several promising arrangements has bem
extensively studied.
&&t..ance on broad aerodynamic problems has bwm
given to the NACA by the CQmmitteeon Aerodynamics
and its technical subcommittees on Fluid Mechanics,
High-Speed Aerodynamics, Stibility and Control, In-
ternal Flow, Propellers for Aircrafi %aplan~ and
Helicopters. in past years, it has been indicated that
special NACA conferences, attended by representative
of the military services and many of their contractors,
were effective means of disseminating newly acquired
NACA research results. During the past year a con-
ference of this type on automatic stability and control
of aircraft was held at the Ames Laboratory.
Some of the recent uncl~ed aerodynamic work
undertaken by the NACA is briefly described in the
following paragraphs.
FLUID MECHANICS
Boundary-Layer Research
In recent y- with the advent of laminar airfoils
and with the observations of laminar boundary lnyera
at Reynolds numbers as high as 50X I@, the ability
to estimate reliably viscous-flow and heat-transfer
effects for a huninar boundary layer has become in-
creasingly important. A completely general solution
of the laminar-boundary-layer equations which include
effects of compressibility, pressure gradient, and heat
transfer has been extremdy dMicult because of the
mathematical complexities involved. However, for a
particular CIW of pressure gradients, the velocity and
temperature profiles are similar at each streamwise
station and a mathematical solution can be obtained.
Such a solution is presented in Technical Note 3325.
The results of this solution are applied in Technical
Note 8326, which provides an approximate method for
calculating the characteristics of the compressible lam-
inar boundary layer with arbitiary pr~e gradient
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and bent transfer. A related theoretical study of the
effect of pressure grndien$ wall temperature, and Mach
number on laminar-boundary-layer characteristics has
been conducted by the Polytechnic Iustitute of Brook-
lyn Aeronautical Laboratories under the sponsorship
of the NACA. The resul& of the study are given in
Technical Note 3296.
Although boundary-layer theory has advsmed.to the
stage where it is now possible to predict with someecm-
fidence the behavior of the laminar and turbulent
boundnry layers on a flat plate at moderately high Maoh
numbers, the determination of the overall behavior has
lagged because of a poor understmding of the inter-
mediate txnnsition region. A series of transition
studies in high-speed flows has been conducted at the
l%wis Laboratory. Results of tWOof these studies are
presented in Technical Notes 3509 and 3267, wherein
recovery temperatures and transition locations are
analyzed.
Various aspects of the turbulent boundary layer have
been invwtigated in the past year. In Technical Note
346%the problem of shock-induced turbnlent-boundary-
layer separation is analyzed by an approximate method
This nnalysis provides criteria for avoiding separation
behind the shock.
Attention hna also been directed toward a funda-
mental understanding of the physical mdmnisms in-
volved in a turbulent boundary layer. This research
involvw measurement of various statistical quantities
in the boundary layer. Experimental measurementsof
all the terms appearing in the momentum equation%
such as mean and turbulent shear stress, are presented
in Technicnl Note 3264. These terms are ewiluated
and nnrdyzed for a flow with progrw-siveily i.nmeasing
pressure gradient. Measurements of the spectra of the
longitudinal component of turbulence are reported in
Technical Note 3453; the measured spectra are also
compared with the different variations predicted from
the hypothesis of statistical equilibrium.
In Technical Note 3266, an experimmtal inve&iga-
tion of fully developed turbulent flow in pipes is pn+
sented. Ann&sis of the turbulent stress tensor shows
thnt the direction of principal strm was oriented
nenrly pnrfdlel to the wall in the region near the wall.
The results indicated that the intensity at the center
was of a universnl nature. Comparison of turbulence
measurements obtained using the constant-current and
constnnt-temperature systems of hot-wire anemometry
showed good agreemen~
The problem of the eff~ of yaw on the turbulent
boundnry layer and skin friction of in.@ite cylinders
was investigated experimentally at Cornell University
under the sponsorship of the NACA. Results of tests
conducted on three flat plates yawed 0°, 80°, and 46°
with artificially fixed transition in a low%peed, low-
turbulence tunnel nre described in Tech.&icd Note 8388.
These remh%indicnte that the boundary-layer displace-
ment thickness increases in the stream direction at a
slightly greater rate on the yawed plates than on an
nnyawed plate; the eifecta of yaw on the direction of
flow within tlie bouidsry layer were generally small.
If a shock wave advanc.w into a stationary fluid
bounded by a wid.1,a boundary-layer flow is established
along the wall. An analysis of such a boundary layer,
which is important in studies of phenomena involving
nonstationary shocks, is presented in Technical Note
UOl. Velocity and temperature profil~ recovery fac-
tow and skin-friction and heat-tiansfer coefficientsare
tabulated for a wide range of shock strengths. .
Skin Friction and Heat Transfer
The dwign of supersonic airplanes and mki.les re-
qui& engineering information about heat-transfer co-
efbients and recovery factors that extend over a wide
range of Reynolds numbers. Free-flight tests at super-
sonic speeds up to a Mach riumber of 2.5 have therefore
been made by the Langley Pilotl~ Aircraft Rwearch
Division to determine the local convective heat-bander
codlicients evaluated from measured skin temperature
on a rociket-propelled iin-stabilized parabolic body of
revolution Sl& i%mperatureswere measured by re-
sistance-type thermometers cemented to the inside snr-
face of the body. The experimental heat-tramsfer val-
ues were compared with the results obtained from the
V–2 rwmrch missile and with several equations for heat
transfer in a turbulent boundary layer. The equation
for heat transfer on a flat plate in a turbulent boundary
layer at subsonic speed was in good agreament with the
test results which covered a Mach number rnnge from
Lo to 2.5.
Other heat-transfer studies up to similar high Mach
numbers and Reynolds numbers were made by the
Langley Gas Qynamics Brnnch. Axially syrnmetrio
annular nozzle9 co* of a constant-diameter outer
wti amd center bodies shaped to produce supersonic
flows were used. The measurwqentsj made along the
outer TVQ gave essentially flat plate results that ware
free from wall-interference and corner effects. Test
results at Mach numbers of 3.03, 2.06, and 1.62 are
reported in Technical Notes 3803, 3#7~ and 8461, re-
spex%ively. The experimental heat-tmmzfer cmflicients
were in good agreement vvith theoretical analysis and
with the V–2 rocket data.
One of the most critical areas affectedly aerodynamic
hwking fi in the vicinity of the forward stagnation
points on blunt bodies. An analysis of the heat transfer
at thw~ pohts for two-&nmnsionaI and &aRy sym-
metric blunt bodies is presented in Technical Note 3513.
Relations for the heat transfer, obtained from exact
solutions to the equations of t%elamimzrboundary layer,
are @v& in itermsof he local velocity gradient at the
stagnation poid. “
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Stictural damage resuking from aerodynamic heat-
ing in supcu%onicflight can be avoided either by utilb-
ing high-temperidmrematerials in aircraft construction
or by one of several mefiods of surfaca cooling. The
method of transpiration cooling, in which the “coolant
p“hssesthrough small pores in the aircraft surface into
the outside boundary layer, seemspromising. Iil Tech-
nical Note 3341, an analysis is presented which indicates
that the imrface injection associated with tra.i@iration
cooling .@tems produces large- reductions in both the
bent-transfer and skin-friction coeilicients for a turbu-
lent boundary layer on a flat plate. The numerical
results are resticted to the case of aii blowing into air.
The effects of blowing are indicated to be similar for
high-speed comprusible flow to those for lo-iv-speedin-
compressible flow. In Technical Note M@ a solution
of the equations of the compressible laminar boundary
layer is given which includes the effects of @respiration
cooling. ~e. effect of several flow parameters on cool-
ant~flowrates is discussedwith the aid of representative
examples. Analysis indicates that, on a weight-of-
coolant basi~ transpiration cooling is more effective
than other methods studied.
. A review has been made of recent advancw in the
lmowledge of heat transfer and skin frictioq occurring
on the surfaces of high-speed aircraft. The subject
matter included the following topics: boundary-layer
transition, heat transfm. and &in friction in kuninar
boundary l%y~, heat transfer and skin friction in
turbulent boundary layers, and transpiration cooling.
The review was presented at the NACA-University
Conference held at the Imvis Flight Propulsion Lab-
@atory on October 20,21, and 22,1954. ‘
Gas Dynarpic-s .
,. In.-Technical Note 3318, a further effort is made to
pl~ri~ the mathaati@ problem of accurately approxi-
mating tibsonic compr&ble flow. ~mparisons are
ma-deof calculations by the Prandtl-Busemann (small-
@@urbance) method with calculatiorq by th~ Janzen-
Rayleigh (l@-expansion) method for the flow about a
paqabolic cylinder. The small-disturbance method as
normally used was found to be unsuitable to the calcu-
l&ion, but when &e solution was developed in pow&
of M as a control parameter the result was identical
with @at obtained by the M’-expansion method.: It is
~lso shown that the small-disturbance solution, d&el-
oped in reciproqd powers of&e distance from the”vor-
.@x, q- with&e results of second-order thin-airfoil
.tlleory. ‘ ‘
. ._.Transonic flow past ~-t&o-dimensional bodies
~as been the s’ubjectof several went analytical studies
,rmd@e ph@omena are well understood; some-study
has alsQ.been mada of the similarity ru.k of axially
@&netri< transotic flo’iv, but information is not so
complete as that for two-dimensional’ flow. To in-
crease this informatio~ an experimental investigation
was undertaken by the Calif otia Institute of Tech-
nolo@, imder the sponsorship of-the NACA, of the
transonic flow” past tone-cylinder, axially symmetric
bbd.ies. In Technical Note 3218, the experimental re-
sults tie compared with theoretical predictions.
A precise experimental determination of the struc-
ture and thicknessof the normal shockwave is of funda-
mental inter&t in the study of gas dynamics. The
prolilas and thkkiesses of normal shock wrwes of
moderatti strength have recently been determined ex-
perimentally in terms of the variation of the eqnilib-
rimn’ temperature of an insulated transverse cylinder
in &e-molecule flow. The shock waves of this study,
conducted under the sponsorship of the NACA by the
University of California, were produced in a stendy
state in the jet of a low-density wind tunnel’ at Mach
numbers from 1.’72to 3.91. The shock thickness varied
from 5 to 3~2 times the length of the Maxwell meon
free path in the supersonic air stream. A compmison
of the experimental results with various theoretical
predictions is included in Technical Note 3298,
In Tecbnichl Note 3299, solutions corresponding to
the reflection of “acentered simple =miveoloqg wstraight
wall and along a free stmmnlm“ e of constant pressure
are formulated in mathematical terms. Associated
problems are of great importmce in two-dimensional
supersoni~flow theory and apparently hmve not been
preciously studied matheinatkally. This study, under-
taken .by Brown University under the sponsorship of
the NACA, shows that these solutions nre simply re-
lated to some solutions arising in the theory of linenr
partial dMerential equations and to some importmt
theorems predicting “a ptiori bounds” for specinl
mathematicid problems.
“At present, there exists little quantitative informa-
tion about the flow in cutouts in aerodynamic surfrices.
The equilibrium of the vortex systems existing within
the cavity evidently depends oh the geometnry of the
mvi~ and the parameters of the outside flow, but it is
not apparent which features are predominant hi deter-
mining this equilibrium. The California Institute of
Technolo=g, in an investigation sponsored by the
NAC.& therefore, undertook to provide ndditionnl in-
formation in this field. In this study, the flow in n
rectapgdar cavity, or slot, in the floor of rLwind tun-
nel is described by presure and velocity mensrwements.
A report on these results, which includes the eff~ of
varying the depth-breath ratio of the cnvi~, is given
in Technical Note 3488.
The use of auxiliary air injection downstream of n
supersonic-wind-tunnel test section reduces the pres-
sure ratio required to start and run the tunnel. The
fea+bility of such a conijguration depends on the Wec-
.tiveness of injectors in reducing tunnel pressure rntio
without excessive increases in total weight flow. The
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results of an experimental investigation of injector per-
formance, reported in TechnicaJNote 3262,indicnte that
the tunnels with injectors operated at pressure ratios
approximately 20 percent greater than the theoretically
predicted value90
By passing shock waves im% a supersonic-wind-tun-
nel test section, instantaneous changes in flow Mach
number result. Such a technique would bo of value for
experimental investigations of transient phenomwm
An experimental study of the Mach number chwqys
that can be induced by initiating a high-pressure pulse
at the upstream end of a supersonic-wind-tunnel nozzle
was recently undertaken at the Lewis Laboratory. The
results of the study are presented in Technical Note
3258.
One of the basic problems in combustion aerodynam-
ics is the dynamic effect produced in a md.ium as a re-
sult of heat release; the strength of the pressure wavti
generated by the heat releiwe and their iniportance are
of particular concern. To-provide additional informa-
tion rdating to this problem, an analytical investigation
was recently made by The Johns Hopkins University
under the sponscmhip of the NACA. The results of the
study are given in Technical Note’ 3411. An approxi-
mate formula of a linearized solution for the pressure
field generated by a moderata rate of heat release is in-
cluded. balogics between the pressure -waves gen-
erated by heat release and those generated by mass re-
lease, piston motion, or, a two-dimensional body in n
supersonic air streamare presented.
Research Equipment and TechniquM
The design and construction of a new wind tunnel for
heat-transfer studies have been completed at the Le-ivis
Laboratory and the tunnel has been put into opetatio~.
The ivind tunriel is of the closed-circuit typ~ having
n test-section size of 10 inches by 12 inches,- with a
Mach number range from ~z to”6. The wind ‘tunnel
is designed to permit testing at air stagnation tempera-
tures up to 1,200° F and ‘duplicate temperatures in
actual flight at a Mach number of 4 at approximately
50,000feet. The wind’tunnel will be used for obtaining
heat-tmnsfer and aerodynamic data under the air-tem-
perature conditions encountered in flight.
In’ order to simpli@ the method of &+gning ‘mper-
sonic nozzles, a procedure has been published in Techni-
cal Note 3322 for computing nozzle shape for any
Mach number directly from tabulated flow parameters
and appropriate equations. An existing report gives
equations for nozzle shapes starting tvith radial super-
sonic flow; this report completes the prodedure by pro:
vialing the method of dw&ni.ng the’ first pti of the
nozzle to achieve this nemssary ridiail flow.
Development of hypemonic testing in wind tunnels
is hampered by condensation of the air itself at the low
temperatures that ekist in the test section. In order-to
determine the nature of the condensation process and to
determine the eilect of stagnation temperature, pressure
meawiremem%and scattered-light measurements were
miule in two Mach number 7 nozzles at the Langley 11-
inch hypersonic tunnel. T& resul~ reported in Tech-
nical Note 3302, showed that liquefaction of air occurred
very close to the saturation point without a condensa-
tion shock, which indicated that liquefaction took place
on foreign nuclei such as water and carbon-dioxide
particles. The results with various contents of water
vapor and carbon dioxide, howevw, could not be cor-
related with available condensation theory.
An investigation of a method of obtaining skin-fric-
tion coeihieni% from measurement of the local rate of
heat transfer was undertaken by the California Insti-
tute of Technology under the sponsorship of the NACA.
Technical Note 3268 discuses the possible range of ap-
plication of the method in low- and high-speed flow
and presents experimental data “to show that a very
simple instrument can be used to obtain laminar and
turbulent skin-friction coefficients with a single
calibration.
Analysis has shown that photometric measurements
in the scattered electromagnetic field produced when a
plane light wave passes through a nonabsorbing turbu-
lent gas can be used to define an integral scale and
average intensity of the density fluctuations. Although
the analysis is rigorously valid only for turbulence
characterized by isotropic density fluctuations having
an exponentially decaying autocormlation, experi-
mental data for supersonic turbulent boundary layers
have proved to be in good functional agreementwith the
predictions of the analysis. Thusj a promising new
method is available for the detection and measurement
of density fluctuations in compressible boundary layers,
wakes, and jets. The investigation was reported in a
paper praented at the 1955Joint Meeting of the Amer-
ican Ph@cal Society and the Sociedad Mexicana De
Fisica.
HIGH-SPEED AERODYNAMICS
W@g-Eody Drag Interference at Transonic Speed+
.~e Area Rule -
In the course’of experi@ntal reseaich on the drag
caused by interfering pressure fields from aircraft
wings and bodi~ a fundamental discovery of consid~”-
able importance b the performance of high-speed air-
cdt was mad~ It was found that at Mach numbers
near 1.0 the wave drag of a wing-body combination is
dependent primarily on the streamwisi distribution of
cross-sectional area of the combination. This statement
cmstitutes what has become known as the “area rik”
Some of the historical aspectsof research leading to this
discovery and’ the subsequent application of the area
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rule tothe design of particular aircraft are related in
an earlier section of this tiual Report.
The original rwearch, which wag carried out in the
Langley 8-foot tmnsom“c tumnelby Richard T. Whitr
comb, provided the eqmrimentsl demonstration of the
area rule and showed tha~ by the proper removrd of
body cro~-sectional area in the region of the wing,
large decreasesin the tmmsonicdrag of wing-body com-
binations could be achieved. Within the range of ap-
plicability of the area rule it should be possible in a
w@-body combination to eliminate completdy the
zero-lift component of pressure drag due to the wing
and such was demonstrated to be the case.
h a later analysis designed to investigate the range
of applicabili~ of the area role, a comparison was
made with the appropriate similarity rule of transonic-
flow theory and within available experimental data for
a large family of rectangular wings of various aspect
ratios and thickness-chord ratios. It was found that
for this family of wings the data could be correlated
on the basis of the area rule for values of the similarity
parameter (aspect ratio times the one-third power of
the thiclmess-chord ratio) less than about 1.0.
h a theoretical study the basic ideas of the slender-
body approximation were appli~ to the nonlinear tran-
sonic-flow equation for the velociQ potential in order
to obtain some of the essential features of slender-body
theory at ixansonic speeds. The transonic area rule
and some conditions concerning its validity vverefound
to follow from the analysis.
In another invest$ption theoretical methods w-erq
used to calculate the pressure9over a swept wing in the
presence of a cylindrical central body and a nearly
cylindrical body indented acco+ti.ng to the area rulu
The investigation showed that the pressure distribution
on the wing in the presence of the indentid body -was
closely similar to the pressure distribution on an irdinite
swept wing.
f&fOib and ‘?ihgs
Several recent theoretical advances have been com-
bined in Technical ~oh 3390 tQ give a second-order
theory of airfoil sections in subsonic flow. The surface
velocities were calculated for incompressible flow, trans-
formed by the second-order compressibility rul~ and
then correzted near the leading and traihg edges. A
straightforward comput@ schemeis given for treating
any protlle, based on a knowledge of its ordinatas at
duzignated points. Solutions for a number of airfoils
are given and compaxed with results of other theories
and experimen&
Inasmuch as an airfoil intended for supersonic fight
must first traverse the subsonic and transonic speed
ranges, ii% force characteristics must be suitable for
steady and controllable flight in these speed ran= To
investigate this problem, a series of eight 6-perced-
thick airfoils was tested in the Langley rectangular
high-weed tmmel. These airfoils included the NA(YA
0006-63, NACA 16-006, NACA 66-006, three circular-
arc airfoils with maximum thickness locations at 80,60,
and 70 percent chord, and two symmetrical wedge air-
foils with maximum tbiclmcss locations at 30 and 70
percent chord. Pressure-distribution tests were made
at Mach numbers up to choking and at anglea of attack
up to 20°. The Raynolds number range corresponding
to the Mach number range varied from 0.7X 10e to
1.5XI@ based on a chord of 4 inches. The results of
this investigation, which are reportad in Teohnical Note
+ led to the conclusion that for airfoils of the type
tested the variations with Mach number of the Iifi
drag, and pitching-moment coticients are generally
similar, and there do not appear to be any factors which
would prohibit the use of sharp-leading-edge pro~es
in the speed range of these tests.
The linearized theory of thin wiqg+ which has proved
so fruitful for both subsonic and supersonic flows, ie
lmown to fail near leading and trailing edgca if the
component of freestremn velocity normal to the edge is
subsoni~ and erroneous calculations of the drag result.
A tiple technique is given in Technical Note 8343 for
correcting this failure. Consideration of the flow past
parabolas and wedges leads to simple rules for treating
round and sharp edges. In this way, rules given previ-
ously for round-nosed airfoil sections in incompressible
flow are extended to higher approximations, sharp
edges, subsonic speei@ three-dimensional wings, and to
slender bodies of revolution.
Among airfoil proflcs the wedge is of particular in-
ter& since its geometric simplicity permits ready
formulation of a problem with known boundary condi-
tions in the hodograph plan~ Conmquently, it has
been tb.esubject of considerable theoretical work in the
transonic Mach number range. Guderley and Yoshi-
hara obtained theoretical results for a synmetical dou-
ble-wedge profile at zero lift at a Mach number of 1 and
have recently &ended their work to include the lifting
condition. In order to provide experimental data for
comparison with these theoretical resnilt.s,txsts were
made of a 10-percent-thi& symmetrical double-wedge
airfoil at Mach numbers up to 1.0 and at angles of
attack up to 8° in the Langley 4 by 19-inch sinniopen
tunnel. These ‘experimem% are repo~d in Technical
Note 3306. At zero lift the experimental results are
in fair agreement with the theoretical results of Guder-
ley and Yoshihara at a Mach rnimber of 1 and with the
results of transonic small-disturbance theories of other
investigators in the Mach number range from 0.85to 1.0.
At liftirqg conditions, a reasonable check was obtained
on the value of the lift-curve slope at a Mach number
of 1 calculated by Guderley and Yoshihara.
The use of airfoils with appreciable trailing-edge
thidmess has received little attention prior to the last
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few years, presumably because of the high drag as-
sociated with a blunt trailing edge at 10TVspeeds. The
characteristics of bhmt-tmiling-edge airfoils have re-
cently been investigated because of their evident struc-
tural advantages, improvement in certain lift and con-
trol characteristics at transonic velocities, reduction in
profile drag at moderate and high supersonic velocities,
rmdincrease in the Iift-curve slope at supersonic veloci-
ties. An investigation concerned solely with the lift
characteristics of blunt-traihg-edge wings in super-
sonic flow has been undertdmn by the &nes Laboratory.
The tits of this investigation, reported in Technical
Not~ 3504, show reasonable agreement between calcula-
tions and experiments over the Mach number range
between 1.5 and 8.1. Increasing the hailing-edge
thiclme.mincreased the lift-curve slope in amounts up
to about 15 percent. This effect was greater at hyper-
sonic speeds, where the calculations predict, for ex-
ample, up to 25-percent greater lift f or a fully blunt 5-
percent-thick airfoil than for a sharp-trailing-edge air-
foil.
The inherently low values of lift-drag ratio and the
resuh%nt short rang- characteristic of conventional
aircraft configurations operated at supersonic speeds
have stimulated research on more e5cient shapes for
use at these speeds. This research has been directed
rdong two main lines, om+ the reduction of the drag at
zero lift and, the other, the reduction of the drag due
to lift. One of the most promising developments has
been the use of twist and camber to reduce the wing drag
due to lift for a given plan form. The problem of how
best to selectthe one particular combination of twist and
camber that will represent the best compromise for all
flight conditions is being studied at the Langley Lab-
oratory. In Technical Note 831’7,relations and curves
are presented from which a suitable selection may be
made, depending on the relative importance of maxi-
mum range and top speed. In addition, it is sho-ivn
that large increaw in maximum lift-drag ratio can
probably be realized by the use of the proper twist and
camber.
The estimation of the ihxg due to lift for lowwspect-
mtio wings has been hampered by the effect of aspect
rntio on the variation of pro~e drag with lift coeili-
cient. An analysis of the drag due to lift of low-aspect-
ratio rectangular wings has recently been made and is
presented in Technical Note 3%24. A discussion of the
variation of proille drag with lift also is presented and
m method is developed which relates the effect of
aspect ratio on the proiile drag due to lift to an effec-
tive two-dimensional lift coefficient. A simple expres~
Sion for this “effective” two-dimensional lift coeilicient
in terms of the aspect ratio is derived and used to cor-
relate experimental values of profile drag due to lift for
rectangular wings in the lo-iv-aspect-ratio range. A
method of utilizbg two-dimensional test results, by
means of this effective two-dimensional lift coeilkien~
to estimate the profile drag due to lift of low-aspect-
ratio wings is brieily discussed.
7ao-lift drag calculations have .merally not been
made for tapered wings with curved surfaces because of
the Wlicul@ of solving the drag equations. However,
the zero-lift wave drag of a particular family of un-
swept tapered wings with linearly varying thickn=
ratio and symmetrical parabolic-arc sections has been
calculated uainglinear theory. untechnical Note 3418,
the case of the wing with a given root thickness ratio
is given primary consideration with the tie-wtoward its
use for missiles with all-movable fins where the root
thiclmess must be large enough to allow for a rigid at-
tachment to the tmmnion and controlling mechanism.
By comparing the drag for these wings with that for a
corrwponding constant%biclmess-ratio wing tith
rhombic sections, it is found that the variable-thiclmes
ratio wings can be used to advantage with no serious
structural penaltiw if the vvings are assumed to have
the same given root thiclmess ratio or the same internal
volume.
Of the several published methods for comput@ the
aerodynamic loading over the wing span at subsonic
spee@ the Weiss@er method with seven control points
across the span is one of the easier methods to use and,
at one tim~ appeared to afford the best compromise be-
tween labor and accuracy. It has been f ound, however,
that for wings combining high aspect ratio with large
amounts of sweepback the seven-point loadings are in
error. A simple procedure is presented in Technical
Note 35OOto correct these errors for a sizable range of
plan forms. These corrected results agree with known
accurate re.suk within 1 percenk The E&curve slope
and the method of fairing the load.@ are also
improved.
The shock-expansion method for c.alculat@ the pres-
sure distribution on cylindrical wings in supersonic flow
has been extended in Technical Note 3499 to tapered
wings made up of single-curved (i. a, developable) sur-
faces. The method applies in regions of the W@ where
the component veloci~ normal to the surface rulings i9
supersonic and the flow is not influenced by the presence
of the root or tip. Because of the nature of the flow in
such regions, the method can be developed from elemen-
tary considerations of infinitwimal pla,ne waves and
simple geometxy. The result is a pair of ordinary dif-
ferential equations describing the flow over the surface.
These equations can be solved by standard numerical
methods for any given wing. Calculations using this
method indicate that linear theory cannot be used for
accurate prediction of lift distribution even for thin,
low-aspect-ratio wings at angles of attack as small as
3°. Experimental measurements that veri~ this fact
were made on a triangular wing having a maximum
thickness of 5 percent of the chord and an aspect ratio
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of 4. The wing was tested at a Mach number of 3.36
in tie 1- by fl-foot supersonic wind tunnel of the Ames
Laboratory.
Some aspects of the nature of the flow around delh
wingy have bean studied in a recent experimental in-
vwtigation. Vapor-screa~ pre3sure—distribution, and
ink-flow studies were made at a Mach number of 1.9
on a series of semispan delta-vving models with slender
wedge airfoil sections and sharp leading edges. The
models had semiapex angles varying from 5° to 31.75°.
The results of this inveAigation, reported in Technical
Note 3472, show that separated regions of vorticity
existed alo~~ the chords of all the wingg in the series
tested. Concentrated vortex cor~ vverefound only on
wings of very small semiapex angles. For wings vvith
medium and large semiapex angles the separated vortic-
ity was concentrated in a region extanding over the out-
board part of the span and lying close to the wing
upper surfac& The resuh%show that theoretical aero-
dynamic calculations, such as those in Technical Note
3430, utiliz@ a single separated vortax pair above the
wing upper surface to represent the separated vorticity,
can be applied at supersonic speeds for very slender
wings.
Bodies
The problem of shaping a body in such a way that
its wave drag at supersdc speeds is a minimum i9
receiving considerable attention. Most of the shapeaso
far derived have been closed atone or both ends; for na-
cellelike or ductlike configurations such a ratxktion is
undesirable. The problem of detarmining the optimum
shape for a given volume added to a basic circular cyl-
inder was attacked and solved without the assumption
that the body be of small radius but rather that it depart
only slightly from a basic circular cylinder. The solu-
tion obtained contains the complete range of results
from the slender to the two-dimensional (which is ap-
proached for cylinders of very large radius). These
results, given in Technical Note 3389, indicate that the
solution rather quickly 10SCSits similarity to the slender-
body-theory solution and approaches the two-dimen-
sional as the radius of the basic cylinder is increased.
A reverse-flow theorem for tial symmetry is pre-
sented and used to derive a useful relation between the
&metry of optimum shapes and the presmre in a com-
bined flow field.
As part of a supersonic research pro=gram,the Lang-
ley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division has investi-
gated the drag at cl.iflerentReynolds numbers of a ii.n-
stabilized paraboli~arc body of revolution designated
the NACA RM–10. The Mach number range of the
tests was approximately 0.9 to 8.3- and the Reynolds
numb% based on body length, vvere from 14x lW
to 210X 10Efor the full-male models and 15X10’ ‘to
110X108 for the half-scale models. The results, re-
ported in
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Technical Note 3320, indicata that there is,
it mo~ only small effect on total-drag coefficient of the
RM-10 configuration at a given Mach number due spe-
cifically to changes in Reynolds muhber. The results
showed the base-drag codicient of the half-scale models
to be 25 to 50 percent lower than that of the full-scale
model. However, information ww insuilicientto show
whether this diilerence was due to the difference in
Reynolds number at a given Mach number or to difler-
encw in internal base configurations and location of the
measurement point between the two sizes of models.
The p~e acting on the base of a body moving
at supersonic speeds maybe of considerable importance
since it can produce base drag amounting to more than
one-half the total drag of the body. Tests are continu-
ing to determine the factors affecting base drag. In
one Larqgley study, base pressures were measured in
fightat~ch nmbwfrom().~toISonfi+~bfi~ed
bodi= of revolution with and without rocket chambers
and with and without a converging afterbody. Results
presented in Technical Note 3372show that the presence
of a “cold” rocket chamber increased the pressure (less
suction) over the center portion of the bases. The addi-
tion of a convergent afterbody greatly increased the
base p~ as measured at both edge and center-line
orifices. Base-pressure chmzictmistics of related non-
li-fting bodies of ~evolution were investigated experi-
mentally hr the Ames 10- by 1+1-inchsupersonic wind
tunnel. The tests were conducted at Mach numbers
from 2.73 to 4.98 and Reynolds numbers from 0.6 to 8.8
million based on body length. The basic body shape
was a 10-caliber tangent ogive with a cylindrical after-
body. The variation of base-prwsure coe%icientwith
free-stream Mach number and Reynolds number was
determined for huninar-, transitional-, and turbulent-
boundary-layer flow. Some dfects of body fineness
ratio, nose-proiile shape, and afterbody shape (boat-
tail) were also included in the investigation. The re-
sults of this study, reported in Technical Note 8893,
show that the base-pressure coefficient decreased with
increasing Reynolds number and increased vvithincrem-
ingfr~.str~ ~ch n~berorfi~~s r8tio0
For application to the amilytical study of externnl
stor~ at supersonic speeds,methodshave been developed
in Technkl Note 3369 for calculating the drag of u
body of revolution in a nonuniform flow field, such as
the field of the airplane. In addition, the general ex-
pression has been obtained for determining the shape of
the minimwn-drag body of revolution of given volume
and length in a given uniform flow. The residts, basad
bn linear theory, ha,vebeen applied to @veral cases,and
it -wasfound that the nonuniformity of the flow field
does not affect the shape of the minimum-drag body.
Research
- At h:
E@pment and Techniques ,
Rome meeting of the Advisory Group for
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Aeronautical Research and Development of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization in December 1952, it
was decided to encourage a pro.gxun of tests of standard
models in supersonic wind tunnels for the purpose of
resolvimg differences among test facilities, techniques,
equipment, and data-correction methods. Technical
Note 8300 presents test results of the AGARD Calibra-
tion Model B, which is a 60° delta-wing-body combina-
tion, in the Langley 9-inch supersonic tunnel. Lift,
drag, and pitching-moment codlicients were obtained
at Mach numbers of 1.62, 1.9+ and 2.41 and at a Reyn-
olds number of approximately 3 X 108,based on a body
length of 6.8 inches.
A firing-range facili~ for small-scale supersonic
free-flight testing was put into operation at the Ames
Laboratory. The range, which had been previously
used only as a proof-test facility for the supersonic free-
flight wind tunnel, was instrumented with seven spark
slmdowgraph stations and precise time-measuring
equipment. This equipment provides the means for
experimental study of stabili~, drag, and other aero-
dynamic characteristics of small gun-propelled models
in free flight, free of the restraints and supports re-
quired in wind-tunnel tests. Initial tests have been
concerned with airplane models having wing spans of
the order of 3 inches, in flight at transonic and moderate
supersonic speeds. The purpose of these tests was to
investigate the coupling of longitudinal ‘and lateral
motions which are becoming so important on modern
high-fineness-ratio airplanes and to evaluate drag rise
at transonic speeds under free-fight conditions (no
wind-tunnel walk).
A vane-@pe angle-of-attack indicator that has been
developed by the NACA for use at subsonic and super-
sonic SpSSdSis described in Technical ~OtO 3441. Its
usefulness has been demonstrated in numerous tests of
rocket-propelled research models. A description of
this instrument, a brief history of its development, and
a wind-tunnel calibration are given, along with a dis-
cussion of the corrections to be applied to the indicated
readings.
STABILITY AND CONTROL
Static Stability
In order to reduce the d.iilicultyof correctly predict-
ing the effects of changes in static stability derivatives
on airplane behavior and controllability in tligh~ the
hTACA has followed a systematic long-term program of
flight testing representative new airplane con@uru-
tions. These tests have been conducted to determine
which stability characteristics result in new flying-
qualities problems and also to find the source of prob-
lems uncovered during initial flight tests of prototypes.
I?or example, pronounced changes in longitudinal
trim were encountered on straight-wing jet-propelled
fighters at high subsonic speeds. Airplanes with both
climbing and diving tendencies viere therefore ttied to
identi~ the particular static derivatives involved;
longitudinal instability (pitch-up) encountered in a
high-speed dive pull-out was analyzed in a similar
manner and explained by considering the changes in
dowmvash at the tail and elevator effectiveness with
angle of attack and Mach number.
With the introduction of swept-wing airplanes, the
pitch-up problem at high angles of attack at tmnsonic
speeds was found to be more severe. The cause of this
behavior was an unstable break in the whqg-fusslage
pitching-moment curve associated with stalling of the
wing tips. The observed correlation of the pitch-up
behavior with the stall-progression pattern on the wings
suggested a number of modifications to the wings in an
nttempt to delay the occurrence of the tip stall and sub-
sequent pitch-up. Wmg boundary-layer fences and
vortex-generator arrangements on the wing surface
have been found to be the most successful of these modi-
fications.
In designing an airplane to have adequate static lon-
gitudinal stability, an important factor to be examined
is the location of the horizontal tail with respect to the
wing-chord plana Choice of tail location is n9ually
strongly affected by the dowmvash behind the wing.
Do-ivnvvashhas been predicted in the past by consider-
ingfiefig asafifthglinetithavortex sheet trailing
aft of the wing in a horizontal plan~ It was considered
that no change occurred in the spanlike distribution
of vortici~ wit% downstream position. For swept
wings, these assumptions are no longer valid because
of changes in spanwise distributions of loading both at
the wing and downstream of the wing. To provide the
aircraft designer with a means of predicting the down-
wash in a rapid manner, a method employing infhmnce-
codicient types of computations has been developed tid
reported in Technical Note 3346. The effecb of the
rolling up of the vortex sheet as it progresses dovi-n-
stream and the effects of the presence of the fusekqge
have been accounted for by the application of simple
correction factors. Comparison of predicted values
with available experimental data shows good agreement-,
In addition to longitudinal difliculti~ high-speed
airplane’con6gurations (having low-aspect-ratio wings,
high-fienes+ratio bodies, and short tail lengths) often
have lateral-directional-stability problems To provide
data for study of these problemq a review has been
made of existing data obtained from investigations of
seveml airplane models which cover many of the geo-
metric arrangements of high-speed airplane com-
ponents of current interest. This review included a
study of the variation of directional stability with angle
of attack and Mach number and of the interference
effects, associated with vortnx flow and shock “waves,
on vti”cal-tail effectiveness
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& an aid in evaluating interference effects and to
obtain a more complete understanding of the factors
contributing to the stability of an airplan~ inve&iga-
tions of isolated component parts are also continuing.
For exampl~ a theoretical investigation has been
conducted in the Langley Stability &m@eis Section in
which exprcsions were derived by means of linearized
supersonic-flow theory for the p~ forw+ and
moments due to various lateral motions acting on thin
isolated vertical tails. Motions considered in the analy-
sis are constant siddip, steady rolling, steady yawing,
and constant lateral acceleration. For the particular
cmcs of half-delta and rectangular vertical tails, de-
tailed charts were prepared which enable rapid estima-
tion of 12 stability derivatives for given values of
aspect ratio and Mach number. The results of the
investigation are published in Technical Note %240for
the subsonic-leading-edge condition and in Technical
Note 8373 for the super-sonic-leading-edge condition.
An invest&ation has been conducted in the Langley
free-flight tunnel to determine the static stability
characteristics of severil fuselages having a relatively
flat cross section and a high fiuen~ ratio. The re-
sults, presented in Technical Note 3429, show tha~ at
high angles of atta~ for flattened fuselages with the
major cross-sectional axis horizonta~ a strong side-
wash existed vvhich caused thesa fuselages to be direc-
tionally stab~e for a center-of-grav-i~ position two-
thirds the fuselage length behind the nose. This side
wash ako mused a vertical t.d on these fusekge.s to be
directiontilly dd.ablis~~ at smd.1 angles of sideslip.
In addition to study of conventional airplane @pes,
investib~tion of the static stability characteristic of
aircraft capable of vertical takeoff and landing are also
continuirq+ A study has been conducted in the Langley
7-by 10-Foot Tunnels Branch for the purpose of devel-
op~c wing-propeller combinations suitable f or such
aircraft. One approach to this problem involves rota-
tion of the wing-propeller combination through 90°
to allow the propellers to act as lifting rotors during
takeoff and land@ and as conventional forward-thrust
propellers for cruising. The wind-tunnel experiments
employed a semispan wing with two large-diameter
overlapping propellers. The results, presented in
Technical Note 33~ indicate tha~ although wing
stalling may exist at some attitud~ the transition
appears fensible and the power necessary for takeoff
should be sticient to sustain the nircraft in all atti-
tudes. A propeller design problem is expected, how-
ever, becauee of direct propeller pitching moments at
intermediate angles of attack which correspond ti
an effective downward movement of the center of
thrust equal to about 5x)perwmt of the propeller radius.
bother approach utilize9 the redirected-slipstream
principle in which the thrust of forward-directed pro-
pellem is rotated through large nngles by wing flaps
and vanes. Results on arrangements of propellers and
plain flaps are reported in Technical Note 8307. Addi-
tional resultson slotted-flap and propeller mrangements
are published in Technical Note 3364 and some effects
of propeller operation and rotation are given in Tech-
nical Note 3360. The most promising rwults were ob-
tained with an arrangement of propellers, double-
slotted flaps, and one auxiliary vane.
In other areas investigations are under vvay aimed at
procuring an understanding of the stability chrwacteris-
tica of missiles.
In one study, slender-body theory has been applied to
the calculation of the effects on lift of gaps between the
-w@ and body of a slender wing-body combination.
The analysis is applicable to an estimation of mksile
characteristics wherein the longitudinal control is ob-
tained by variable-incidence wingg for which gaps exist
at high deflections. The results of the analysis pre-
sented in Technical Note 3224, show that the lift de-
creases very rapidly with gap size for small gaps and
approaches as an asymptote the value of lift attributed
to isolated panels of the vving.
Control
As higher speeds typical of those at which current
airplanes are designed to fly are achieved, the influence
of aeroelasticity on the rolling effectiveness of flap-@pe
ailerons becomw increasingly importmt. The calcu-
lation of aeroelastic behavior in rolling at supersonic
speeds is facilitated by a simplified method presented
in Technical Note 33’70. Calculations bwwd on the
simplMed method are compared with those based on
the very accurate procedure previously given in Tech-
nical Note 3067 (reported in the Fortieth Annual Re-
port, 1954) and excellent agreement is found. The
simplified method is considered to be applicable to w
wide variety of structural configurations and should be
suitable for other types of static elastic problems on
torsional divergence and center-of-pressure shift.
Other factors affecting the rolling effectiveness of
trailing-edge flap-type ailerons have been experimen-
tally studied by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Re-
search Division us~o free-tight rocket-propelled
models. W~ sweepback has been found to have a
beneficial effect in minimizing the abrupt changes in
control effectivenws which occur for unswept wings at
transonic speeds but causes a considerable decrense in
the level of effectiveness at all speeds. Decrenein~ the
aspect ratio of an unswept wing by a factor of approxi-
mately one-half caus= a twofold increase in the roll-
ing effectiveness. Large trailing-edge angles have n
very adversa efFect upon the rolling effectiveness of
plain flap-~ ailerons. Ailerons employing trailing-
edge angles in the range of 17° to 21° produce reversed
rolling effectiveness at transonic speeds. This condi-
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tion can apparently be corrected by the simple expedi-
ent of using flat-sided ailerons. It has been found that
the effectiveness of rLgiven aileron is only slightly af-
fected by the contour of the forward portion of the
airfofl.
Several arrangements of flap- and spoi.ler-@pe ai-
lerons have also been studied in the Langley full-scale
tunnel on a 47.5° sweptback-wing-fuselage model.
The results show that moderate-span spoilers produced
rolling moments equivalent to half-span, flap-type ailer-
ons, although the spoilers were more detrimental to
longitudinal characteristics Adveme yaw was pro-
duced by both types of controls when they were located
inboard.
Numerous investigations have been made of various
types of lateral-control devices on wings of triangular
plan form. Since a.vaihble data indicate that tip con-
trols are more effective than flap-type controls at
transonic and supersonic speeds, the studies of tip con-
trols were extended to low speeds. Quantitative in-
formation on the effectiveness as well as the hinge-
moment characteristics of tio different @pm of tip
controls at low speed and high Reynolds number was
obtained in the Langley low-turbulence pressure tun-
nel on a 60° triangular-wing-fuselage combination.
Damping Derivatives
The increasing emphasis placed on studies of the
dynamic stabfity of aircraft has intensified the need
for satisfactory methods for predi@i-ng the dynamic
stability derivatives. In turn, a need has arisen for
satisfactory apparatus for measurementof these deriva-
tives to obtain experimental checks on the theoretical
methods and to provide sources of information in those
areas in which theoretical methods are not yet available
The various systems in use to date approach the prob-
lem in several different ways, but all have deficiencies
of one sort or another. A system in which the model
executes forced oscillations with two degrees of free-
dom has recently been developed by the Ames Labora-
tory. The details of the design and development
me published in Technical Note %348 to serve as
an aid to others desiring to develop such systenm
Although the system is characterized by nonlinear
equationa of motion, linearization of the equations
by assuming small perturbations and .constant co-
ei%cientsyields .diciently accurate results. Results of
tests to ascertain the accuracy of the system indicated
that the rolling derivatives, the directional stabili~,
and the damping-in-yaw derivatives could be obtained
satisfactorily. Results obtained from the dnta-reduc-
tion equations for the rolling moment due to yawing
velocity and due to side slip angle were unreliabl~ how-
ever, and prevented the evaluation of these derivatives.
Another vvind-tunneltest technique for measuring the
rotary damping derivatives and cross derivatives at
transonic and supersonic speeds is discussed in Techni-
cal Note 8347. This report describes a method in which
a model is forced to oscillate in a wind tunnel with vary-
ing components of rolling, pitching, and yawing mo-
tion, depending on the arrangement of the axis of os-
cillation. From measurementsof the damping and fre-
quency of the oscillations for difbrent positions of the
oscillation axis, the damping and stMnes-sderivatives
can be determined. The apparatus can be used with
equal fmil.i~ whether the motions are damped or di-
vergent, an automatic control utilizing a feedback cir-
cuit being used to stabilize the frequency and the am-
plitude of the oscillations. An automatic data-rednc-
tion process is employed wherein the output of strain
gagw rwponsive to the force required to maintain the
model oscillation is introduced into an analog computer
-whose output is a direct measure of the aerodynamic
damping. The method has been applied to measure-
ment of the damping derivatives of several current and
projected airplane designs at Mach numbem up to 0.95.
A low-speed, experimental investigation has been
conducted in the Langley stabili~ tunnel to determine
the effect of the lag of sidemsh on the vertical-tail
contribution to the oscillatory damping in yaw of two
airplane models for which a systematic variation of the
sidewash gradient at the vertical tail could be obtained.
This was accomplished for one model by mounting mx-
iliary vertical fins on the fuselage at the center of
gravity and for the second model by varying the height
of the wing. The results of this investigation, pre-
sented in Technical Note 3356, show that the damping
in yaw of a model performing oscillations is increased
over the damping in yaw associated with steady curved
fight by a factor which depends on the lag of the side-
wash. The directional stability is influenced by the
static sidewash under both steady- and oscillatory-flow
conditions but is not idlected by the lag of the sidewash.
On the basis of linearized rotational-flow theory,
theoretixd @imates have been made in the Langley
Stability Analysis Section of the lift and pitching mo-
ment due to increment in angle of attack, the damping in
pitch, and the damping in roll for rectangular wings of
iniinite aspect ratio at ilnite angles of attack, The
results of this analysi~ presented in Technical Note
3421, are valid for a range of Mach number and angle
of attack for which the flow behind the shock is super-
sonic. Approximate estimates of a number of aero-
d~aznic derivatives of rectang.dsx wings at ~te
angl~ of attack are also prewnted. .
b &nes Laboratory study has been completed (sum-
marized in Report 1188) in which the concept of in-
dicial aerodynamic functions was applied to the analy-
sis of the short-period pitching mode of aircraft. By
the use of simple physkd relationships associated with
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conce~h cmalitative studies were
made of the separate effechs’on &e damping in pitch of
changg in Mach number, aspect ratio, plan-form shape,
and frequency. The concept is of value in depicting
physically the induced effects on a tail surface which
follows in the wake of a starting forward surface.
Theoretical techniques vvere developed vvhereby the
transientresponse in lift at the tail to the-wing wake may
be c%imated and numerical resulk for several represent-
ative cases were presented and analyzed to reasew the
importance of the contribution b“ the rotary dnmping
moment of the interference lift at the tail.
Dynamic stability
The various techniques developed by the NACA and
others for predicting and mensuring the dfiamic re-
sponse characteristics of airplanes for & by airplane
or automatic-control-system designem have beeh dis-
cussedin pnst annual reports. Ho-iv&er, little has been
said about speciiic flight tests on’high-performance’ air-
planes
In Technical Note 3521, the lateral oscillatory char-
acteristic of a high-speed 35° swept-wing fighter
airplane are compared with calculations made consid-
ering that the aircraft was rigid and that unsteady-flow
effect was negligible: The airplane was found to be
laterally stabl~ statically and dynamically, thro@h-
out the range of speedstested (Mach numbers from 0.35
to 1.04). At altitude.gof 10,000and 35,000feet the vari-
ation with Mnch number of the period and the damping
of the lateral oscillation vvns satisfactorily predicted
from available and estimated aerodynamic parameters.
k another study of -this airplane the longitudinal
derivatives were evaluated over a similar Mach number
and altitude range. The longitudinal rotary damping
derivative was found to be sharply reduced at a Mach
number of 0.92; the static longitudinal stabili~ pa-
rameter increased rapidly with Mach nuber above a
Mach number rnnge of 0.85 throughout the transonic
range.
The effe@ of structural flexibility mentioned in a
previous paragraph ns being important for control on
thin, swept wings are also of concern with regard ‘to
dynamic stabili~. A theoretical study has been con-
ducted to estimate the effects of wing flexibility on the
dynamic longitudinal stnbility of thin-wing airplnne
cordigurations. In order to investigate the effects of
vnrious important parameters, the cordigurntions were
assumed to vary in wing sweep angle (from 0° to 60°),
in center-of-gravity location, and in ratio of wing mass
to airplane inns. An analysis of the solutions reported
in Technical Note 3261 indicates no dynamic instability
due to wing flexibility for configurations having ,40°
to 60° sweepback. For configurations having no sweep-
baclq the wing was subject to a decrease in oscillatory
stability for the lnrge rntio of wing mm+ to air-
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plane mass accompanied by forward
locations.
The problem of determining the
center-of-gravity
total forces, mo-
men~ &d St.abili@ derivatives-for a slender body per-
forming slow maneuvera in a compressible fluid is con-
&dered in Technical Note 3283, using slender-body
theory. Formulas have bean developed in terms of the
body shape. Coupling of the longitudinal and lateral
motions (which arises from the squared tams in the
P~ relation) has been included, and a number of
general relationships among the various stability deriv-
ative have been found which are independent of the
configuration. The role of the apparen&mn9sconcept
in slender-body theory haa been clmi6ed by the prwent
anily~ nnd calculations of the stability derivatives
have been carried out for two triangular wings vvith
camber nnd thiclme& and for ho vving-body combina-
tions, one having a vertical iin.
Another factor which may afiect the motion-of high-
speed airplanes is atmospheric turbulence Calculn-
tioti, described in Technical Note 3426,have been made
in the Langley stability tunnel of the lateral responso
to representative time histories of atmospheric turbu-
lence for two airplanes having widely different dynamic
properti~ and explanations are given for iiheir differ-
ences in behavior. The results of the calculations indi-
cate tha~ under the proper conditions, atmospheric
turbulence c+ initiate and mn@tain a laternl hunting
oscillation of an airplane nnd that this oscillation can
be fairly regular “in both nmplitude and frequency.
This effect is more pronounced for lightly damped nir-
planes. This phenomena may be the cause for some of
the cases of airplane snnking that have not been ex-
plained by other considerations.
For some types of vertical-tnkeoff airplanes, particu-
larly transports, it is desirable to keep the fuselage ns
nearly horizontal as possible to facilitate loading ancl
handling of passengers. One configuration mentioned
in a previous paragraph which hns been proposed to
accomplish this aim is a reasonably conventional air-
plane tith fig flaps and possibly auxiliary vanes to
turn the propeller slipstream downward i% provide
direct lift for hovering fighk ~ investigation of the
tnkeoff, landing, and hovering-fight characteristics of
an airplane model of this @e hns been conducted with
a remotely controlled free-fight model. The results of
this investigation, which are presented in Technical
Note 3440, showed that it was possible with some dfi-
culty to fly the model in the hovering condition without
the use of any artificial stabilization The use of arti-
ficial damping in pitch wns very desirable, however, to
alleviata a violently unstable oscillation. Vertical tnke-
offs and landings could be performed satisfactorily, al-
though, when tximmed for hovering flight well above
the ground, the model had a slight tmdency to move
forward as it took off or nemed the ground on landing.
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Flying Qualities
Considerable emphasis has been placed in the past
year on the new flying-qualities problems introduced.
by the d.iilerent dynamic stabili~ charactaristica of
airphme configurations and wing plan forms suitable
for very high speed flight. One of the most effective
research tools has been the variable-stabili~ airplanes
developed at the Amw Aeronautical Laboratory. The
equipment itself and many of its. applications were
described in a paper presented at the Institute of the
Aeronautical Sciences}
The use of this equipment as a basic flying-qualitiw
resemch tool is shown by a recant study of the lateral
oscillatory characteristics required for satisfactory
fighter aircraft. An airplane in which the dihedral
effect, the static directional stabili~, and the directional
damping could be varied in flight was used to conduct
n pilot-opinion survey and establish boundaries which
defied satisfactory and tolerable lateral oscillatory
characteristics. The boundaries were presented in the
form of relations between the cyclw to damp to half
amplitude and the ratio of the bank angle to the side
velocity in the oscillatory mode. Through tests of this
type it is hoped to provide suitable numerical criteria
against which the measured or predicted stability and
control characteristics of piloted airplanes can be
graded.
In the design of the pilot’s control the amount of
displacement of the control stick required to deflect an
airplane control surface uswdly has been based on the
desire for the highest possible mechanical advantage
compatible with cockpit size and reach of the pilot.
Studies of the effects of stick displacement and related
force characteristics on the pilot’s abfities in perform-
ing a speciiic task have not generally been made.
Recently, an investigation has been made at the Langley
Aeronautical Laboratory to obtain an indication as to
the desired magnitudes of the stick forces and stick
displacement in relation to the performance of a track-
ing task. These testshave been performed on a ground
simulator with one degree of freedom (pitch). The
stick force and stick displacement per unit response
were varied, and the period and d~ping ch=cternstics
were adjusted to be typical of those of current fl~hters
operating at low altitudes and at subsonic speeds. The
results of the t~ as reported in Technical Note 842$,
show that for ti well-damped”airplane, as the required
stick displacement and stick forces were reduced, the
accuracy in performing the tracking task improved.
IR order .to shorten the landing rURSof high-sp*d
airplanes, it is desirable to approach at ashigh an angle
of Mtack as possible consistent with the following re-
quirements: satisfactory stability and control charac-
ISeeEfuuTmnnand Drinkwaterpaper WrteUon p. 59.
teristics, sufficient speed for satisfactory engine m.cel-
eration, and an adequate margin below the stall lift to
allow for air turbulence and to provide for flight-path
adjustment and flaring. Some work has been done
using a stick shaker, actuated at the angle of attack
desired, as a stall-warning indicator. Such an arrange-
ment does not appear to be entirely satisfactory, hovv-
ever, because it supplies no indication of the maggtude
of variations from the desired flight condition. The
question has arisen asto whether a desired lift coefficient
or angle of attack conld be maintained with ticisnt
accuracy if the pilot were provided with a continuous
angle-of-attack or lift detector which would supply a
continuous variation of either stick-shaker frequency
or amplitude over the desired range of Ii& To study
this possibility an exploratory investigation was under-
taken at the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. The
study was made with simulator equipment which pro-
vided a control-stick shaker with amplitude and fre-
quency of vibration varyirg with stick displacement.
The amplitude ranged from 0.006 to 0.3 inch and the
frequency, from 4 to 26 cycles per second. The results,
reported in Technical Note 3355, show that the desired
lift margin could probably be maintained, provided
the allowable variations from the desired angle of ah
tack or lift coefficient produced changes in amplitude
of vibration of about 100 percent or changes in fre-
quency of about 40 percent. A brief study was also
made which indicated that the subject’s sensitivity to
amplitude changes increased with increase in amplitude
and frequency; sensitivity to frequency did not appear
to be materially affected by amplitude.
Automatic Control and Stabilization
The present trend toward automatic control of high-
speed aircraft has led to severe requirements for auto-
pilot servo performance., The autopilot is required to
develop large forces or moments and still meet strict
requirements with regard to size and weight. For this
reason hydraulic servos are generally employed. In
such servos oil flow to the cylinder is restricted not only
by the limits on size and weight but also by strnc-
tnral considerations. This results in a servo with a
limited output rat% a signMcant nonlinearity which
often produces oscillatory or unstable airplane re-
sponsesto large input commands and sluggish responses
to small error signals. Thw undesirable effects can
generally be compensated for by introducing other non-
linear elemanti into the system. In Technical Note M$7
a simple method is developed for designing the appro-
priate nonlineax functions into a rate-limited system to
give large gain levels for small errors and low gains
for large errors so that satidactmy responses can be
obtained with step inputs of any magnitude. The
method requires a knowledge of the transfer function
that describes the airplane response but i=gnoresthe
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dynmnics of the servo and requires only simple hand
calculations.
The need for devices to limit the maximum maneuver-
ing acceleration of airplan= has bean realized for some
thrm & idealized analysis of the operation of several
simple restrictor devices during which the elevator vvas
assumedto move at a constant rate has been made in the
past; recently, it was considered desirable to extend this
investigation to include a more realistic simulation of
the elevator motion. In this study, the simulator con-
sisted of a control stick geared to a mae~etic brake unit
and an analog computer which simulated the dynamic
characteristics of the airplane, The redrictor was so
designed that when the brake control signal (which
was a function of various combinations of normal ac-
celeration, pitching acceleration, and pitching velocity)
reached a certain preset valu~ the brake would stop
the elevator motion. Tests were made to cover a wide
range of airplane flight conditions and various types of
brake-operating signals. The results obtained for three
of the control si=~als tested are presented in Technical
Note 3319. The tit tignal -wasthe quantity normal
acceleration plus the product of a gain constant and
pitching acceleration; the second signal was the quan-
tity normal acceleration, plus the product of a gain
constant and pitching accekation limited to positive
values, plus the product of a _@n constant and pitchi~u
velocity operated on by a canceling network; and the
third si=gmlwas the same as the second except that the
limitation on pitch@ accderation was removed The
results show tha$ with the usc of an acceleration re-
strictor, the response of an airplane to an abrupt eleva-
tor deflection can be controlled for a wide range of con-
ditions. Pilots manipulating the control stick of the
simulator to approximate a rapid pull-up maneuver
objected to the “coarse steps” in elevator motion caused
by lag in the operation of the brake unit employed;
however, by designing a brake unit tith little lag in its
operation, the undesirably large steps in elevator motion
could be made smaller.
Another acceleration restrictor which limits the ele-
vator motion of the airplane has been analyzed by means
of an electronic anaJo~ computer. The signal used to
control the system was, in one cas~ proportional to
normal and pitching acceleration and, in the other case,
a function of normal and pitching acceleration and
pitching veloci@. The mechanical de-sign of the system
has not been considered, but the device used to stop the
motion of the elevator has been assumed to have several
values of 1%0. The resul~ reported in TecJmical Note
3243, indicated that -when the airplane was controlled
by an acceleration resimictor sensitive to a signal pro-
portional to normal and pitching acceleration, the ratio
of peak to preset acceleration -was about 1.4 when the
device used to stop the elevator had approximately zero
lag. The ratio was constant for airspeeds rangtig from
200 to 1,000 feet per second. Increasing the lag to about
0.02 second caused the ratio of peak to preset accelera-
tion to vary from 1.2 to 1.6 as the airspeed increased
from 200 to 1,000 feet per second. When the control
si=malwas a function of normal and pitching accelera-
tion and pitching velocity, the ratio of peak to preset
acceleration was 1.1 throughout the speed range for the
case of zero lag. Increasing ,$helag to O.O2second had
little effect on the performance of the system. An accel-
eration restrictor +ith a ratio of peak to preset acceler-
ation of 1.1 throughout the speed range would allow the
airplane to reach normal accelerations near the limit
load factor and still prevent the airplane from ever
excedng this value.
As part of a general research program investig~ting
various means of automatic stabilization, several non-
linear control @ems for missileshave been considered
by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Division as
simple effective ways of obtaining desirable missile
response automatically. The results of a theoretical
investigation of a proportional-plus-flicker automatic
pilot are summarized in Technical Note 3427. The non-
linear principle used requires a more or leas conven-
tional proportional autopilot for small errors about
the desired reference. For errom greater than a certain
magnitude the control surface is made to provide its
maximum corrective control, a full deflection or flicker
action, until the error is reduced to the maximum allo-iv-
able for proportional operation. This principle thus
insure9 a fast correction of large errors while main-
taining iti close control over small errors. A compari-
son is made of the proportional-plus-tlicker system with
a proportional systam showing the differences in re-
sponse characteristics, and the important effects of the
time lag between flicker and proportiomil operation am
also noted.
High Lift and Stalling
The design of airfoils for high-speed flight often
makes impractical the applidion of conventional de-
vices for obtaining high lift at low speed. Studies
have been made to ascertain the effects of various un-
conventional devices and of airfoil modifications on the
areodynamic characteristk of wings at low speeds.
These devices and modifications have been designed to
maintain, as nearly as pos-.sibl~the high performance
required at high subsonic and supemonic speeds. The
results of tlmse studies indicate that it is potible to
make compromises in design to obtain improved per-
formance in the low-speed ranges without 10S of per-
formancein the high-speed range.
One means of obtaining high maximum lift with thin
uncambered wings is the use of leading-edge area suc-
tion as a method of controlling the boundary layer.
Studies of this means of increasing the maximum lift
have previously been conducted primarily in wind tun-
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nels-. Recently, however, a leading-edge suction eys-
tem was installed in an F-86 airplane. The flight tests
deilned the low-speed lift and handling characteristics
of themodiiied airplane and included checks of the high-
speed performance of the airplane. MewmremCntsof
maximum lift capabilities and suction power require-
ments were made for several conjurations of porous
rwe~ With full-span area suction, a maximum lift
coefficient of 1.80 vvnsobtained. In comparison, lead-
ing-edge slats provided a maximum lift coeilicient of
1.36. Respective stalling speeds vvere84 and $7 lmots.
To obtain the highest lift values, an input to the suc-
tion pump of about 135 horsepower was required; ho-iv-
ever, for masimum-lift values equivalent to those pro-
vided by the slats, only 20 horsepower was required.
The stalling characteristics were at least marginally
satisfactory for all configurations tested. No deleteri-
ous effects of the porous-area installation on the high-
speed flight characteristics of the airplane were noted.
The testsindicated that no discontinuities in the porous
area could be tolerated; however, the installation ap-
peared to be relatively insensitive to leading-edge sur-
face condition. No W3iculties due to clogging of the
porous material were encountered.
Wing trailing-edge area suction has also bean found
to be rmeffective means of increasing lift, An invezti-
gntion vvasrecently conducted in the &nes 7- by 10-foot
wind tunnels to determine the effectiveness of imiling-
edge suction on a NACA 65#12 airfoil modified to in-
corporate a porous, round trailing edge. A thin, small-
chord vane was located on the trailing edge. A sec-
tion lift coefficient of 1.9 was obtained for a 5-percen&
chord vane and, of 2.5, for a 20-percent-chord vane de-
flected 57° at zero angle of attack for a section flow co-
efficient of 0.010. With suction off, the respective lift
coefficientswere 0.’7and 1.5. The results indicate that
with suction the vane was effective in controlling the lift
without change in the angle of attack. The vane acted
to fi the rear stagnation point and hence to control the
circulation. These results have been published in
Technical Note 3498.
In the courseof these investigations of area suction,
the flow-resistance characteristics of a number of com-
mercially available permeable materials were studied.
In Technical Note 3388, the flow-raktam.e character-
istic of fibrous-glass compacts, consisting of blown-
glnss fibers with a phenolic resin bonding agentj are
presented The permeability was controlled by the den-
sity and thickness of the compact and, for constant-
thickness compacts, was varied over the range gener-
nlly required for applications of area suction for bound-
ary-layer controL It was found that the compact can
be molded to any desired shape and thiclmess. In op-
erntion, the fibrous-gl~ compact can easily be removed
nnd replaced if it becomespartially clogged.
spinning
The spinning ~a spin recovery of nirplanw are still
of concern to manufacturers and pilots. The action
and effectivenws of various applied moments in upset-
ting spin equilibrium and in bringing about satisfactory
recovery are not clearly understood. Although tests in
free-spinning tunnels have been an expeditious means
of determin@ whether the spin-recovery characteris-
tics of the airplane are satisfactory, it has not been pos-
sible to determine from these testshow the various spin
parameters change as the models recover. h analyti-
cal investigation vvas therefore undertaken in an at-
tempt to learn more about the fnctors which make up
a spin and the mechanism of spin recovery. Use was
made of rotary-balance data and a step-by-step inte-
gration procws of Euler’s equations of motion allo-iv-
ing six degrees of freedom. h analysis was mnde of
an airplane recovery from a r@t spin where constant
applied antispin yaw@j moments due to application of
800 and 1,600 pounds of force at the left ting tip were
considered. The results of the investigation, reported
in Technical Note 3321, indicate that the spin recover-
iw for both applied yavving momenta were fairly rapid
(1 turn or less), the larger applied yawing moment ef-
fecting a somewhat faster recovery than the smaller
one. When the smaller yawing moment wns applied,
oscillations occurred in the angle of attack and sideslip
during the recovery and gradually increased until re-
covery was effected. When the larger yawing moment
was applied, the angle of attack went rapidly to an un-
stalled condition; however, the angle of side-slip oscil-
lated somewhat during the recovery. The recovery
motion of the airplane appeared to be affected primarily
by the action of the moments rather than the forces.
Research Equipment and Techniques
A simpli.tiedmethod for obtaining free-flight mens-
ureme.utsof the zero-lift damping in roll has been de-
veloped for use with rocket-powered models by the
Pilotless Aircraft Rwearch Division. The basic prin-
ciple of this method is that the model is forced to roll
by a nonaerodynamic rolling moment of known mag@-
tude vvhich is produced by canted-rocketinozzle nssem-
bly, and the damping in roll is computed by balancing
the moment ac~~ on the model. For rectangular
wings of 10VVaspect ratio and thin sectio~ damping in
roll is maintained through tmmsonic speeds. The
damping-in-roll data from this torque-nozzle technique
have been compared with similar data of much lower
scale from the sting-mounted-model technique using
rocket vehicles as described in Technical Note 3314 In
the sting-mounted technique the test configuration is at-
tached to the nose of the vehicle by a sting. The entire
test vehicle is forced to roll by offset stabilizing fins.
The resulting damping moment of the test configuration
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is measured by a balance in the nose of the rocket ve-
hicle. Good agreement of the damping-in-roll deriva-
tive has been obtained between the two techniques for
u configuration consisting of a pointed cylindrical body
having three rectangular unswept wingp.
INTERNAL mow
hdets
A large amount of data is available on the drag of
wings and bodies at transonic and supersonic speeds,
but dati pertaining to the drag asociated with air
inlets in this speed range have been relatively meager.
A seriesof testsof rocketipropelled models in free fight
was therefore undertaken to provide additional infor-
mation on the transonic characteristic of inlets. In
Technical Note 3218, results of such tests to determine
the external drag and total—pressure recovery of an
NACA l-series noes inlet are reported. The test v~
hicle w-as a fin-stabilized duct.ed body of revolution
having an NACA 1-40-250 nose inlet and equipped
with a rotat@ shutter mechanism which varied the
internal flow rate continuously from zero to the maxi-
mum possible during flighk Data were obtained over
a range of Mach numbers from 0.9 to 1.8. The test re-
sults indicate that up to a Mach number of 1.14the ibxqg
at the higher flow rates was lower than the drag of the
parent pointed-nose body of revolution which had
similar contours behind the inlehlip station. At higher
Mach numbers, the drag of the inlet configuration in-
creased rapidly relative to that of the pointed body.
The total-pressure recovery of the inlet contlguration
exceeded that of an external-compression supersonic
inlet up to a Mach number of about 1.8.
Additional research on NACA l-series open-nose in-
lei%was conducted on threa configurations in the Lang-
ley 8-foot high-speed tunnel at high subsonic and low
SUpeI’SOIliCSpdS (3f=1.2) with and without CSRtid
bodies. Results of the study, reported in Technical
Note M-36, show that the external pressure drag de-
creased re.gulmly with the same increases in effective
inlet finenessratio that brought about increases in criti-
chl Mach number at subsonic speeds. The addition of
the central bodies had no appreciable effects on the
Mach number of the supercritical drag rise and did not
decrease the pressure recovery appreciably at the maxi-
mum test Mach number of 12.
A circular-nose inlet utilking various shapes of inlet
lips has been investigated at low speeds in the Ames
7- by 10-foot wind tunnel to wwertam“ the total-pres-
sure recovery for various angles of attack. Presure-
recovery data were obtained with inlet flows ranging
from low values to choki.nggand at angles of attack
from 0° to 25°. A sharp inlet lip having% wedge angle
of 7~f0 was tested in addition to two circular-arc pro-
files and two elliptical profiles formed within the wedge
of the sharp lip by cutting back the leading edge various
amounts. It was found tha$ for a given amount of
cutback, the circumferential variation of total pressure
at the ma~ station -wasabout the same with either
an elliptical- or a circular-arc-profile lip; however, the
average total-pressure recovery clmracteristim were
better with the elliptical-proiile lip. Details of the tests
and the results of the investigation have been pub-
lished in Technical Note 8394,
Inlets located adjacent to the fuselage behind the
nose must be specially tailored to handle the fuselage
boundary layer and to suit the local flow field outside
the boundary layer. The difficulty of this tailoring is
governed to a large extent by the location of the inlet
on the airplane. An investigation of an air inlet in-
stalled in the root of a 45° sweptback wing has been
made at low speeds in the Langley two-dimensional low-
turbulence tunnel. Step-by-step refinement on the basis
of a systematic study of the effects of lip shape, lip
thic.lme.ss,and lower lip stagger resulted in a ccmfigura-
tion which gave nearly 100-percent total-pressure re-
covery up to about 86 percent of the mnximum lift coef-
ficient of the wing through a wide range of inlet-veSoc-
ity ratio. Installation of the inlet was accomplished
with no adveme effects on the extermd drag and lift.
This study is reported on in Technical Note 8363.
An exploratory investigation of rLconventional nir
scoop submerged in a dimple in the fuselage stmface
was made in the ~l~-scale model of the Langley full-
scale tunnel at low speeds. The results, reported in
Technical Note 3487, show that boundary-layer suc-
tion provided appreciable gains in pressure recovery
over n tide range of inletivelocity ratio. An rmnlysis
of the si@ficance of these gains indicated that they
would result in important improvements in the net
thrust and specific fuel consumption of a typical jet
engine. It was found also that the type of flow in-
etabili~ frequently encountered by twin, interpnlly
coupled inlets should not occur over n wide rnnge of
inlebvelocity ratio.
The Langley 8-foot transonic tunnel hns also mnde
a study of three annular fuselage inlets with fuselnge
forebodes shnped so thnt substream velocities would
be maintained everywhere ahead of the entrnnces up to
10-wsupersonic speeds. Results of the tests show that
adveme boundary-layer shock-interaction effects on the
body nose were avoided nt low nngles of nttick up to
the maximum Mnch number of 1.19. The mnximum
impnct-pressure recovery wns about 0.96 nt this Mnch
number &d throughout the subsonic test Mnch number
range of 0.4 to 0.94. Flow sepnrntion and strong
shocb were encountered on the outer surface of the lips
when the inlets were operated nt low inlet-velocity
ratios. The use of a high-criticnl-speed lip shnpe
improved the dr~~-rise Mach ntunber and reduced tho
external prewmre drag at supersonic speeds.
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The air induction system of an aircraft should
supply the prescribed & flow to the engine at high
pressure recovery with ns little external drag as pos-
sible. A method of evaluating the ratio of aircraft
thrust minus drag to ideal thrust for nny inlet pressure
recovery is presented in Technical Note 3261. Three
types of typical air-brenthing engines having equal air-
flow capabilities are compared at given operating
pointi.
For a turbopropeller engine equipped with a con-
ventional cowlhqg-spinner combination, the problem of
obtaining low loss= in intake pressure is complicate
by the presence of an initial boundary layer on the
spinner nhead of the inlet nnd by interference effects
introduced by the propeller. @ investigation at low
subsonic speeds vw undertaken in’ the Langley low-
turbulence pressure tunnel to study the effects of pro-
peller-shank thickness and propeller-spinner-juncture
shape on the aerod~amic characteristics of a cowling-
spinner combination equipped with a dunl-rotation
propeller. The redts of this study show that inlet
pressure recoveries nearly equal to those measured with
the propeller removed could be obtained with a 12-
percent-thick propeller shank opernting at the design
cruise condition. Further increases in propeller-shank
thickness, however, caused siggcant reductions in
pressure recovery. An nirfoil-type propeller-spinner
juncture that permitted blad+angle changw was de-
veloped which -provided pressure recoveries about equal
to the values obtained with the juncture sealed. This
study ma extended to investigate the effects of com-
pressibility nt Mnch numbers up to 0.8 on the inte.rnal-
flow characteristics of the cowling-spinner-propeller
combination. A ~p6rcent-thick propeller shank was
used for these tests. The results obtained b“d.icate no
appreciable compr~bility effects on the pressure re-
covery with the propelIer operating at the design cruise
blade nngle. With increases in shank loading, however,
shock- and shock-boundary-layer-interaction effects
caused a reduction in pre&ure recovery at a Mach num-
ber of 0.8.
Another method of eliminating the losses associated
with the propeller is to use an NACA Etype cowl, nn
nnnukw inlet which extends akead of the propeller
blndes and rotntes with the propeller. An inlet of this
type hns been investigate in the Ames M-foot pressure
wind tunnel. The results of this investigation have
shown that the dliciency of the internal ‘flow with this
inlet are ~gh, the internal 10S.SWbeing less than 2
percent at Mnch numbers up to 0.88. The external drag
of this inlet was also extremely low up to the high%
Mnch number at w,tich tests were cpnducted. A smmd
type of inlet considered for use %th the turbopropeller
engine is the NACA D-type co-iyl,an annular inlet lo-
cated behind the propeller. Resui@ of -t t&ts of
a D-type cowl in the Ames 12-foot pressure wind ttm-
nel have indicated that, in the absence of the propeller,
induction eilicienciesof the order of 0.98 are available
at the higher inlet-velocity rntios at forwnrd Mnch
n~mbers up to 0.88. with the propeller operati~
ahend of the irde~ this efEciemy is decrensed by 4 per-
cent to 8 percen$ depending on the inlet-velocity rntio,
the blade angl~ and the advance dinmeter ratio.
Ontleta and Ducts
The high nuxilinry-air-flow requirements of high-
speed aircraft place increased emphnsis on the design
of efiicient outlets through which this air is returned
to the outside air strenm. The use of smnll outlets to
establish desired pressure fields in certnin areas nlso
finds application in boundary-layer control find in nir-
craft control s@43rns. Technical Note 3442 presents
some preliminary design information obtained in recent
tests at transonic Mach numbers regmxling the effect
of geometric contigurntion and flow rnte on the dis-
charge coeilicients of typical outlets and on the static-
pressure distribution in the vicinity of such outlets.
Tuft observations showing vortex formations caused
by the outlet discharge from a perpendicular nnd nn
inclined outlet are also presentid.
Another problem is associated with the design of
adequate drains which must be provided in modern
aircraft to discharge fuel nnd other liquids while in
fight and to prevent their accumrdation in various parts
of the aircraft. Technical Note 3359 reports an investi-
gation of the characteristics of various type9 of drains
discharging liquids. The experiments vvereconducted
in a and reswnrch apparatus over a rnnge of Mach
numbers from 0.5 to 13. The boundary-layer thickn~
in the vicinity of the outlets was approximately one-
eighth inch. It was found that the angle of sweep and
length of the drain projection into the air stream were
the predominant factors in preventing liquids dis-
charged under prwsure from flowing brick onta the
surface. Sweepback of the drain tube reduced the drag
of the drain in addition to preventing dropletg from
impinging on the adj?cent aprfaces.
In most c.dculatio~ involving duct air-flow proper-
ti~ it is not convenient to consider local flow variations
within the duct, Thereforej the propertk of the flow
are treated as though”they were uniformly distributed,
and one-dimensional equations .me applied to this h-.
form flow. Inasmuch as the real flow seldom ap
preaches uniformity at planes of interest, the equiva-
lent uniform flow must be determined by some method
of averaging the properties of the flow. In Technical
Note 3400, various weigfig,’me@ods nre applied to
typical nonuniform duct flow piofilcs to detqmine
nverage flow properties. The aryilysis cov’&s a range
of subsonic duct Mach numbers but is confined to flows
h&ing uniform static pressure and t.otnltemperature.
When an ideal or hictionl= fluid psses through a
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nozzl~ the flow-rate is a function ody of the pressure
drop, fluid properti~ and nozzle geometry. For the
measurement of the flow rate of an actual flui~ this
functional relation must be modified to include the
effects of friction. This is usually done by introducing
a “discharge coeflicien$” which is defined as the ratio of
the actual mass-flow rate to the ideal rate. A method of
determining the discharge coefficientsof flow nozzles by
amdyticcl means is described in TechnicaI Note 3447.
The coefficient was obtained by integration of an ap-
proximation for the velocity proille through the cross
section of the nozzle. The remdting expression shows
the discharge coei%cientto be a function of the Reynolds
number and the geometry of the nozzle. Good agree-
ment is shown between this expression and published
experimental data for Reynolds numbers belnveen 1(Y
and 105.
PROPELLERS FOR AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamic Problems
Aeroelastic effects on propellers have become in-
creasingly important with reduced blade thickness
ratios and increasing flight speeds. Until recant years
the accuracy of computational procedures for com-
puting the torsional deflections of propellers had not
been veriiied for high rotational spee~ high forward
speeds, and high leak It has no-iv been determined
that the deflections may be computed with good ac-
curacy from a knowledge of the section physical charac-
teristi~ the aerodynamic forces acting on the blad~
and the propeller operating conditions.
Aeroelastic effects on propeller blades are also becom-
ing very evident in the reduction of the stalI-flutter
velocity to the point where stall flutter may be experi-
enced in the takeoff range of operating conditions. One
method for alleviating this condition without changing
the primary aerodynamic characteristics is the use of
propeller blades with large torsional structural damp-
ing. The torsional damping of a series of models simu-
lating the dimensions of thin propeller blades has been
investigated. If the damping gains realized in this
investi=mtioncould be achieved in practical propeller-
blade constructio~ appreciable increases in the mini-
mum flutter speed of thin propellers would be expected.
In the tmmsonic speed range lmowledge is required
of the effects of velocity gradient along the propeller
blad~ the three-dimensional tip effects, and the action
of centrifugal force on the boundary layer along the
blade. A prdiminary investi=wtion was therefore
made in the Langley 16-foot high-speed tunnel to de-
termine the propeller section characteristics by measur-
ing the pressure distribution on the airfoil sections of an
operating propeller. Although the forward Mach
number did not exwd 0.7in theset- the combination
of rotational and forward speedsproduced blad-section
Mach numbers as high as 1.2. The results of this pre-
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liminary invwtigation shed considerable light on the
operating characteristics of the blade Sectio-mat high
Mach numbers and led to a more comprehtive pro-
gram of tests. Five propeuers were constructed and
instrumented for the measurement of the pressure dis-
tribution on any section along the blade radiua The
blades had NACA 16-serie9 sections with design lift
codlicients of 0, 0.3, or 0.5 and varied in thickness from
about 3 to 80 percent. The resuh of this instigation
have been presented in tabular form. In addition,
values of the induced angle of attack for all the blade
sectionshave been computed using Theodorsen’s method.
Several investigations have been completed in the
Langley 8-foot high-speed tunnel to determine some of
the effects of compre&bility, design camber, and blnde
sweep on propelIer performmce at blade angles up to
70° and forward Mach numbers up to 0.925. It was
found that the adverse effects of compresdbility were
delayed to a Mach number of 0.’71for a blade angle of
65°, for which conditions the efficiency -ivns88 percent.
At high supercritical Mach numbers, operation M re-
duced advance ratios gave improved eiliciency,but mod-
erate changes in &mber did not produce appreciable
changes in maximum eiliciency. Large amount9 of
blade sweep did not result in signithmt delays of the
adverse compressibility effects but did result in effi-
ciencies nearly 10 percent more than those for similnr
straight propellers at a Mach number of 0.85.
An investigation of the operating characteristics of
an eight-bladed dual-rotating propeller, which included
both wake-survey and force mess-uremem%,has alsobeen
conducted in this facili~. The tests were carried out
over a blade-angle range from 55° to 80° at for-ward
Mach numbers up to 0.925. The results indicated that
good ei%cienciescan be obtained at high subsonic Mnch
numbers if high blade angles are used. Large decreases
in thrust loading at high subsonic speeds were the result
of chaqgw in the angle of zero lift and increaseain the
drag coeilicients of the local blade sections. The
&an=W in thrust loading with Mach number were less
pronounced at the tip than at the root sections.
Structur@ Probkns
Am important consideration in the design of pro-
pellers is that which deals with vibratory stresseswhioh
occur with a frequency of 1 cycle per revolution—
commonly referred to as l–P. These stresses are due
to 1-P oscillating aerodynamic thrust loads imposed on
propeller blades as a result of thrustiaxis inclination
and asymmetriesof the flow fields in which the propeller
operates. Recently completed studies have resulted in
a method which will enable the designer to predict these
stresses from the original design without recourse to
additional mensurement. These studies, reported in
Technical Note 3895, have also provided mconwpt of
the mechanics of air flow which causes the 1-P loads,
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This concept may be used by the designer to effect pos-
sible rearrangement of the aircraft components which
would materially reduce the 1-P loads.
HELICOPTERS
Loads and Flutter
The periodic nature of the loads imposed on the heli-
copter rotor system requires that the designer be sup-
plied with means for calculating the bending frequen-
cies and mode shapes of the lifting rotor bladw.
Simplified procedures and charts for the rapid estima-
tion of bending frequencies of rotat@ beams are pre-
eanted in Technical Note 3459. A Rayleigh energy
approach utiliz@ the bending mode of the nonrotating
beam in the determination of the bending frequency
of the rotating beam was evaluated and was found to
give good practical results for helicopta blades.
Charts are presented for the rapid estimation of the
ilrst three bending frequencies for rotating and non-
rotating cantilever and hinged beams with variable
maes and stiffness distributions, as -well as with root
offsets from the axis of rotation. Some attention is
also given to the case of rotating beams with a tip
mass. A more exact mode-expansion method used in
evaluating the Rayleigh approach is also described.
Numerous mode shapes and derivatives obtained in con-
junction with the frequenq calculations are presented
in tabular form.
In the course of flight testing an experimental lxvo-
bladed jet-driven helicopter, the main rotor blad= ~ere
found to be subject to a condition of near resommce
between the frequencies of the first elastic bending
mode of the blades and the third harmonic component
of the aerodynamic loading which results in high bend-
ing strains during the normal flight conditions. An
experimental investigation, reported in Technical Note
3367, has been made on a ~lo-scale dynamic model of
this helicopter to determine the effect of various
changes in the design configuration on the blade bend-
ing strains. These changes included the addition of
different amounts of concentrated weight to the blades
at various radial and chordwise locations and varia-
tions in the design counterweight locations, as well as
changw in blade pitch-control stithxn and blade bend-
ing stiilness. Tests were made under both hovering
and forwwrd-flight conditions up to a tip-speed ratio
of approximately 0.18. The results of the tests show
that the maximum bending strains occurred at tip-speed
ratios in the vicinity of 0.10 and that the strains could
be reduced materially by attaching to the bladw, at
proper radial stations, concentrated weights that wouId
minimize the condition of resonanm Further reduc-
tions in bending strains could be obtained by the proper
location of the weight along the chord. A concentrated
weight equal to 5 percent of the blade weight appeared
to be about two-thirds as effective as a weight equal to
10 percent of the blade weight.
One of the most important aspects of the helicopter
loads problem is that of fatigue, including any contri-
butions that might arise from gust loads. Although
military and civil rotary-wing design specifications re-
quire that load factors due to an arbitrary gust be con-
sidered, the response of a lifting rotor to gusts is difii-
cult to predict analytically becmw of the transient
nature of the “disturbance. A comparison is made in
Technical Not&8354 of the effects of gusts on a si@c+
rotor helicopter and an airplane flown in formation.
The results indicate a somewhat greater gust allevia-
tion for the helicopter than for the airplane over the
speed range investigated, and a substantial effect of
speed on the normal accelerations dtie to gusts was ob-
served. The need for a rigorous amdytical approach,
compared with the simplifying assumption of only a
rotor angle-of-attack chang~ is also discussed.
In addition to a lmowledge of the overall response
of a helicopter to gust loads, information is also needed
which provides some insight into operating gust and
maneuver loads and corresponding flight conditions,
the maximum loads likely to be encountered, and the
percentage of time spent in various flight conditions by
helicopters in various fields of application. Such in- .
formation is of interest as an aid in establishing a more
rational basis for helicopter design and in more realis-
tically estimating the servica life of certain critical
helicopbr components. Technical ~OtO 3434 pl’SSOntS
an analysis of the normal accelerations and operating
conditions encountered by two diiferent airmail helicop-
ters and a military pilot-train@ helicopter. Tables
and graphs are used to illustrate the effect of operating
conditions on acceleration levels. The results based on
4,325flights indicate that maneuvem are usually respons-
ible for the large accelerations encountered, whereas
gusts contribute primarily to the large number of
smaller accelerations.
In order to determine the stress response of a rotor
to a gust of known velocity, preliminary investigations
have beimmade in the Langley gust tunnel to determine
the effects of a sharp-edge vertical gust on the blade
flapwise vibratory bending moments of small model
rotors having either iixed-at-root or teetering blades.
Both rotor configurations were tested up to a tip-speed
ratio of about 0.35. The results, reported in Technical
Note 3470, for simulated forward flight (which include
the effects of the change in rotor angle of attack due to
the gust) indicate that the effect of the gust on the
maximum vibratory bending moment is of less impor-
tance for the teetering rotor than for the fied-atiroot
rotor. Increasing the rotor speed decreasesthe magni-
tude of the vibratory bending moments resulting from
a given @ At a given rotor speed, the magnitude
of the vibrato~ components due to the gust increases
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with increasing tip-speed ratio. bcrea~ the rotor
speed at a constant forward velocity decreasesthe maxi-
mum vibratory bending momenb for all conditions
tested. The rate of increase of the vibratory bending
moments with tip-speed ratio is approximately twice as
great for the fxed-afiroot rotor as for the teetering
rotor.
In general, helicoptm designers are not greatly dis-
turbed by the phenomenon of flutter, primarily because
rotor blades are generally massbalanced throughout
their lengg in consideration of other more imminent
problems, such as undesimble control forces. Them
favorable conditions may not exist indeiinitdy, how-
ever; for exampl~ the htroiluction of irreversible con-
trols may lead the designer to selectblades which are not
completely mmx+balamcedin order to obtain the desired
strenb@hwith minimum weight. The use of such de-
sign features in conjunction vvithhigher tip speedsmay
cause flutter to become a problem. Some experimental
studies have therefore been conducted to detarmine the
general characteristics of rotor-blade flutter under hov-
ering and simulated forward-flight conditions by means
of flutt8r tests of the rotor system of a one-tenth-scale
dynamic model of a tvvo-bladed jetidriven helicopter.
Tests were made of several configurations to evaluate
the effect of variations in the blade pitch-control stifiess
and forward speed on the flutter speed. The results of
the invwtigation, reported in Technicil Note 3876,
show that the flutter speed of the model blades vvas
increased as the blade pitch-control stifiess was in-
creased and indicated that the structural blade modes
of primary si=gnifkancewith respect to flutter were the
ilrst torsion mode and the flapping mode. The results
also shovv that the rotor speed at flutter was reduced
slightly as the tip-speed ratio was incrwsed from a
hovering condition and that the nature of the flutter
motion was changed from a sinusoidal oscillation hav-
ing a distinct frequency to a more random type of oscil-
lation of comparable amplitude but without a well-de-
fined frequency.
Performance
Current dwign trends require methods for estimating
the effects of changes in d=gn variables. and flight
condition on the performance of helicopters operating
at high forward speeds and at high rates of climb.
Basic equations for c.dcultking such effects are aIready
~vailable. However, because of the length and com-
plexity of these equations, their application is consider-
ably simplified by presenting them in the form of charts
from which helicopter performamca can be quickly
estimated. Technical Note 3323 presents theoretically
derived charts for use in predicting proiile-drag thrust
ratios of rotors having hinged blades with —8° twisL
The charts are considered applicable tq rotor operating
conditions in which high tip-speed ratios or large rotor
angles of attack are encountered; however, they do not
include the effects of compressibility. Limit linw
showing the conditions of onset of still are included
in the charts, and the effects of blade twist on the stnll
limits are discussed.
Although the effect of blade twist on the rotor pro-
tile-drag power is not very significant cd certain flight
conditions, differences in profile-drag power bebmmn
blades of different twist can become appreciable at other
tlight conditions, particularly at high tip%peed ratios.
Charts published in Technical Note 3323 for estimating
the performance of high-performance helicopters me
applicable to rotors having hinged rectangular blades
with a linear twist of –8°. SU@em@L~ charts
covering twists of 0° and —16° ma presented in Techni-
cal Note 3482.
As helicopter forward speeds increase, the flapping
behavior of the main rotor blades becomes more critical,
both from the standpoint of the .%abili@ of the motion
and also in regard to the blade-fuselage clearance prob-
lem. Although the flapping motion of helicopter blades
has shown itself to be very stable for conventional tip-
speed ratios (below about 0.5), some doubt exists m to
the stability of the motion at tip-speed ratios equal to
or greater than 1.0. Technical- l?ote 3366 presents n
method for studying the transient behavior of the flap-
ping motion, as well as for calculating the stendy-stnti
flapping amplitudes, of free-to-cone and seesaw rotors
operating at extreme flight conditions. The method is
~nneral and can be applied to bladw of any airfoil sec-
tion, mas distribution, twis~ plan-form taper, root
cutout, and flapping hinge geometry. Stall and com-
pressibility effects can-also be accounted for. Applica-
tions of the method to the calculationof the stabili~ of
the flapping motion of unloaded rotors and to the tran-
sient blade motion resulting from arbitrary control in-
puts under conditions of extreme stall are included.
In the performance analysm of rotnting-wtig air-
craft under extreme operating conditions, very-high-
angle-of-attack airfoil data are needed for the inboard
locations of the retreating rotor blades. In order to
supply some .of this high-angle-of-attack inf ormrdion,
the two-dimensional aerodynamic characteristics of the
NACA 0012 airfoil section have been obtained in the
Langley low-turbulence presmre tunnel at low speedb
at angles of attack from 0° to 180°. The results, pre-
sented in Technical Note 3361,show that the application
of surface roughness or a reduction of Reynolds number
had only small eiTec@-on the lift coefficients obtainecl
at angles of at@ck between 25° and 1.25°. The drag
coefficient at an angle of &ack of 180° was about twico
that for an ~gle of attack of OO. The drag coefficient
at an angle of attack of 90° -wasclosely comparable with
the drag coei%cientof a flat plate of infiniteaspect ratio
inclined normal to the flow.
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Rotor Inflow
Continued progress in all phases of rotor aerody-
muni~ requires increasing experimental and theoretical
knowlege of rotor flow fields. To help Ell this need,
wind-tunnel flow surveys have been conducted in the
vicinity of single and tandem helicopter rotors in the
Langley full-scale tunnel. Preliminary results, pub-
lished in Teohnical Note %242,indicate that the average
induced velocity across the span of a rotor may be
calculated to an acceptable degree of accuracy by exist-
ing theory. The surveys also show many points of
similarity betmeen the flow behind a rotor at cruising
speeds and the flow behind a wing. These measure-
ments were used to calculate the approximate magni-
tude of the induced power requirements for a tandem-
rotor system.
StsMlity and Control
Information obtained during NACA flying-qualities
studies of a tandem helicopter indicatad that the tan-
dem-rotor configuration was susceptible to instability
with speed in forward flight. h undesirable insta-
bili@, evidenced by rearward stick motion with increas-
ing forward speed at wnstant power, was indicated to
be caused by variations with speed of the front rotor
downwash at the rear rotor. An analytical expression
for predicting changes in speed stability caused by
changes in rotor geometry has been derived, and con-
stants for use with the analytical expression have been
presented in chart form to facilitate design efforts
toward reduction of this instabili~.
In connection with the current intarest in sm~ one-
man helicopters, a series of flight * lMSbeen mn-
ducted by the Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Divi-
sion to determine the flying qualities of a platform
powered by a teetering rotor and supporting a pilo~
The rotor investigated was 7 feet in diameter and was
driven by air jets at the rotor tips fed through hollow
blades by air hoses connected to an extemm.1air supply.
The machine was tested indoom in hovering and in
limited translational fright and outdoom in light and
strong gusty winds at elevations of horn 1 to 7 feet.
The stabili~ and controllability of the machine and
flyer combination were found to be satisfactory.
SEAPLANES
Hydrodynamic E1enmntE
Recent developments in water-based aircraft have
resulted in configurations utilizing planing surfaces
operating in ranges of trim, length-beam ratio, and
l?’roude number beyond those for which most of the
available planing theories were correlated with experi-
mental data. ,’The existing theories for a rechngular
flat plate in pure planing have therefore been correlated
with existing data, including mce@ ~pubfihed dab.
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These results, published in Technical Nob .8!233,indi-
cate the need for a rational theory that will agree with
data in the recently extended rangw. A theory based
on the consideration of linear lifting-line theory, the
suction component of lift, and crossflow effects is
presented. The agreement between the proposed theory
and experimental data was found to be satisfactory for
engineering calculations of pure-planing rectangular-
flat-plate lift and center of pressure.
As a continuing part of the NACA research program
to provide data needed for the application of hydro-
skis ta -water-basedaircrafi the force characbristics of
an aspect-ratio-O.125flat plate operating submerged be-
neath the water surface at several depths have bem d~
termined. These data are reported in Technical Note
%249where they are compamd with similar data from
flat plates having aspect ratios of 1.00 and 0.25 and also
with various aerodynamic theories. The comparisons
indicai% that decreasing either the aspect ratio or the
depth of submemion decreased the lift coefficient, drag
coeilicient, and lift-drag ratio. The center of pressure
moved rearward with decreasing aspect ratio. Cavita-
tion at the leading edge caused a gradual decreasein lift
coafhient and a gradual increase in drag coeflicien~
The planing-bubble type of high-angle separation
caused sharp decreases in lift, drag, and moment cod3i-
cients. The ventilation boundmies defining the start
of the high-angle separation moved to higher speeds
and higher angles as the aspect ratio was decreased. A
theory obtained by modifying Falkner’s vortex-lattice
theory, which had shown good agreement at all angles
for aspect ratios of 1.00 and 0.25, also agreed tith the
data for the aspect-ratio-O.125 plate axcnpt at angles
above 16° where the predicted lift proved too high.
The data for the three submerged rectangular flat
plates having aspect ratios of 1.00,0.25, and 0.125 were
obtained with the plates mounted on a single strut. The
mutual interference effects of the ilat plaiks and the
strut and the strut tares have been evaluated experi-
mentally and the results are given in Technical Note
3420. The interference effect9of the strut on the lifting
surface proved negligible at all depths of submergence
for drag and at all but the very shallow depths for lift
and pitching momenk At the very shallow depths the
interference effects caused slight increases in both lift
and pitching moment. Strut-tare effects on lift and
pitching moment were negligible at all dept~ although
strut-tare effect9on drag were nok Comparison of the
strut drag with wind-tunnel drag data far the same air-
foil section indicate that wind-tunnel data at the
proper Reynolds number can be used to estimatesection
drag of a strut operatiq in the water at subcavitation
speeds. The water-surface-intersection drag coetE-
cients for the strut were approximately constant for
Froude numbers above the critical wave speed. Below
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this critical valw+ a sharp increase in the coeilicient oc-
curred and the value obtained agreed fairly well with
the predictions of wave-drag theory.
Research Equipment zmd Techniques
Waves are of importance to seaplanes because even
relatively mild sea conditions can induce critical loads
and uncontrollable motions. The characteristics of sea-
planes in rough wabr are investigated in the Langley
tanks by means of self-propelled dynarnicrdly similar
models havirg freedom in the vertical plane. The
methods used in these investigations are described in
TechnicaI Note 3419. The maximum trim, r% vertical
POWER PLANTS
Lnorder to maintain aerial supremacy it is necessary
to have tactical aircraft that have ever-kwxeming
capabili~ in ran=wjfight speed and altitud~ These re-
quirementsgive riseto a number of complex power plant
problems. The research of the NACA in the propulsion
field has continued toward solving the problems perti-
nent to high-thrust engines of light weight with high
&ciency in order to meet the increasing rang% speed
and altitude requirements
Efficient diilusers at high Mach number, greater air-
flow handling abili~ of comp~ors, increased com-
bustion eihcicmck+at high altitudes without combustion
blowout or instability, increased turbine-inlet gas tem-
peratur~ increased energy content of fuels, and engine
control and component matching are problems which
require extensive power plant research. Power plants,
such as the turbojet, the turbopropeller, the ram jet, the
rocke$ and combinations of these engines utilizhg
chemical and nuclear fuels are currently under investi-
gation. & a result of this resear@ continued improve-
. ment in the rang% speed and altitude characteristics of
the interceptor, long-ramge bomber, and the guided
missile can be expected.
The following paragraphs briefly describe some of the
unclassified research conducted by the NACA during
the past year in the field of aircraft propulsion.
AnwRAFr FUELS
During 1955, the search for fuels to give more power
per pound of en=gin~per unit volume of engin~ per
pound of fuel, and per unit volume of fuel was con-
tinued. The greater emphasis was directed toward
fuels such as alkylsilan~ aluminum metal, and alkyl-
diphenyhnethanes.
Synthesis and AWdySb3
The synthesis, puriikation, and properties of several
diphenyhnethane and dicyclohqethane derivatives
were reported by Larnneclcand WM.2 Each of the 13
v
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acceleration, and angular acceleration during a number
of landings are used as criteria for comparisons. For
landings in waves of a given height, the criteria am
primarily dependent on wave lenb@h and usually peak
at a critical wave length. Significant reductions in the
motions and accelerations have been obtained by prac-
tical increas~ in hull length-beam ratio, wfterbody
length, angle of dead risq and suitable combinations of
these features. Vertical loads calculated from experi-
mental contact parameters were found to be in reason-
able agreement with the vertical accelerometer data.
The mean r@stance to motion through waves was
found to be higher than the resistance in smooth water.
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hydrocarbons was prepared in a state of purity of nt
least 99 mole percent. The physical properties included
melting point, boiling poin$ refractive index, density,
heat of fusion, net heat of combustion, and kinematic
viscosities. Two general methods of synthesis were
used for the alkyldiphemyhnethanes. The first (used
for 4-isoprophyl-, 2-s-butyl-, 4-s-butyl-, 2-, and 4-
ethyl-diphenylmethanes) was the hydrogenolysis of
the corresponding alkylbenzhydrol, which was pra-
pared by treating the appropriate Grignard re~gent
with benzaldehyde. The second method (used for
4propyl-, 2-butyl-, and 4butyl-diphenylmethane)
was direct synthesis of the hydrocarbons by the reaction
of benzyl chloride with the appropriate Grignard re-
agent. The alkyldicyclohe+methanes mm prepnred
by the completa hydrogenation of the corresponding
purified diphenylmethanes.
Recently, considerable interwt has been shown in
the dielectric properties of suspensions and mixtures of
solids. The relation between the dielectric constants of
the suspensionsand the shapes of the dispersed particles
are of considerable interest and importance. Although
theoretical formulas have been derived relating the di-
electric constants of suspensions to the properties of
their components for spherical and ellipsoidal particles,
no theoretical formulas exist which are satisfactory for
arbitrary shapesof particles. In a paper by Altshrdler,a
the mathematical relation connecting the dielectric con-
stantsof dilute suspensionswith the dielectric constants
and volume fractions of the components and with the
shapes of the suspended particles are discuesed in somo
detail for particles distributed at rnndom and oriented
with respect to the electric field.
Although the dielectric constants of several alkene-1
compounds have been determined, the results obtained
have been scattered and some-hat contradictory.
Therefore, it was useful to determine the dielectric
constants of highly purified samples of pentene-1,
hexene-1, heptene-1, and octane-l as representatives of
1Seepaperaby Lamneckand Wise Ilsted on P. 69. aSeepnper by AltshoIlerllekl on P. 5S.
e
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the class ~C?= CHR. The dielectric const.tmt of Z regions are discussed in a paper by Slabey based on
methylbutene-1 was determined as a representative of the infrared spectm obtained of 34 cyclopropane
compounds of the H2C = CR type.4 The dielectric derivatives.”
constants of cyclohexene and transhexene-3 were also
measured. The dipole moments of the polar alkenes Fuels Performance Evaluation
hrwe been calculated by means of the Onsager equation A considerable amount of research is now being con-
and are compared with the available dipole momeni%in ducted in this country and abroad in an effort to learn
the gaseous state. The relation between the observed something about the mechanisms that control the com-
dipole moments and the bond moments in the alkenes is lmstion process in continuous-flow engines such as the
very briefly discussed. gas turbine. A paper by Gibbons, Barnett, and
Very few measurementsof dipole moments of alkyl- Gerstein reviews briefly available information on the
silanes and only one measwement of the dielectric effect of fuel molecular structure on some combustion
constant of the pure liquids have been made. me propertiw including critical ignition energy, spontane-
paper by Altshuller and Roeenblum reported the de- ous ignition temperature, ignition delay, flammability
termination of the dielectric constants and refractive limits, quenching distance, fl~me velocity, and. smoke
indices at three wave lengths for n-butyl-, isobu@l-, formation.’ k addition, the qualitative relations be-
diethyl-, triethyl-, tetiaethyl-, tetramethyl-, and tween fundamental combustion properties and perform-
dimethyldipropylsilane at 20° C. The atomic polariza- ance in a gas-turbine combustor are shown for five
tions of these alkylsilaneg have been calculated. The ‘yfi~bo~”
dipole moments of diethyl-, n-butyl-, isobutyl-, and The use of turbojet engines over wide ranges of
triethylsi]ane were calculated by use of the Onsager operating conditions involves not only problems of com-
and Kirkwood equations. The Si-~ Si-R, and Si-C buster stibility and eiliciency but also problems of fuel
bond moments were evaluated. ignition. Ignition may be required either at sea level
‘llhe value 0.7 has generally been accepted as the con-
over a wide range of climatic conditions or during fight
tribution of the cyclopropyl ring to the molar refra~
over a wide range of altitude and ilight-speed condi-
tion of cyclopropane derivatives. However, a recent
tions. A study conducted to determine the ignition
characteri9tic9 of three turbojet-engine fuels (AN-F-
procedure for the determination of the contribution of
the cyclopropyl ring has been developed. From data
82, grade Jl?-1, and two blends of MT-F-584 grade
JP-3) in a single can-type combustor has recently been
obtained principally with alkyl cyclopropane, mono-, reported.
and dicarboxylates, the value 0.614 was assigned to the The potential availability of AN-F-32, grade JP-1,
ring contribution. In previous inv=tigatio~ the fuel for jet-propulsion enghm was critical because of
number of derivative types was limited; consequently, limitations in boiling temperatures and composition.
it was uncertain (1) whether any one value adequately ~
expresses for all cyclopropane derivatives the contri-
n order to increase the potential supply of fuel for
bution of the ring to the molar refraction and (2)
these engines, AN-F-58, grade JP-3 (present de@na-
tion, MIL-F-5624), vvhich had wider spectication
~v]lic]l of tile methods proposed for deter- fie hlni~ was proposed
Three fuel blends conforming
ring contribution is most likely to give such a “constant”
.
to ~–F–58 specifications were prepared in order to
value. The physical properties of 30 cyclopropane
derivatives were available from previous work at the
determine the influence of fuel boiling temperatnrw and
Lewis Laboratory.
aromatic content on combustion ei%cienciesand altitude
These data were used in a paper operational ~ib
by Slabey in the present effort to answer these
. The investigation was conducted
questions.’
in a single combustor from a British Rolls-Royce Nene
turbojet engine and two single J33 combustors. The
In the course of investigating the synthesis of cyclo- perforrnance of the three fuel blends was compared in
propane derivatives, n method of establishing the pres- a range of altitudes from sea level to 65,000 feet and at
ence of the cyclopropyl ring in the wfiwis products vario~ ratid engine and flight speeds.
was desired. The detection of the cyclopropyl ring The present turbine-engine fueI spectication, MIL-
by chemiml means is ~cul~ and of tie ph@c~ ‘F-56% ~a8 fo~tiated to permit maximum variations
methods infrared spectroscopy appeared to be the most in fuel properties that would result in satisfactory tur-
promising. While the investigation was in progress, bojet-engine operation and performance. In order to
three papers were published in which the respective supply a MIL-F-5624 type fuel for engine development
aufiors Suggwted three diflerent regions of the spec- purposes, fuel sp&@iion M3LF-5161 has been is-
trum between 2 and 16 as being useful for determining suecl This speci.ihtion providw for a ‘$ninirnum
the pre9ence of the cyclopropyl ring. These three quality” fuel with more rigid control of the fuel prop
i Seepaperby AltfihuUerIkted on IL5S. 0Seepaper by Skbey Ii8tedon p. 60.
5Seepaperby SlabeyMatedon p. 00. 7See pnperby Gibbon&Bame& and Gersteinlisted on p. 59.
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erties influencing en~@neperf ormance. Operation with
MIL-F-5161 fuel, together tith particular batches of
hlIL-F-5624 fuel, has been reported to rau.lt in exces-
sive carbon deposition accompanied by warping and
cracking of liners in both annular and tubular combus-
tion chambers of full-scale turbojet enginm The in-
vestigations that were conducted h determine the car-
bon-forming characteristics of Ml&3?-5624 and hllIL-
F–Ei161 type fuels in a single combustor from a J33 tur-
bojet engine and of a MIL-F-5161 fuel in a J35 full-
s-c-de en=gineare presented in n recent publication from
thehmis Laboratory.
A criticnl problem encountered in the operation of
turbojet enagineswith current tide-boiling-range hydro-
carbon fuels is combustion-chamber carbon deposition.
hlethods for predicm~ the carbon-forming tendency of
turbojet-en=tie fuels from results of simple laboratory
tests of the fuels nre disc~ed in a recent report. The
accuracy and reliability of the methods and the sim-
plicity of the laboratory tests required we considered
with a view to-wnrd the application of such methods to
the control of jet-fuel quali~.
work has been done at the Lewis Laboratory to de-
termine the feasibility of utilizing liquid fuels having
higher volumetric energy content than present jet-en-
gine fuels for application to high-speed, volumd.i-mited
aircraft. The combustion dliciency and the altitude op-
erational limits of three liquid-hydrocarbon fuels hav-
~g high vol~e~c ~ergy content (decab, MdiR,
nnd monomethylnaphthalene) mere compared -with an
A.l&F-58 fuel in a single tubular combustor from a J33
turbojet enegine. The independent effects of combustor-
irdet-nir tamperntur~ pressur~ and mnss air flow on the
combustion dllciency of the four fuels were determined
around a standard combustor-inlet condition.
The interest in metals as fueIs aris&s from the need to
extend rangm, thr@ and operating limits of super-
sonic aircraft. From the re,sulta of an initial study,
aluminum wns chosen as one of the metals on -which
combustion experiments will be concentrated. The
aluminum fuel was injected in both powder and wire
form into 2-inch-diameter ram-jet-@pe combustors.
COMBUSTION
Fundamentals of Combustion
One of the major problems of high-speed, fligh~
propulsion research involves the behavior of the fuel-
nir mixture during the combustion process. Amo~~
the properties inve@@ed to gain abetter understand-
ing of this phenomenon have been the rates of flame
propagation of vnrious gaseous hydrocarbon in air and
the relation of these rates to the molecular structures
of the fuels. Previously published results include
laminar burning velocities determined by both the tube
nnd @e Bunsen burner method nnd consideration of.
these data in terms of existing theories of flnme propa-
gation. Burning velocities in air of 29 pure hydro-
carbon% 2 deuterated hydrocmbons, 6 oxygenated
hydrocarbons, rtcrylonitrile, nnd isopropylnmine are
presented and the semitheoretical calculations nre ex-
tended to include the majori~ of these latter data in
a paper by Wagner and Dugger.s Burning-velocity
measurements were made in either a horizontal tube or
a Bunsen burner type of apparatus.
The relation between molecular structure nnd com-
bustion behavior has been under investigation at the
I%wis Laboratory. One phase of this general program
has been concerned with the iniluence of molecular
structure on the burning velocities of hydrocarbon-air
rrchdmres. A paper by Wagner on the acetylene de-
rivatives should allow further insight into these phe-
nomena.” 13urn@ velocities were measured in m
open-burner-type apparatus at a pressure of 1 idxnos-
pher~ Burning veloci~ of isopropenyl ncetylene wns
measured at an initial mixture temperature of 298° ~
The high boiling point of di-isopropenyl ace@-lenO fi-
quired that the burning-velocity determinations be
made at elevated initial mixture tempernturcs.
The flame velocity of a combustible mixture cm be
increased by preheating the mixture. However, ns the
prehen~~ is carried to higher temperatures and longer
contact times between hot fuel and hot air, there is an
increasing amount of preflame reaction, which, in turn,
alters the flame veloci~. A paper by hugger, Weast,
and Heimel describes studies in which proprme nnd air
were passed through a constant-temperature coil for
0.5 to 15 seconds before being burned in a Bunsen
flame?”
The determination nnd interpretation of the stibdi~
limits of open Bunsen type flames of preheated homo-
geneous mixtures of propane nnd nir is reported in u
paper by Dugger. u In this paper, the preheat tempera-
ture is referred to as the initial temperature. It repre-
sents both the temperature of the unburned gas leaving
the burner port and the temperature of the burner wall
or port because the burner was operated isothermally.
Much of the theoretical and experimental work on
hydrocarbon flameshas revolved mound the concept of
a fundamental burning velocity. This burning velocity
or ‘flame speed” is defined as the rate of advance of a
reaction zone into a nonturbulent gas strenm. In most
practical combustion systems such ns furnuws, combus-
tion chnm~ nnd aircraft power plnnts, however, the
burning gases are highly turbulent. The need thus
nrises for a study of the burning velocities of flames in
turbulent gas mixtures. Radiation measurements have
been mnde on open propam+air flames to determine the
sSeepaperby Wagnerand Dwger HEM on p. 60.
. SeePaPerby WagnerIlsted on P. 00.
IO sw paperby Dugger,WenfI~and Helmellietetlon P. 5s.
~ Seepaperby Duggerlkted on p. 5S.
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extent to which radiant flux intensi~ oan be used to
mensurethe surface area of such flames.
The process of flame quenchirg is of inter% since it
is a measure of flame reactivi~ which may be related
to other combustion phenomena of engineering impor-
tance, such as flame stabilization, fkunnmbility limits,
and the general behavior of flames near cold walls.
I?lame-quenching processes become especially impor-
tnnt in turbojet combustion systems when operation at
low pressure is considered. Flame quenching is usually
studied experimentally in terms of the quenching dis-
tance, which is deiined nsthe minimum channel size that
will allow n given flame to propagate. A rigorous
theoretical treatment of the quenching process appem
to be rLmost ,d.ifhculttask. Chsequently, present theo-
retical treatmentsof quenching are necessarily approxi-
mate and seek primnrily to correlate the quench@
process with the variables that affect it, such aspressure,
temperature, fuel type and concentration, inert-gas
concentration, and quenching-surfmm geometry.
Flnme-quenching distances for a variable-width water-
cooled rectangular-chmmel burner rIs a function of
pressure for various propane-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures .
are presented and correlated in a paper by Berlad.n
The study reported in Technical Note 3398 contains
the derivation of a thermal quenching equation -whose
general form is independent of the rate-controlling re-
nction. Two posible rate-controlling reactions are
postulated, and the resulting two quenching equations
are tested using published quenching data. It is shown
that, if the oxygen-fuel reaction is assumed to be rate
controlling, quenching dnta are satisfactorily correlated
for both rich nnd lwm propane-oxygen-nitrogen flames-
The pressure dependence of the quenching distance and
the relation of quenching distances to burning veloci~
are also discussed.
In a turbojet engine, additional thrust may be ob-
tained by injecting a suitable coohtnt into the compres-
sor; nmmonia and water have been employed for this
purpose. Since ammonia is itself a fuel, it is desirnble
to determine how its presence will affect combustion.
Some insight may be gained by studying the funda-
mental combustion properties of the ammonia when used
nlone and when combined with a typical fuel. In
Technical Note 3446pressure limits were reported at re-
duced pressures (up to 400 mm Hg) for isooctnne, nm-
monia, and mixtures of the two in air at several tem-
peratures in the rnnge of 60° to 400° C. The work was
performed in a Pyres glass tube of stnndard dimensions
(2-in. inside diameter and 4 ft long) closed at both
ends. A hot wire was used as the ignition source and
propagation was upward. Gaseous ammonia with am-
monia-air ratios of 0.020 and 0.039by weight was added
to the isooctnne-air mixtures. Data showing the amount
~ Seepaperby 13erlndlisted on p. 5S.
of ammonia consumed after passage of flame through
rich and l&m mixtures containing isooctane and am-
monia are presented.
In order to provide information for the design and
operation of jet-engine combustors, research is being
conducted at the bivis Laboratory to study the funda-
mental variables affecting the ignition and combustion
of fuel-air mixtums. As pmt of this research, the
parameters that may influence the energy required for a
spnrk to ignite homogeneous fuel-air mixtures me be-
ing investigated. A theory of spnrk iayition in non-
turbulent- nnd turbulent-flowing homoagmeous gases
using long-duration discharges has been reported. The
theory is bnsed on the concept that only a portion of the
discharge lenb@h,a line source of ignition, is important
in the ignition process The theory developed resumes
that only a portion of the total energy supplied to the
discharge is available for the iatition proces.
In any combustion process where self-i.gpition cnn
occur, the time lapse before the flame appears is an im-
portant factor. As the time delay of ignition maybe
on inverse mensure of the rate at which the preflame
reactions proceed, a study of the factors influencing the
delays may provide information on the kinetim and
mechanism that prevail in the iagyritionproccm A
paper by Jackson, Brokaw, Wenst, and Gerstein de-
scribes nn apparatus that m?y be used to study ietition
lngs of hydrocarbon vapors nt elevated temperatures.n
Preliminary datz on i.tition delays of propane-air
mixtures me also presented.
Combtion properties of hydrocarbon fuels such ns
flnme speed, flammability limi~ iagnition energy, ancl
quenching distance have been investigated at the Lewis
Laboratory. For certnin combustion processes, it is
desirable to employ fuels that have more favorable com-
bustion characteristics thnn the hydrocarbons but that
possess similar physical properties. A clnm of com-
pounds which might meet these requirements is the
dkylsilanes. Technical Note 3405 describes a study
directed toward establishing the conditions of tempera-
ture and concentration in dry nir that will permit snfe
handling of this clnssof fuels. The spontaneous explo-
sion limits of nine alkylsilanes were determined as n
function of temperature wnd f ~lel-nircomposition at a
pressure of 1 atmosphere.
Explosions in a given system may lend to the follow-
“mg two different combustion processes: Under some
conditions, the explosion results in mflame or combus-
tion wave which may tmvel at n rate of only a few feet
per second; under other conditions, u detol~~tion~nve
may result which travels at severnl thousand feet per
second. Higher pressures nnd greater destructiveness
are associated with the detonation wav~ Al though
~ Seepaperby Jackson,Brokaw,Gersteln,and WeostUsteilon p. 50.
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many systems that may contain unburned combustible
mixtures (that is, exhaust ducts and mixture feed
pipes) are designed to withstand the slower and lower
pressure rise of a combustion wave, these systems are
often not designed to withstand the greater pressures
and destructiveness of a detonation wave. The results
of an investigation at the Lewis Laboratory to deter-
mine whether a stoichiometric natural gas-air mixture
at pressures from 0.4 to 0.2 atmosphere may give rise
to explosions with velociticx and pr~ character-
istic of detonations are presented in a paper by Ger-
stein, Carlson, and Hill.14
In spite of expanded efforts on combustion research
in recent yea% the burning of metallic solids has not
received much attention. TVhile solid carbon has been
the subject of extensive investigatio~ which clearly
indicate the signhance of surface reaction in the utili-
zation of nonvolatile carbon, there is relatively little
information available on the detailed mechanism of the
combustion of metals. A possible reason for this lack
of information is that previous investigators may have
generally assumed that the burning of metal solids
resembles that of liquid hydrocarbon The purpose of
an investigation, reported in Technical Note 3332, was
to study the ~azs physical mechanism of the combus-
tion of magnesium metal in order to learn whether a
vapoq or surface reaction is involved and, further, to
examine the effect of the composition of the oxidizing
ntmosph~ both as a matter of general interest and in
the hope that such studies might be informative as to
the details of the physical and chemical procwses in-
volved. In particular, magnesium ribbon -was burned
in 1’7- to 100-percent oxygen mixtures with argon, nitro-
gen, helium, and argon-water vapor as diluents. The.
experimental data are compared with average burning
times calculated from hypotheses involving diffusion
and heat-transfer relations.
Operational experience with turbojet and ram-jet
engines has shown that combustion efficiency is ad-
verse]y affected by increase in flight altitude. The
establishment of desi=.ycriteria to improve combustion
efficiency at altitude is one of the most important prob-
lems confronting the combustion-chamber designer.
Burn@ rates were recently presented for single isooc-
tane drops suspended in various quiescent oxygem-nitro-
jym atmospheres at room temperature and pressure.
The burning rates mere compared with those predicted
by a previously developed theory based on a heat-mass-
transfer mechanism and -ivith values predicted by a
modification to this theory. The drop-burning-rate
data were applied to equations for a burning fuel spray
in order to calculate the predicted change in burning
rate of a fuel spray with variation in oxygen con-
centration.
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Condmstion-Chamber Research
When a liquid fuel is injected into the fuel-prepara-
tion zone of a ram-jet or a turbojet engine, or into an
afterburner, the liquid is broken up into a cloud of
droplets which are then mceleratid to stream veloci~.
While accelerating, @ey evaporate at a rate determined
by (1) the air-stream velocity, temperature, and static
pressure, (2) the droplet velocity, tamperrdure, and
diameter, and (3) the physical properties of the liquid
and vapor. Thus, the vaporization rate of sproys in
air streams of lmown temperatxme,pressure, and veloc-
ity may be determined by use of heat-transfer equations
-whendata on drop-size distribution, drop acceleration,
and drop-surface temperature are available. A drop-
let camera developed at the Lewis Laboratory was used
to obtain drop-size-distibution and drop-velocity data
for isooctane injected from a simple orifice directly into
a turbulent air stream. From these dati and wet-bulb-
temperature data, vaporization rates and drag coef-
ficients were calculated for isooctane drops accelerating
and evaporating in streams having velocities of 140
and 180 feet per second. These data me reported in
Technical Note 3265.
The high volumetric heat-release rate required in
present-day and future jet-engine combuetors has
placed an ever-growing emphasis on tibulent com-
bustion research. The theory of turbulent flnme
propagation is as yet in ~ formative stag% partly be-
cause of the lack of reliable experimental methods for
determining the effect of turbulence on the rate of
flame propagation. The purpose of the investigation
reported in Technical Note 3456 was to explore wnew
experimental method believed to approximate more
nearly a theoretic@ or ideal, flame model than previous
methods. Effective flamespeedsof free turbulent flames
were measured by photographi~ ionization-gap, and
photomultiplier-tube methods and were found to have
a statistical distribution attributed to the nature of the
turbulent field. The effective turbulent flame speeds
for the free flame were less than those previously
measured for flames stabilized on nozzle burners, Bun-
sen burners, and blti bodies. Ho&wire-anemometer
measurements of the longitudinal veloci~ fluctuation
intensity and longitudinal correlation coefficient were
made and were employed in the comparison of data rmd
in the theoretical calculation of turbulent flame speed.
An analysis has been made of the effect of turbulence
on flame speed and noise generation. The results of
this analysis are reported in Technical Note 3407.
The flow in the combustion chambers of jet engines is
frequently subect to resonant oscillation. A study of
this phenomena is reported in Teclmical Note 3152.
Research Eqnipment and Techniques
A concentric-cylinder rotational viscometer has been
desi.~ed that is capable of recording meaningful flowM SN pIIpW by (Ms&@ Cfulton,and Hill lfEM on P. 69.
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curves of rate of shear against sheari.mgstress for most
non-Newtonian materials. This instrument is described
in Technical Note 3610.
A method for determining pressure losses due to the
flow of non-Newtonian materials in pipelines by using
basic flow data obtained from measurements of flow
curves, which are curves of rate of shear against shear-
ing stress, is described in Technical Note 3397.
ISJJ3RICATION AND WEAR
Fundamentals of Friction and ‘Wear
The broad and extremely high range of temperatures
occurring in turbine engines is being extended con-
tinually by new designs for high-speed flight. Present
synthetic lubricants have higher temperature limita-
tions than petroleum oils of suitable viscosity. Wkh
masimum bearing temperatures from 500 to 1,000° F,
however, liquids may be inadequate and nonconven-
tional means of lubrication must be considered. New
bearing rnaterirdsare ah required for the high tem-
peratures Fundamental friction and wear properties
of bearing materials, liquid lubricants, solid lubricants,
and gaseous lubricants have been investigated for pos-
sible use at temperatures up to 1,000° F.
Silicones have the best viscosit@emperature relation
of any known class of fluids and some of the silicones
have w high-temperature chemical stabili~ that is at
lemt as good as that of any synthetic lubricant no-iv be-
ing ~nsidered for we ~ ~cmfi ~b~e en=~=
They are, however, extremely poor boundary lubricants
for ferrous surfaces. It has been hypothesized that
silicones do not maintain oxide or other reactive coati
ings on metal surfaces. &mventional chcmicdy ac-
tive additives and other, more active, compounds, such
as peroxides, were investiagted (Technical Note 3257)
to obtain a better understanding of the mechanisms of
lubrication by silicones and to fid ways of improving
lubrication. Conventional additivw were not effectiv~
but the more active materials, such as peroxides, did give
effective lubrication. However, all the chemically zw-
tive @q?esof additives were inferior to solvent-@pe ad-
ditions such as diesters.
Solid lubricants have become important in current
lubrication research because they have much better
chemical stability at high temperatures than liquids.
A number of possible solid lubricants with various
crystal structures were studied in a low-speed, high-
load filction apparatus under conditions of continuous
sliding. This study is reported in Technical Note 3334.
Some solids with layer-lattic8 crystal structure pro-
vided effective lubrication. Those materials, which
include CdIz, CdCIZ,PbI~j CoOl~tA@& CO% ~%
and WSZ, were at least as effective as zinc stearate
and graphite in these tests. Not all solids with these
structures were good lubricants The criterion for
good lubrication over extended periods seemed to be
the formation of adherent illms on both mating speci-
mens. Some low-shear-strength materials that did not
have a layer-lattice structure afforded effective surface
protection.
Halogau-substituted methane and ethane gases can
have excellent chemical stabili~ at temperatures of
interest in turbine lubrication. A series of such ma-
terials has been studied as powible boundary lubricants
for steel surfaw. This study is reported in Technical
Note 8402. Several compounds conhining flourine and
two or more chlorine atoms per molecule functioned as
boundary lubricant of steel-on-steel to reduce friction
and to prevent surface welding and metal transfer;
stable fluorine compoumds containing no chlorine did
not prevent surface failure and therefore were not effec-
tive lubricants. Propti run-in was necessary to pre-
vent initial surface failure with chlorine-substituted
gases Difluorodichloromethane and other similar
gases lubricated ahnost as well as conventional liquid
lubricants at room temperature, and the gas was effec-
tive in runs at 4S0° F. The method and conditions of
application are very critical in lubrication by gaseous
materials.
Wear or surface-failure tendencies of materials for
cages or retainers of rolling contact bearingg have con-
tinued to be problems in the development of new en-
gines. Materials with high-temperature strength, oxi-
dation resistance, dimensional stability, and hardness
properties better than those of currently used metals
were included in a series of wear and friction experi-
ments. Runs were made with surface speeds to 18,000
feet per minute and with ambient temperatures as high
as 1,000° F.18 Both sliding veloci~ and temperature
had considerable tiect on war of various unlubricated
metals sliding against hardened steel. The effects, how-
ever, were markedly different for the diiferent metals-
As predicted by friction theory, several series of ex-
periments showed that friction and surfmcedamage of
metals can be reduced by solid surface films. This study
is reported in Technical Note ‘3444. Of importance to
lubrication are (1) naturally formed iihns such as osides
on metak+ (2) chemical-reaction films such m those
formed by the use of sulfur or chlorine compounds as
lubricant additiv~ and (3) surface b of solid lubri-
cants. Some surface films, such asFGO~ja behm-
fultofriction and wear vvhen they are abrasive. D&r-
able films from a friction standpoint have low shear
strength
b fltid-film or hydrodynamic lubrication the vis-
cosity is an important physical proper@ of the lubri-
cant. ~ investigation was recently completed at
Harvard Universi@ under NACA sponsorship to
determine the &ct of temperature and high shear rates
~ Sea Johnson,Swlkertjand Biwon paperMatedon p. 5!3.
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on the viscosity of lubricants. This study is reported
in Technical NOt.&!3382.
Bearing Research
Opendiig tempera-of high-speed rolling contact
bearings are at present limited mainly by the lubricants
and, to a lesser extent, by the bearing materiils and
desi~ The temperature limitations of various lubri-
cants -werestudied for small ball bearings operating in
air. This study is reported in Technical Note 333’7. In
these experiments, solid lubricants were more effective
than Iiquid lubricants at the l@her temperatures.
Graphite provided effective lubrication to 1,000° F
tith bearings equipped with either a beryllium copper
or a cast Inconel cage; lfoSi was effective to 850° F
with a bearing equipped vvith.a cast Inconel cage. A
silicone-diwter blend was the best high-temperature
liquid lubricant in this invc.stigation. The blend pro-
vided effective lubrication to 700° F and allowed opera-
tion of the beariqg at 850° F, although bearing oper-
ation was rough and friction torque was high.
An experimental imwtigation was conducted at
Cornell Universi@ under NACA sponsorship to study
the behavior of full journal bearings under steady load
when acted upon by a steady misahmn“ “ g couple. This
study is reported in Techuicd Note 8%52.
COMPRESSORSJiixDTuRBINEs
Compressor Research
The complex nature of flow within centrifugal com-
pressors makes exact design of compressor components
diflicult. To provide fundamental information about
the internal flow of centrifugal compressors, tsvo- and
three-dimensional potential-flow solutions involving
rehmation methods have been developed. However,
these solutions yield no information concerning the
flow behavior ahead of and at the entrance to blades of
ihite thickn~ or blades that are not dined with the
inlet air stream.
A rapid approximate method has been developed that
W predict the blade surface velocities in centrifugal
impellem. However, there has been no veri-tication of
this method for the inlet region because of the lack of
an exact solution.
In order to provide fundamental information on the
internal flow in centrifugal impeWrs, a mdrix method
has recently been developed for the solution of flow in
the blade-to-blade or circumfermtial plane. This
method has been applied to the study of a radial-inleb
type impeller at both desigu and off-design conditions.
The results obtained with this accurate method have
been used to verify and evaluate the rapid approximate
method which was developed previously. It was f ound
that the approximate method was not applicable in
the region of the blade leading edge and did not give ac-
curate results in the region of the impeller tip. Over
the major portion of the range, however, the approx-
imate method was found to be adequate (Technicnl
Note 8448) .
The flow behavior in the region of the leading edge of
cenhifugal impeIler blading is critical in that the rap-
idly decelerating flow may cause boundary-layer sep-
aration. A detniled analysis was made of the flow
around the blade nose of a radial-inlet impeller using
relaxation techniques. As a result of this study, it was
found that the stagnation point shifts from the driv-
ing to the hailing face of the blade as the weight air-
flow increases. On the basis of minimizing the velocity
gradients around the nose of the blade, o small positive
local angle of attack was indicated as desirable (Techni-
cal Note 8449) .
A rapid approximate method for the dwign of cen-
trifugal compressors of given blade shape with com-
pressible nonviscous flow characteristics has been de-
veloped using techniques based upon stream-filament
theory. Axial symmetry is assumed, but meridionrd-
plane forces derived from tangentkd pressure gradients
are included. The method was applied to the desi=m
of an impeller in order to determine the approximate
maximum meridional streamline spacing tlmt could be
used. Three numerical solutions for different stream-
line spacings were made using the same hub profile,
blade shape, and prescribed veloci~ distribution olong
the hub. The shroud profiles obtained from the three
solutions, which utilized three, five, and nine stream-
tubes, were negligibly d.itlerent (Techniml Note 3399).
When a fluid entera a compressor or turbine cascnde
of sharp-nosed blades at an angle different from that of
the blade camber line at the nose, potential-flow sohl-
tions indicate an acceleration to an infinite veloci~ by
the fluid as it moves from the stagnation point mound
the sharp nose. Real fluids cannot overcome the re-
sultant steep pressure gradients and therefore the flow
sepmates off the suction surface of the blade M the
sharp nose.
A method of computing the losses in total pressure
caused by a nonzero angle of attack at the inlet to o
row of sharp-nosed blades is developed for both in-
compressible and subsonic compressible flow in Tech-
nical Note 8149. The results of the amdysis indicate
that for the range of variables considered increases in
upstream flow angle cause sharp rises in total-prwmre-
10S coetlicient and corresponding drops in static-pres-
sure ccdicients for negative anglw of attack, but for
positive angles of attack and upstream flow angles less
than 60° there is little variation in tot&pressure-loss
coeKlcientwith upstream flow angla
In compressor design, allowances must usually be
made for the various types of unavoidable losses in
order to obtain optimum matching of the components.
Consideration in this work will be given only to the
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lossesarising from rapid adjustrmmtsin the flow which
mny be required at the cascade inlet.
An approximate analysis of ca.smde induction 10S
variations with incidence angle, Mach number, and
lending-edge thickness is presented along vvith compu-
tational remdtsin the form of curves in Technical Note
3327. Results me based on the solution of the energy,
continuity, md integrated momentum equations under
the assumption that the blade leading-edge pre.sure
approaches zero at appreciable incidence angles. Re-
sults indicate that relatively small blade leading-edge
radii (of the order of 2 percent of blade gap) lead to
good inlet characteristics for the average conditions
generally encountered in compressors.
In studying the flow of air through a compressor, it
is desirable to hove a description of the internal velocity
field. Several two- and three-dimensional methods of
obtaining potential flow are available, but present two-
dimensional methods are frequently i.nadequat~ while
three-dimensional methods are impractical with stand-
ard computing techniques
In Technical Note 3329a method is presented for cal-
culating supersonic potential flows in rmnular cascades
of blades by the method of characteristics. It is found
that helical flows may be adjoined by helical shocks of
uniform strength; these constitute a comiderable addi-
tion to the class of simple flows available for designing
cascndes of lifting blades. It was also found that, by
selection of the proper variables, the derivatives of the
velocity components, which occur in the characteristic
equations, could be combined into an exact differential
This form of the equation facilitated computations. A
flow and several cascade designs were computed.
Blade Viration and Flutter
The widespread use of compressors and turbines in
current aircraft power plants has greatly increased the
interest in the fhtter of airfoils in cascade. Compres-
sor blades in particular are susceptible to vibrations,
and some of these vibrations have been attributed to
flutter.
An anrdysis was therefore made in which the exact
equrdions for oscillatory aerodynwnic forces acting in
an unstaggered infinite cascade of airfoils in potential
flow were derived. Aerodynamic coefficientssimilar to
those of the isolated airfoil were obtained as functions
of the cascade geometry and the phasing between suc-
cessive blades; the phasings considered vvere0°,90°, and
180°. The coefficients were plotted for the case when
all the blades were vibrating in bending in phase. It
was shown that for this case the effect of cascading is
to reduce greatly the aerodynamic damping (Techni-
cal Note 3263).
TurMne Aerodynamics
When fluid in an annular cascade is turned, the re-
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suiting mainstream pressure gradients are imposed on
the boundary layers of low-momentum fluid on the walls
and the blades, so that more than free-stream turning
of the low-momentum boundary-layer fluid results.
These deviations of flow direction in boundary layers
and vvakes, referred to as secondary flows, vvere experi-
mentally investigated to clarify the nature and causea
of such flows and to present information that permits
an estimate of the extent of their i.niluenceon cascade
and turbine performance. Still and motion pictures
were made of boundary-layer and vvake secondary-
flow phenomena visualized by smoke. Two annular
cascades of turbine nozzles were used, both designed for
constant discharge angle but d.itfering in blade shape
and suction-surface veloci~ distribution. Flows were
similar to those obtained with pressure and angle meas-
urements at near-sonic airspeeds. Boundary-layer
cross-channel and trailing-edge radial flows caused
vortices and an accumulation of low-momentum air at
the hub, which may affect flow in following blade rovva
Motion of a downstream rotor blade row produced pul-
sations in trailing-edgg radial flow (Technical Note
3260) .
Turbine Cooling
Transpiration cooling is receiving increased consid-
eration as a means of reduc@ the temperature of vmlls
exposed to hot gas streams to values the wall material
can safely vvithstand. With this method, the air or
coolant btids a cool film along the surface that pro-
tects the wall from the influence of the hot gases. The
coolant also cools the wall by convection as it passes
through the material. In some applications, the snr-
face roughness inherently connected with a porous
material may exceed the limit for which such a surface
is considered as hydraulically smooth. In order to ob-
tain information on friction and flow characteristics of
rough surfaces under the condition of fluid injection,
an investigation with turbulent air flow vvasmade in a
rectangular channel. Provisions were made so that
porous sampleswith varying degrees of roughness could
be installed in the lower wall.
Velocity profles and friction factors for these sur-
faces are presented for ratios of air-injection velocity
to mainstream veloci@ ranging from zero to approxi-
mately 0.017. For zero injection veloci~, the friction
data compared favorably with available data on im-
permeable rough surfaces. The shape of the velocity
profile was decidedly i.niluencedby the fluid injection
(Technical Note 3339) .
A method is presented in Technical Note 3408 by
which either the local permeability necessary for a pr-
scribed distribution of the coolant flow or the coolant-
flow distribution resulting from a prescribed local
permeability can be predicted. The method is based
on a one-dimcmsionaltreatment of the gas flow through
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a rotating channel with vnry@ cross section and par-
tially porous walls. Sample calculations are pwented
for two blind radial p-es of a rotating transpira-
tion-cooled turbine blade. The effects of passage-area
variation, passage-idet pressur+ and passage-inlet
hfach number am investianted.
A knowledge of the behavior of the boundary layer
adhering to cooled or heated bodies immersed in a
moving fluid is essential for accurate prediction of heat
transfer or skin friction. The simultaneous effect9 of
rLvariable temperature and a permeable wall on heat
transfer of -wedge-shaped bodies are analyzed (Tech-
nical Note 3151) by the solution of the laminar-
boundary-layer equations with constant-property
values.
Solutions were computed for a Prandtl number of 0.7
and a range of cooling-air flows and pressure and wall
temperature gradients. For each case, boundary-layer
thiclmess and heat-transfer and friction coefficients
were also computed and tabulated. Steeper tempera-
ture proiiles for a given coolant flow were obtained
by increased wall temperate gradients. Wall tezn-
peratum gradients for zero boundary-layer temperature
gradients at the wall were increased by increased pres-
sure gxdient and decreased by increased coolant flow.
Procedures available for accurate cycle calculations
to determine engine performance depend on the use
of tables or charts of the thermodynamic properties of
air and combustion gases. Calculations made in this
manner are usually cumbersome and time-consuming.
h order to simplify and accelemte calculation proce-
dures, a series of curves was prepared and a calculation
procedure devised to provide a quick and accurate
method of determining~ component or engine perform-
ance for gas-turbine power plants (Technical Note
3335).
Curves based on the thermodynamic properties of ai_r
and combustion gases for a hydrogen-carbon ratio of
0.167were presented to relate parameters affecting each
ena@necomponent. The curves cover a range of flight
Mach numbers from Oto 3.0, compressor preamre ratios
from 1 to 30, turbine-inlet temperatures from 1,500° to
3,000° R, and afterburner temperatures from 2,800°
to 3,500° R. Except for exixeme cases, the curves are
mm.rrnteto at least 3° R in temperature and 1 percent
in preszmre ratio, fuel-air ratio, and specific thrust.
Procedures required for performance evaluation are
explained for both uncooled engines with no compressor
bleed and for eugines utilizing both compressor bleed
and turbine cooling.
Heat Tranefer
The prediction of heat-transfer and friction coetB-
cients for flow in pnssngw is nece+sary for the design
of present and future aircraf$ especially those employ-
ing nuclear propulsion. Both experimental and theo-
retical research must be conducted for flow of various
fluids in passages having both circular and noncircular
cross sections.
An experimental investigation was made to deter-
mine heat-transfer and friction coe5cients for nir flow-
ing through stacks of parallel flat plates. The plates
were electrically heated and had short length-to-effec-
tive-diameter ratios. Two stacks of plates were dined
in serie9 in the direction of air flow, with a one-fourth-
inch spacing between plates in each stack. The Reyn-
olds number varied from 15,000 to 80,000. Dntu were
obtained for various gap spacings, for various degrees
of plate misalinement between stacks, and also with the
upstream stack removed from the tunnel. The average
and the local he&transfer codlicients obtnined for the
downstream stack with the two stacks alined were
slightly higher than the values for round tubes for the
same length-diameter ratios. The effects of changea in
plate misalinement and gap spacing between platas
were found to be negligible.
An analysis was also made of the laminnr forced-
convection heat transfer in the entrance”region of flat
rectangular ducts (Technical Note 3331). The simul-
taneous development of temperature and veIocity pro-
files was studied by using the K6rm6n-Pohlhausen
method. In previous analyses the velocity profile was
assumed fully developed. When the development of
the velocity pro~e was considerec$ a separate curve was
obtained for each Prandtl number vvhenNuwelt number
was plotted against G’raetz number. In contra% the
Nusselt numbers for the case of a parabolic velocity
profle throughout can be plotted against Graetz num-
ber as a single curve, which is applicable for nll Prandtl
numbem.
An analysis for turbulent heat transfer and flow in
tubes was generalized and applied to an annulus with
various eccentricities (Technical Note 3451). Expres-
sions for eddy diffusity, which were verified for flow
and heat transfer in tubes, were asumed to apply, in
general, along lines normal to a wall. Velocity distri-
butio~ wall shear-stressdistributions, and friction fm-
tmz+ as well as wall heat-transfer distributions, wall
temperature distributions, and average heat-transfer
coetlicients, were calculated for an annulus hnving n
radius ratio of 3.5 at various eccentricities. For the
concentric annulw the Nusselt numbers and friction
factors based on hydraulic diameter agreed closely with
those for ~ circular tube. b the annulus became eccen-
tri~ the Nusselt numbers and friction fnctors decrensed.
The results of various investigators of liquid-metal
heat transfer were examined nnd found to be not nl-
ways directly comparable because of differences in
experimental apparatus or in methods of calculation,
The experimental data were therefore reevaluated using
similar assumptions and methods and then compared
with theoretical results (Technical Note 3336). The
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reevaluated data were found still to have considerable
spread, with the bulk of the data being lower than pre-
dicted by the well-known Martinelli analysis.
A theoretical rmd experimental investigation was
made of fully developed heat transfer by lam.imr nd-
ural convection between pmml.lelplates (Technical Note
3328). The plates were oriented in the direction of the
body force with one wall heated uniformly and the other
cooled uniformly. I?or the experimental investigation,
parallel wrdls were simulated by using an annulus with
a ratio of inner to outer diameter near 1. The experi-
mental results were compared with the theory on the
bmis of the ratio of the ~ctual temperature drop to the
temperature drop for pure conduction. Good agree-
ment was ol)tnined between theory and experiment.
In another analytical study of free convection, the
effect of nonuniform wall boundary condition on the
heat transfer was investigated (Technical Note 3508).
Laminar free convection on a vertical plate with pre-
scribed nonuniform wall heat flux or prescribed non-
uniform wall temperature was rmalyzed. The flow was
taken to be of the boundag-layer typ~ and the prob-
lem was formulated by the Kfirm6n-Pohlhausen
method. The solution of the rwulting equations was
achieved by a series expansion. For the situation
where the wall heat-flux variation is prescribed, graphs
were presented from which the rwulting wall-tempera-
ture vnriation may be obtained. For the sitmkion
where the wvdl-temperature variation is prescribed,
grnphs were presented from which the overdt rate of
hat transfer from nny len.@h of plate may be obtained.
Some measurementsof boiling burnout heat flux were
mnde for water flowing upward through an electrically
heated tube. The burnout heat flux is the heat flux at
which the boiling changes from nucleate to film. Its
nccurate prediction i9 important for nuclear-power ap-
plications where the heat is removed from the reactor
by n boiling liquid. The range of variables inv&i-
gated included pressures horn atmospheric to 2,000
pounds per squme inch and lena@h-diameterratios from
25 to 60.
As a part of an investigation of the effective thermal
conductivities of powdem, a study was undertaken to
determine the effective conductivity of uranium oxide
powder at temperaturesup to 1,500° F. Heli~ argon,
and nitrogen gases and mixtures of helium-argon and
xenon-krypton gases were introduced into the powder
void, and the experimental effective thermal conductiv-
ities of the gas-powder mixtures were determined. All
tests were performed at a gas pressure above the break-
away pressure where the thermal conductivity is inde-
pendent of pressure. For temperatures above 500° F,
the effective thermal conductivity of the uranium oxide
powder was independent of temperature. By awmrn-
ing that the ratio of effective conductivity to ~gascon-
ductivity is a function of the ratio of the solid to the
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gas conductivity for a given void fraction, all the data
for the uranium oxide powder in various gases were
correlated on a single curve.
ENGINE PERFORMANCE AND OPERATION
Effect of Heavy Rainfall on Turbojet Aircraft
Operation
The etiect of operating turbojet-engine-powered
aircraft in heavy rainfall conditions wns annlyzed by
considering experimental data obtained on four pro-
duction en.ties and several single combustors under
simulated flight conditions.18 These data indicate that
combustion stability would not be seriously impmiredby
~g~ion of ~ater-a~ ~tim up to 0.015 SUChnSwould be
encountered during a maximum rainfall condition (12.4
in./hr). ?Sio adverse operational effects were encoun-
tered ivith any of the engines considered during opera-
tion under conditions simulating maximum possible
precipitation However, rnin taken into bearing cool-
ing and accessory gear systems will tend to corrode the
metal parts unkw precautions are taken to remove it
within a short tim~
Turbine Engines for Transport Airplanes
Three different turbine engines, the turboprop, the
the turbojet, and the turbof~ are suited to transport
use. The final choice of engine depends on the judg-
ment exercieed in evaluating the technical character-
istics of the enbgjneand the many vital engineering,
operational, and economic problems of the en=gine-air-
plane configuration. As an aid in thiS engineering
evaluation, the desi~guand off-design characteristics of
three enginw are analyzedfl’ Possible future gains in
airplane performance resulting from improved engine
characteristics are briefly indicated. At present trans-
port-airplane speeds, the turboprop is in direct compe-
tition with the reciprocating engine and is obviously an
engine of great interest. Exploitation of the tremen-
dous market open to the cargo-carrying airplme may
depend heavily upon its continued development. At
fight speeds approaching and somewhnt above the speed
of sounc$ it is almost equally clear that the turbojet
engine occupiw a sbong competitive position. The
hybrid turbofan, or bypass engine, realizes its best per-
formance at flight speeds somewhere between the best
speeds for the turboprop and the turbojet engines. All
three types of engines have good performance over wide
values of fight speed both higher and lower than those
required for bestperformance.
POWER PLANT CONTROLS
Experimental research on automatic control of gas-
tnrbine engines requires methods of control of engjne
16 ~ paperby Utier, L+WIS,and Zettb U@W-Ion P. 130.
~ See paper by SilverstelIIand LundlnUatedon p. 60.
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fuel flow that provide esentidly linear response to in-
put signals over a frequency band extending from zero
to approximately 50 cycles per second. Three VdV~
controlled systemsthat may be utilized for this purpose
are (1) a throttle (valve) with a regulated (constant)
upstream prwsnm, (2) a throttle ~th a r@a~d (con-
stant) pressure di&rential (bypass-type regolatir),
and (8) a throttle with a regulated pressure dMerential
(reducing-valve regulator). These threo syst~ of
flow control are vvidely known and have long been
applied in other fields. However, in the application to
.-turbine engines, the requirement of an adequate
flow response at a 50-cycle-per-second input signal
makes it necwsaxy to consider dynamic effeciwnot oftan
encountered in previous applications. An analysis TWM
therefore made of the factors affecting the response to
the three systems at such relatively high input-signal
frequencies. Measurementi of the outputiflow imped-
ance and of the imnaient and frequenq response of the
three systems are presented along with the analytically
determined frequency responsesin Technical Note 3M5.
POWER PLANT MATERIALS
H.igh-Temperature Materials
Research to improve the performance of turbojet
engines by improving *g tigh-~pma~ allow
or developing or studying new matii~ is confi@.
The turbojet blade is subjected not only to high cen-
trifugal stresses and to elevated temperatures but to
thermal stress% vibratory stress+ and corrosive attack
by combustion produck. Cast alloys of very high
strength have been developed for turbine-blade us%but
as in the case of currently used cast alloys the newer
materials are subject to inherent casting imperfections
and metallurgical variables. As a resul~ cast bladw
have bean observed to exhibit large scatter, or variabil-
ity, of perf ormammin turbojet-enatie studies. To ob-
tain a better understanding of the metallurgical vari-
ables resulting from casting metho@ blades -wereob-
tained from two different manufactunms for evaluation
in turbojet en=ties. Groups of blades from each source
weregiven severalheat treatments,and the performance
of as-cast and heat-treated groups were compared in
a controlled engine tek In gener~ solution treat-
ments damaged blades by causing varying degrms of
eutectic melting of interdaudritic segregates. The ef -
fects of heat treatment on blade performance could be
either beneficial or harmful, depending upon the initial
structure of the castingg, which in turn depends on
the casting &m and manuf acturing variablw (Techni-
cal Note 351.2).
Nickel-base alloys with small quantities of aluminum
h-we been used as high-temperature alloys for years.
Recently, newer nickel-base alloys have been developed
with considerably improved properties. Improve-
ments have been made largely by increased additions of
aluminum and titanium. One of the principal harden-
ing agents in these alloys is the phase ~i~, which may
contain varying quantities of titanium, molybdamun,
and chromium replacing some of the aluminum. Thus,
this intermetallic compound is interesting in itself be-
cause of its prevalence in such vital alloys. This type
of compound is usually brittle and, in fact, has been
found by others to have almost no ductility. The NiAl
alloys have been found to have appreciable strength at
1,800° and 2,000° F, temperatures well advanced above
normal alloy use temperatures An investigation of
nickel-aluminum alloys ranging in aluminum content
from 14 to 34 percent by weight -was conducted (Tech-
nical Note 3259). ~ composition range includes the
phases Ni,Al and NiAl and mixtures of the two phases.
Alloys containing two phases (Ni& md NiA.1) were
ahnost twice as strong as either compound alone. The
two-phm alloys showed promise for high-temperature
work in that they were rollable, had ductility in tension,
and exhibited a martensitic type of transformation
upon heat treatment.
In another program, a newly developed iron-alumi-
num alloy Thermenol was found to have stress-rupture
properties at temperatures of 1,100° and 1#00° F
roughly equivalent to those of the stainless steelsAISI
310 and 321. Both tensile and bend ductilities of the
alloy were low. The alloy has been of interest because
of its low-strategic-elenmnt contenk
Cooling of the hottwt portions of engines may prove
to be very desirable, in that the engine operating tmn-
peratures maybe increased and, as a result, thrust and
speed of the aircraft increased. CaOledturbine blades
have been designed with hollow channels and airfoils
which require fabrication by brazing or welding. An
investigation was conducted on brazing of complicahd
engine components (Technical Note 3450). Two braz-
ing techniques were studied, vacuum and salt-bath
brazing. Both vacuum- and salt-bath-brazing methods
produced adequate shear strengths, although vacuum-
brazed strengths were superior to salt-bath-brazed
strengths. In the salt-bath process, the shear strengths
of the brazed specimens increased as brazing tempsra-
turw increased. h the vacuum process both tem-
perature and time at temperature were shown to be
important, and an optimum time and temperature for
brazed specimens were ascertainable from the data.
The use of molten sodium hydroxide as a high-tem-
perature heat-tmmsfer fluid offem many advantages in
some types of propulsion systems. The main difficulty
with its use is that it is highly corrosive and leads to
mass tramfer in most container materials An exten-
sive effort is being made to find suitable conditions
under which the corrosive attack might be reduced or
eliminated. Experiment%were conducted to determine
the effect of temperature, temperature gradient, test
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duration, and flow veloci~ on corrosion and mass trans-
fer in nickel. Free convection and forced circulation at
the rate of 15 feet per second were studied at tempera-
tures to 1,500° F. The use of additives that might
repress the rate of attack on nickel was also studied.
The additive studies gave positive indication that mass
transfer can be repressed.
Many of the modern heat-resistant alloys which have
been developed for the severe temperature conditions
encountered in the aircraft gas turbine are extremely
complex. Consisting of from 6 to 1.$1alloy elements,the
alloys depend on the various microstructure which can
be produced through heat treatment and fabrication
procedures for their strength. In order to produce the
best microstructuq it is necessary to be able to identi~
the chemical composition and structures present. Cur-
rently used identiikation techniques such as chemical
analysis and X-ray diffraction are not sutlicientlysensi-
tive. The use of radioactive isotopw in other fields for
identification purposes prompted a similar study for
use in alloys (Technical Note 8209). A technique was
proved to the point where it was demonstrated that
autoradio=graphscouId be produced which would resolve
radioactive areas separated by less than 10 microns.
The rmtoradiograph is viewed vvithoutremoving it from
the surface under invwtigation so that the microstruc-
ture and the autoradiograph can be seen simultaneously
under the microscope. Recommended procedures are
given for the preparation of the metaIIoa-phic mount,
addition of the thin plastic protective layer, and photo-
graphic emulsion processing.
The complexity of the modern high-temperatmw
alloys mentioned above has made it extremely diflicult
to undersbmd the principles which govern the load-
cmrying ability at the temperatures and conditions
where joint creep and fatigue can occur simultaneously.
A special panel appointed by the NACA Subcommittee
on Heat-Resisting Materials undertook to relate the
fatigue and static properties of wrought N-155 alloy
over a wide range of temperatures (Technical Note
3216). The results showed tha$ in general, a super-
imposed dynamic stress on a steady load had a de-
creasingly smaller effect on the rupture time as the
steady stress was reduced. In addition, limited data
indicated that, under combined stressesup to 67 percent
of the steady load at 1,350° and 1,500° F, the fatigue
stress did not appreciably alter the creep character-
istic through the second stage of creep.
There has been considerable interest in the use of
cemmic coatings to protect metals from corrosive a&
tack. hong the various factors that contribute to
the degree of protection achieved is that of the adher-
ence of the ceramic to the basemetal. It has been postu-
lated that the amount of oxygen present in the furnace
atmosphere used in applying ceramic coatings should
have an effect on adherence. A study of this effect was
undertaken (Technical Note 8297). The results showed
that a decrease h the amount of o~gen in the furnace
atmosphere necc.ssitated an increase in the amount of
cobalt oxide in the enamel if optimum adherence was
to be secured. To a lesser extent the reverse effect -was
true. Metdlograph.ic examinations of the interface
betweau the ceramic and metal showed a qualitative
correlation between adherence and surface roughness
regardles9 of the o~gen content of the furnace
atmosphere.
Stresse-s Rcm.arch
Many high-temperature alloys exhibit high notch
sensitivity when tested in stress rupture in certain
ranges of time and temperature. This notch-weakening
appears to be awociated with precipitation effects dur-
ing creep. It is greatly increased in some low-alloy
steelsby the heatiqg cycle used for brazing of air-cooled
turbine blades and by the presanceof the braze mnterial.
An investigation of the iniluence of normalizing and
tempering procedures vvas undertaken for a typical
Cr-Mo-V low-alloy steel with the object of developing
a hea~treatment procedure to reduce the notch sensi-
tivity and to overcome the damage of brazing?s The
results show that the large decrease in ductility and
increasa in notch sensitivity associated with normaliz-
ing at high temperatures (in the order of the brazing
temperature) can be completely overcome by re-heat-
treating. In addition, it is shown that the notch
strength at 1,000° F can be considerably increased with
only a small sacrifice in smooth strength by tempering
at relatively high temperatures for short periods of
time. This procedure, in combination with re-heat-
tmding, greatly improves the operating lives of brazed
air-cooled turbine blad~ of Cr-Mo-V steel.
Many brittle materials possess good b.igh-tempera-
ture strength and corrosion-r@stant properties that
make them attractive for high-temperature power-
plant use. However, these materials often are com-
paratively weak in thermal-shock strength. Theories
of thermal-shock resistance have been developed h an
attempt to understand and improve this property.
Present theories predicting the resistance of brittle ma-
terials to thermal shock are based on the premise that
failure occurs upon the attainment of a definite critical
stress. However, the failure of many of thesematerials
has been shown to depend on stress distribution within
the body rather than on the maximum-stress criteria.
IVeibull’s statistical theory of strength which accounts
for this behavior has been adopkd to predict the
strength of circular disks subjected to peripheral
thermal shock The analysis shows, for those materials
in which tensile strength d.ili!ersappreciably from the
bending shength, that considerable error can be intro-
duced by the use of the conventional maximum-stress
1$seepaperby Jones,Newman,Sach&nndBrownUOb?don P. 69.
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theory of fracture when predicting thermal-shock re-
sistance over a wide range of quenching severitiw.m
Physics of Solids
In order to gnin a better insight into the behavior of
materials under conditions of str~ low temperature
and radiation, fundamental studies of materinls were
continued. An investi~gtion of the extent of work-
hmdening tnking place du~~ fatigue was made. The
order-disorder transformation occurring in a binary
alloy was used to indicnte the strain-hardening by se-
vere fatib-e. This study vrns bnsed on the fnct that
the resistivity of a disordered alloy is very much greater
than that exhibited by the nlloy when ordered. While
it is known, in a ~mnernlway at lenst, that the chang~
associated with cold-work me due to the multiplication
nnd trapping of dislocations, the nature of the fatigue
process is still undetermined. The most generally ac-
cepted theory is that there are produced in a fatigued
metal a large number of rnther small 10CW1regions of
severely strnin-vrorkedmaterial. If this fatiatig -were
done on an ordered alloy, these regions would become
disordered nnd the resistance would increase corre-
spondingly. A chnnge of the resistivi~ of ordered
AUCUof approximately 1 to 2 percent at the tempera-
ture of liquid nitrogen was found to occur ns a conse-
quence of severe fatiefp~~
The idea for using the order-disorder transformation
in AUCUns a tool in the i.mitigation of the mechanism
of fatigue stemmed born a separate series of experi-
ments conducted to determine the variation of the room-
temperature resistivity and the magnetm%sthity of
AUCU ns a function of the degree of order. Measurem-
ents were made first of all on samples quenched to
room temperature after renching equilibrium at temper-
atures below the Curie point. Measurements were also
made on samples that were first disordered by quench-
ing from a temperati above the tiie poin& then
annw-ded for vnrious lengths of time at 265° C, and
finally quenched to room temperature. The equilibrium
curve for the mnggetoresistivity shows a minimum nnd
a pronounced maximum which nre close to the transi-
tion temperature for the phase change of AUCU I to
AUCU II. No such extremes in the vnlue of the co-
efficient of mabgnetmesistivi~ occur during the an-
nealing of a thermally disordered Sample.a
The occurrence and properties of the superconduct-
~g ~te ~ rneta~haveb~nstudied. A number of
attempts had been made by other investigations to re-
lnte on an empirical basis the ability of a metal to
become superconducting with other more fundamental
properties. It is now accepted that the occurrence of
superconductivity is due to the interaction of the con-
~Seepaperby-on andSmithIlatedouP. 60.
~ See paperby Webelerlisted on P. 60.
mSee Paper by Wiener, Schwedjand QroetringerW on p. 60.
duction electrons with the lattice vibrations. A new
criterion for the occurrence of superconductivity based
on the (average) freedom number of the free electrons
in the metal has been proposed and applied to 9 super-
conductors and 12 nonsuperconductors for which till\
necessmy information is available. This tegt fails for
only one of the 21 metals. A simplitled criterion for
which less information is necessary is applied to a still
larger number of elemen~ which, while somewhat less
successful than the former criterion, is still better than
any previously suggested in the literature.n An experi-
mental invegtigntion of thermoluminescence in sodium
dloride resulted in the proposnl of a specitic model to
explain the results obtained. The emission spectrum at
500° K of synthetic NaCl crystals that hnd been ir-
radiated with X-rays at room temperature wns deter-
mined. Also the intensity of light was determined when
emitted by NaC!lcrystals irradiated with X-rays and ul-
traviolet light nnd then heated ns a function of the tem-
perature. Eight bursts of light were found. It was
suggested that these results indicate that the thermo-
luminescence takes place by means of a two-stage proc-
aw of the following sort. The first stage which is the
same for all the bursts and is thermally nctivated with
the measured activation energy tnkw plnce when
trapped electrons are raised from F-centers into the
conduction band. In the second stage, electrons in the
conduction band fall into d.iilerent empty energy lev-
ek there being one type of level for each burst. The
lnrge observed differences betvveen the peak tempera-
tures of the d.illerentbursts me then due to large vari-
ations in the probabilities of this second process for
different levels.’8
Further studiw on the scattering of neutrons and
X-pnrticles in matter were performed as print of the
program on radiation dnmnge. A theoretical investi-
gation of the slowing-down len=@hof neutrons in water
was conducted to nttempt to resolve the discrepancy of
about 20 percent thnt existad between the theoretical
value nnd the experimentally determined value. An
expression wns derived that took nccount of the devia-
tion from spherical symmetry of the elnstic scattering
by nonhydrogen nuclei. The correction to the previous
theoretical value that wns obtnined lies in the right
direction but is only 3 percent in mnbgoitude. Hencq
the effect of asymmetry cm account for only a small
part of the 20-percent discrepancy between the experi-
mental and calculated values.i’ The range and strag-
gling of low-enera~ alpha-particles were also mensured
in a cloud.” Earlier experiments on slow alpha-pmti-
cles were menger becnuse of the very short range of
alpho-partic.ks and the &tlicul@ of introducing mono-
fi See paper by Groetzinger,Kohni and SchwedIlstedon p. GO.
= Seapaperby HIUand Schwd l18tedon P. 59.
MSeepaperby Volkinlisted on p. 00.
= Seepaperby Barne, Webeler,and Allen Uetedon p. GS.
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energetic low-energy alpha-paMicles into a cloud cham-
ber. These ditlh.dties were solved by using a low
pressure in the chamber and passing the alpha-particles
through a thin nylon window into the chamber, thereby
Wowing accuratOmeasurements of the ranges of low-
energy nlpha-particles.
The diffusion process is responsible for changes in
the properties of alloys -whilein use and also is a process
that controls the methods by which alloys can be pre-
pared. In order to gain a better understanding of the
diffusion process in a pure metal, self-d.ifhsion in
silver was studied by the use of an autoradiographic
technique. A radioactive isotope of silver was plated
on the end of a silver bar. The probmessof the radio-
active atoms through the bar at high temperature was
followed by taking radioautographs of the bar at vari-
ous time intervals. The results obtained by this new
technique compared favorably with previous results by
other methods and indicated that the technique would
be useful for other systems.”
A large group of equations (matrix) involved in the
search for an answer to certain physics problems has no
known solution. However, a satisfactorily accurate
solution can be obtained by a trial and error calcula-
tion routine. I?or very large problems this routine be-
comes extremely tedious and time-consuming, even
when handled by rapid punch-card equipment. T-wo
new formulas were developed and incorporated intQthe
calculation routine. Results show that by reducing
the number of trials solution time is considerably re-
duced. An application of this method to a very cum-
bersome nuclear physics problem concerning neutron
diffusion is presented in Technical Note 3511.
The distance traveled by fast neutrons in a chain-
reacting system duriqg moderation is important to re-
actor criticality evaluation. In the de@n of reactors,
iron may be used in considerable quantities; and its
effect on criticality is very important, since iron alters
the neutron slowing-down process. Measurement of
the merm-squmeslowing down distance of neutrons to
the iridium resonance enera~ for muter-iron mixtures
~See~n~erbyKrawerandHefi Ilnted011p.59.
providw qtmlitative and quantitative indications of the
moderating properties of these mistures The values
of the mean-square slowing-down distance to the iridium
resonance energy for water-iron volume ratios of 1, 2,
and 3 and for water were 347’, 336, 314, and 291 centi-
meters squared, respectively.
ROCKET ENGINES
Propelkmts
Nickel, Monel, and A.minum are resistant to attack
by gaseous fluorine up to 450° C, while the resistance
of stainless steels is unsatisfactory above 200° to 250°
C. No information is available in the literature, how-
ever, on the corrosion of metnls by lkpid fluorine at
– 196° C or by alternate esposure to liquid and gaseous
fluorine. The corrosion of 3003-0 and 50524 alumi-
num, AISI 347 and 321 stainlesssteels, “A” nickel, and
low-leaded brass has been determined from the weight
change of specimens exposed alternately to liquid and
~weous fluorine. Experiments were continued for a
total exposure time of up to 3~z months. Corrosion
was negligible under the conditions of the experiments.
No visual diilerences were observed between those sur-
faces exposed to the gaseous phase only and those =-
posed to both the liquid and the gaseous phases. These
data are reported in Technical Note 8333.
Low-Pressure Exhaust Ducts for Rocket-PropelIed
Models
An investigation of the aerodynamic losses involved
in the use of lo-iv-pressuretailpipe daust ducts for
rocket-propelled pilotless aircraft models was con-
ducted. In order to achieve stability in rocket-propelled
aircraft, it is necessary to locate the center of grrwity
of the propelkmt at the center of gravity of the aircraft
and convey the jet exhaust to the rear of the aircraft
through exhaust ducting. The reduction in impulse
caused by aerodynamic 10WX+in low-pressure tailpipe
ducts was determined experimentally for several tail-
pipe lenggh-diameter ratios and was found to be within
practical Iimita insofar m the overall propulsion re-
quirements for pilotless aircraft models are concerned.
AIRCRAF’I’ CONSTRUCXtON
The need contimm for increased research in the field
of mircrdt construction. The major advames which
have been made in the fields of aerodpmnica and pro-
pulsion with their attendant increase in aircraft per-
formance have caused problems related to the aircraft
structuredsafety, such as aeroelastic deformation, flut-
ter, air loads, and choice of structural materials to as-
sume paramount importance. Furthermore, these
problems are being complicated by aerodynamic heating
effects as aircraft speeds increase into the supersonic
realm. This is requiring re9earch in new fields, al-
though the need continues for research on other prob-
lems of long standing nature such as structural de-
sign methods, fatigue, gust loads, buileting, and lading
loads.
In order to promote the early use of rawarch results
in the design and development of airplanes and mis-
siles, the practice of holding technical conferences with
representatives of the military services and the aircraft
industry was continued during the past year. A tech-
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nical conference on structures, loads, and flutter prob-
lems was held ntthe Langley Laboratory in March 1955.
As in the past, research performed at the NACA
laboratories is supplemented by research performed
under contract at universities and other nonprofit or-
ganizations. A description of the Committee’s recemt
unclassified rwearch in the field of aircraft construction
is given in the following pages and is divided into four
sections: (1) Aircraft Structurc9, (2) Aircraft LOa@
(3) Vibration and Flutter, and (4) Aircraft Structural
Material%
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Static Properti@
The streses near a cutout in a fuselage shell can be
much higher than the stnxses some distance away from
the cutout and may lead to catastrophic static and fa-
tigue failures unless properly accounted for’in design.
An investigation aimed at the development of a satis-
factory method of stress analysis for circular semi-
monocoque cylinders with cutouts has produced fruit-
ful results. In Technical Note 3199, stress distribu-
tions produced by various types of basic loadings on
circular semimonocoque cylinders with flexible rings
have been derived analytically. These stress distribu-
tions form the foundation for the method of cutout
stress analysis contained in Technical Note 3200. Ex-
tensive tables of coefficientsfor use in the application of
this stress-analysis method have been calimlated and
are given in Technical Note 3460. With the proce-
dures and data contained in Technical Notes 3200 and
3460, the stxessanalyst can calculate cutout strassesdue
to a variety of external loadin~ for cylinders both
with and without local reinforcements about the cutout.
Part of the effectivauess of intea~y stiffened plates
is due to the fact that stressesin the skin of a plate are
transmitted directly into the integral stiffeners. This
fact, however, makes diflicult the calculation of the
elastic stiffn- parameters of this type of construction.
The shearing stiffness of integrally stMened plates has
been evaluated by means of an electrical analog com-
puter, and the numerical results obtained are presented
in Technical Note 3M3 for a variety of proportions of
rectangular stiffeners with circular iillets.
An extensive study has been made of the effect of
rivet pitch, diameter, and location on the strength of
short compression panek It is shown in Technical
Note 3431 that panel strenbti is highly influenced by
variations in these rivet parameters. The method of
analysis that incorpomtes the effects of riveting on
panel strength is presented and is shown to furnish re-
sults which compare favorably with data from tests of
a large number of panels.
k order to simplify the construction of thin multhveb
wingg, consideration has been given to the replacement
of alternate -websby open construction such as posts,
~, and long@udinil stigma. In order to deter-
mine whether such methods of interior construction
could be used to strengthen and stabilize adequatdy the
cover h of multiweb wings without weight penalty,
an exploratory experimental investigation of the
buckling and ultimata strength of several two-cell box
beams incorporating various forms of internal cm-
struction was performed. The re9ult9 of this investi-
gation are contained in Technical Note 3231 and indi-
cate that such open construction can perform the fun~
tion of a solid web with no increase in weight.
The calculation of &r_ and detlectione of wings
of low aspect ratio and high sweep requires extensive
theoretical analysis and the use of large computing mm-
chines. b alternative method of analysis is based on
the test of scale models made of plastic materials. A
distinct advantage of the plastic-model approach is tlmt
models may be constructed very similar tn the actual
prototype; whereas, in most theoretical analyses, ideal-
ized and substitute structuresmust be assumedin order
to simplify the mathematics. On the other hand, cer-
tain peculiar propertie9 of thermal-plastic materiuls
must be taken into consideration in the execution and
interpretation of plastic-model tests. An experimental
study of a plastic model of a delta wing indicates tha~
with reasonable care, valuable information can be
obtained from plastic-model tests.
Plate elements of aircraft structurw can support
loads after they have been buckled, but their post-
buckling behavior is very dillicult to analyze since it
involvw both large deformations and plastic flow,
Technical Note 3368presents an analysis of the behavior
of simply supported flat plates loaded beyond the buck-
l@ load into the plastic range; this analysis is based on
large-deflection theories and plasticity theory in con-
junction with computations carried out on a high-speed
calculating machine. The numericnl results are given
for several plate coniigu.rations and for one material
stress-straincurve. The rwults indicate that the rigor-
ous enforcement of restrained conditions along the
edges of the plate may be an important influence on
the plate strength.
Because structural analyses of shells are often com-
plex, electrical analogies have been found to be quite
useful. The Calif ornk Institue “of Technology has de-
veloped an analog for a circular shell with a straight
axis and variable radius. This analog has been ex-
tended to represent more complicated shapes and exam-
ple problems have been solved. The results of this
study are presented in Technical Note 3280.
A shallow spherical dome subjected to lateral pres-
sure is one for which the buckling process is chmac-
terized by a rapid decrease in the strength onm the
buckling loading has been surpassed. The California
Institute of Technology has investigated the buckling
of tich structures and has developed a nonlinear theory
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for calculating their chmacteristix The results of this
theoretical and experimental investigation arepresented
in Technical Note 3212 and indicate that the classical
criterion of buckling is applicable to very shallow spher-
ical domes but that energy solutions more closely rep-
resent the characteristics of higher domes.
Fatigue Properties
A problem of great practical interest is the prediction
of static strength of aircraft components containing
small fatigue cracks; failures of aircraft in service
indicate that very serious loses of static strength may
be produced by such cracks. A systematic study of
Io% of static strength due to fatigue cracks in simple
tensile specimens has been undertaken and some results
hove been reported. It was found that in simple ten-
sile specimens losses of static strength about one-third
greater than those due to a simple reduction of area
are encountered in both 707’5and 2024 aluminum alloys,
the 7075 alloy strength being slightly more sensitive to
fatigue cracks than the 2024 alloy.
I?d.mes of pressurized fuselages initiated by fatigue
cracks have varied in character from rather minor rup-
ture to catastrophic explosion. b experimental study
has been undertaken to determine whether the charac-
ter of the failure can be controlled by selection of ma-
terial or structural proportions Tests on eight cyl-
inders, all of 2024 aluminum alloy but with various
types of stiffening, showed both gradual and explo-
sive types of failure, and it appeared that an important
factor in the determination of the type of failure was
the ratio of ring reinforcement area to the associated
skin mea of the cylinder.
Thermal Properties
Although extensive investigations have been made of
the static strength of multhveb box beams at room tem-
. perature, little is known about the behavior of such box
beams at elevated temperatmes. Not only is static
strength at elevated temperatures important, bu$ in
addition, creep of multhveb box beams under constant
load and, ultimately, creep rupture become major con-
siderations at elevated temperature. An initial experi-
mental investigation of the static strength and creep
behavior of seven aluminum-alloy multhveb box beams
at various elevated temperatures is reported in Techni-
cal Note 3310. It was found that room-temperature
techniques for the prediction of static strengths were
generally successful in the prediction of the ultimate
strength of the box beams at elevated temperature.
In addition, tensile creep failure of the box beams was
satisfactorily correlated with tensile creep data on
simple specimens. It was found, on the other hand,
that serious gaps exist in available theory for predict-
~g satisfactorily mecp deflections and creep buckling
failure in the box beams.
Since plate9 constitute some of the most importsmt
load-cmrying elements in the structure of an aircraft,
~owledge of their strength and creep behavior at ele-
vated temperature is of major importance. A basic
experimental investigation of the compressive strength
and creep lifetime of 20.!WT3 aluminum-alloy plates
at elevated temperature supported in V-groove fixtures
has been conducted. The results of the investigation
show that, when creep effects are negligible, elevated-
temperature plate strengths can be predicted satisfac-
torily on the basis of a relationship previoudy developed
for the strength of plate9 at room temperature; the ef-
fect of elevated temperature enters into the relationship
only through the properties of uniaxial stres-strain
relations at elevated temperatures The results of
creep-lifetime tests for the plates were found to be re-
ducible to generalized creep-lifetime curves through
the use of a time-temperature parameter that has previ-
ously been found suitable for summarizing tensile creep
rupture data.
In order to determine the creep characteristics of
joints, tests have been conducted by the National Bu-
reau of Standards on riveted lap joints fabricated from
707!5-T6 and 202&T3 aluminum-alloy sheet under
temperatures of 300°, 400°, and 500° F. The test re-
sults, which are presented in Technical Note 3412, show
that the creep of riveted joink is considerably greater
than the creep of woriveted sheet. The shape of the
creep curves, however, suggests that a correlation be-
tween the creep of a riveted joint and the creep of its
component materials in tension, bearing, and shear may
be possible. A number of spot-welded joints employ-
ing 301 stainless steel were also tested at 800° 1? and
the creep was found to be negligible.
Research by Syracuse university aimed at studying
the heat flow through joints has been reported pre-
viously. This work has no-iv been extended to include
the effects of pressure on thermal conductance of joints.
The results are presented in Technical Note 3295 and
indicate that pressure is an important variable in ther-
mal conductance of contact joints.
AIRCRAFI’ LOADS
Basic Load Distribution
As part of an investigation of the loads on leading-
edge slats when used on sweptba& wings, the pr~e
distribution around the leading edge of a 40° swept-
back wing has been mwumred at Mach numbers up to
0.9. These data, obtained through the qected operat-
ing range of angle of attack, may be used to predict
the normil and chord forces on retracted leading-edge
slats of various sizesup to 25 percent of the wing chord.
Reported in Technical Note 3245 are the results of a
continuing effort to provide infolrnation which will
permit a reduction of wind-tunnel and flight-testing
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times as well as of the work required by the design
engineer. The spnnwise distribution of load at sub-
sonic speeds and the resulting stabili~ derivatives have
been calculated for a systematic series of vertical- and
horizontal-tail combinations in side&p and in steady
roll for a wide range of probable tail contlgyrations.
Calculations were made by application of the discrete-
horeeshoe-vortex method to the problem of estimating
lends on intemecting surfaces and included variations
in vertical-tail aspect ratio, the ratio of horizonixd-
tnil aspect ratio to vertica.1-td aspect ratio, the effect9
of horizontal-tail dihedral angle (for the side.slip
case), and the effects of vertic.d position of the hori-
zontal tail. The angle of sweep of the quarter-chord
line of the surfaces varied horn 0° to 45°. The results
of the inwstiagtion are presented in charts from which
span loads for the vmious conditions can be obtained.
The resulting stability derivatives are presented ns
verticnl- and horizontal-tail contributions to the sta-
bility derivatives as WSLIas total-t.d-assembly deriva-
tives. An extensive table of values of sidewash due to
a rec.tanatiar vortex is also presented.
Guet Loads
The results of an analysis of approximately 100,000
hou of V-G data obtained from one @e of four-en-
gine civil transport airphme including the derived mag-
nitude and frequency of occurre.rm of .* and gust
loads are reported in Technical Note 3358. The data
were obtained during routine operations from 1947 to
1954 on five different airline routes. The analysis
shows that for each of the five operations normal accel-
eration increments may equal or exceed the value cor-
responding to the limit gust-load-factor increment on
the avemge, twice (once positive and once negative)
within the ranag of 1.9 X 108 to 5.0 X IOUflight milw.
A derived gust veloci~ of 60 feet per second may be
equnled or exceeded twice within the range of 0.6 X 10’
to 1.9 X I@ flight miles. Sensonal effects or diflemnces
in operational utilization hnd only a small effect on the
results.
In Technical Note 3365,VGH time-history-type data
obtained from one type of four-engine civil transport
airplane during operations on three routes are analyzed
to determine the ma=@ude and frequency of occur-
rence of gust velocities, gust and maneuver ac-celera-
tions, and the associated airspeeds. Variations of the
gusts and gust acceIerntions with route and flight con-
ditions are indicated. Estimates of the overall gust
and gus+load histories for extended operations on one
route me obtained by supplementing the VGH data
with available V-Q data. Other VGH da~ have been
obtained from one @e of twin-engine txansport air-
plane during operations from 1950 to 1952 on a trans-
continenti route and are amdyzed in Technical Note
3371in order to determine the maaguitudennd frequency
of occurrence of gust accelerations, gust velocities, and
the associated airspeeds and altitudes. The results
obtied compme favorably with results previously
obtained for a similar type of tvvin-enmge nirplane
during other operations.
Estimates of the probability distribution of the root-
mean-s-quaregust velocity of atmospheric turbulence
from operational ~ti-load data by the random-process
theory are given in Technical Note 3862. Under the
assumption that the operational gust or gust-load his-
tory of an airplane is a Gaussian random process with
a single parameter, the root-mean-squnre vnlue, rela-
tions are derived between the probability distribution
of the root-mean-squnre nccelerntion and the associated
number of peak accelerations above given values,
These relations are then used in the analysis of opera-
tional gnst-lend data available in the form of peak
counts to derive estimates of the probability distribu-
tions of root-mean-square acceleration. These prob-
ability distributions m-ethen transformed on the bnsis
of airplnn+=gst-response theory so as to derive the
associated probability distribution of root-mean-square
gust velociQ-. The application of these results to the
calculation of load histories is also considmed briefly.
Landing Imada
Flight tests have been conduced with a large bomber-
type airplane to determine the ground reactions im-
posed on multiple-whed landing-gear trucks under
actual landing conditions. The program covered land-
ings made at vertical velocities up to 8.6 feet per second
and forward speeds at contact from 95 to 120 miles per
hour. Landings were made on both wet and dry con-
crete runways. The results of the tests indicated thrd
the relationship between the maximum vertical reaction
on a landing-gear tick and the truck vertical velocity
was apparently unaffected by whether the truck was the
first or second truck to make contact vvith the rummy.
This relationship also was apparently unaffected by the
10WW coeilicient of friction present in the landings on
wet concreta Calculations of the maximum vertical
reaction agreed well with the experimental results, pnr.
titularly in the variation of the maximum vertical re-
action with vertical velocity. The coefficient of friction
between the tire and the runway was found to incrense
dur@ wheel spin-up for the dry-surfnce condition
from am average vnlue at full sliding of 0.43 to an
avernge value at incipient skidding of 0.76. For the
wet-surface condition, the average value increased from
0.15 at nearly full sliding to 0.38 at incipient skidding.
An experimental investigation of the effect of wheel
prerotntion on landing-gear drag lords is reported in
Technical Note 3250. A laboratory setup in -which
landings were simulated with various amounts of pre-
rotation was made with a dropping weight of 2,500
pounds and a forward speed of 85 feet per second at n
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strut angle of 15°. The results were compared with
data from previous tests made at various forward
speeds with no prerotation. The effect of prerotation
on the maximum drag load was the same as the effect of
reducing the horizontal veloci~. At low horizontal
velocities any amount of prerotation reduced the drag
load. The reduction became grmter as the vertical
velocity was increased. Reductions in drag load result-
ing from prerotation were accompanied by reductions in
vertical load. At high forward speeds somewhat be-
yond the range where prerotation was tested, however,
consideration of existing data indicated that large
amounts of prerotntion would have to be used in order
to assurea reduction in drag load. In this higher speed
region, insticient prerotation could actually increase
the drag load. The wheel spin-up process appeared to
be a small factor in tire wear and prerotation therefore
should not materially increme tire life.
Measurements of shock-strut internal pressures, tele-
scoping veloci~, and strut stroke made during drop
tests of a small oleo-pneumatic landing gear to deter-
mine the characteristics of the oriiice and to show the
relationships between internal strut pressures and the
overall loads developed by the strut are reported in
Technical hTote3426. The shock-strut telescoping ve-
locity ranged from 1 to 7 feet per second and corre-
sponded to a Reynolds number range of 9,500 to 66,500.
The strut stroke varied from 1 to 7’ inches and corre-
sponded to approach-chamber lerqy%s from 6.58 inches
to 0.58 inch. Analysis of the data shows that variations
in telescoping velocity and strut stroke result in rela-
tively small changes in the orifice coefficient. Compari-
sons between strut forces determined from internal-
pressure measurements and forces measured by an ex-
ternal dynamometer indicata that the strut forces can
be accurately determined horn the product of the in-
ternal pressure and appropriate area. Comparison of
time histories of strut force derived from internal-
pressure measurements and from measurements of the
telescoping velocity and strut stroke indicates that a
close approximation of the strut forces during impact
can be obtained when the orifice coefficient is assumed
to be constant and the ~ir-compression prows to be
isothermal.
Technical Note 3235 prwents the results of an inves-
tigation of low-speed (up to 4 miles per hour) corner-
ing chnmcteristics of tsvo 66 X 16, type VII, extra-
high-prmure, 24-ply-rwting tires for a range of vertical
londings, yaw angles, and tire inflation pressures.
Locked-wheel drag tests were also made for one ver-
tical-load condition. The quantitiesmeasured included
cornering force, drag force, self-alining torque+pneu-
mntic caster, vertical tire deflection, rolling radius, and
relaxation len@h. Some supplementary tests were
mnde which included measurements of tire footprint
me~ vertical-load-deflection characteristics, and the
variation of tire radius and width with intlation pres-
sure. Results indicated that the normal force reached
a maximum at between 14° and 18° ynm. The self-
alining torque increased with yaw angle up to betmeen
5° and 8° yaw, but increasing the yaw angle beyond
this point tended to decrease the self-dining torque
considerably. The pneumntic caster was a maximum
at small ymw angles and tended to decrease in value
with increasing yrLw angle. The yawed-rolling and
sliding drag coefficients of friction both tended to de-
crease in magnitude with increase in average bearing
pressure. In general, the relaxation length decreases
with increase in vertical tire deflection and increase in
inflation pr~e.
The effects of structural interaction, between n land-
ing gear and a flexible airplane structure, on the be-
havior of the landing gear and the loads in the etruc-
ture are presented in Technical Note 3467 by trea~o
the equations of motion of the airplane and the lnnd@
gear as a coupled system. The landing gear is consid-
ered to have nonlinear characteristics typical of con-
ventional gears, namely, veloci~-squared damping,
polytropic air-compression springing, and exponential
tire force-deflection characteristics. It was found that
the effects of interaction can result in appreciable re-
ductions in the magnitude of the landing-gear for%
particularly when the ihibili~ of the airplane struc-
ture is large and the natural frequency is small. T%%
neglect of interaction effects, that is, the use of the
lnd.i..ng-gear forcing function for a rigid airplane, in
a dynamic analysis of a flexible airplane can lead to the
calculation of erroneous loads in the airplane structure.
A statistical study of the values of wing lift factor
at the instant of ground contact for four transport air-
planes is presented in Technical Note 3435. The basic
data were obtained from acceleration measurements on
~GH records of 2,049 landings of four commerciaJ-
airline transport airplanes during routine operations.
Frequency-distribution curves and probabili~ curves
were fitted to the samples of data obtained from each
airplane. The results indicate that the ma value of
the wing lift factor at ground contact is very nearly 1,
the value in the steady-state airborne condition. The
deviation of wing lift factor from the mean value is
such that, in 95 percent of the landings for all airplanes
considered, the lift factor does not d.iiler from 1 by more
than *0.1. The probability of obtaining a value ns low
as 0.8 or as high ns 1A is approximately 1 in 10,000.
The frequency of occurrence of large load applica-
tions in routine ground airplane operations has caused
a growing concern about the rou@ness of landing and
taxiing surfaces. As one of the initinl steps in this
study, measurements were made of two runways at
Langley Field, Va. The two runways selected -were
known to be of very different degrees of roughness; one
runway was considered relatively smooth, whereas the
-. —.-——.
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other was considered rather rough-possibly rough
enough to preclude active usw Measurementsof actual
runway roughness obtained by a profile-survey method
(en=tieer’s level) and the calculated power spectra are
presented in Technical Note 8305. The remdts pre-
sented in this report are reviewed and the application
of the techniques of generalized harmonic analysis to
the airplane taxiing problem, using results obtained
from taxiing tests of a large airplan~ are presented
in Te&nical Note 34&t. It is indicated that an extm.
polation by elementary means of results from low taxi-
ing velocitks to higher taxiing velocities would lead to
conservative results. Oleo-strut friction is shown to be
a very important f actor in the taxiing problem. With
regnrd to the load-prediction phase of taxiing loads us-
ing spectral techniques, much additional work is re-
quired, especially with respect to the treatment of the
transfer functions.
In Technical Note 3247 nn accelerometer method for
obtahrhqglanding-gear drng loads wns evaluated for a
seriesof twts with a small landing gear. The drag loads
were obtnined from time histories of angular accelera-
tion of the wheel, the moment of inertia, and the
deflected tire rndius. The method involved the usa
of an angular accelerometer, a torsionnl pendulum for
determining moment of inertia, and linear accelerom-
eters i% measure the vertical forces (from which were
obtained the force-deflection characteristics of the
tire). The results obtained with this method were in
good agreement with the results obtained simultane-
ously from specially constructed dynamometers. This
agreement indicnted that, under the conditions of this
investigation, the applied drag loads can be obtained
accurately by use of this accelerometer method and
that the deflected tire radius cambe obtained from the
static-force-deflection curve of the tire up to and includ-
ing thetimeof maximum drag.
VIBR4TION AND FLUTTER
Flutter
The problem of flutter is assuming nn incrensed im-
portance with the use of thinner wings nnd stabilizers
nnd the advent of higher airplane speeds. Because of
the complexi@ of the problam and the numerous factors
involved, both structural and aerodynamic, a heavy
reliance must be placed upon experimental appronchw.
ThW numbers of flutter modeIs nre being studied in
various wind tunnels and in rocket-powered flight with
the twofold objective of determining the fundamental
effects of vnrious parameters ~“ models of simple
construction and of vwifying freedom from flutter of
particular airplanes using complex dynamically scaled
models.
A check of the accuracy of several methods of calcu-
lating wing flutter in supersonic flow is presented in
Technical Nota 3301. A general Rayleigh analysis is
used ns a bnsis for developing four methods of flutter
analysis that are applied to E! low-aspect-ratio wings,
The four methods of flutter analysis used are: section
coeilicients for harmonically pitching and trnnshting
rectangdar wings in rLRayleigh type of nmdysis, two-
dimcnsional codicients in a Rayleigh type of analysis,
total coeilicients for harmonically pitching and trrme-
lating rectanb@ar wings in a representative-section
analysis, nnd two-dimensional codllcients in a repre-
sentative-section analysis. Each of the four methods
involves two degrees of freedom, namely, fimt bending
and first torsion of a cantilever wing. The compari-
son of the analytical re9ults with the experimental re-
sults indicates that the use of section aerodynamic
coefficients derived on the basis of three-dimensional
flow Iends to a significant improvement in the correla-
tion of theory nnd qeriment.
A theoretical investigation of flutter of two-dimen-
sionnl flat panels with one surfnce exposed to super-
sonic potential flow is described in Technical Note 3465.
A Rayleigh type of analysis involving chosen modes
of the panel m degrees of freedom is used to treat the
flutter of a two-dimensional flat pwnel supported d its
leading and trdi.ng edges and subjected to a middle-
plane tensile force. The pnnel hns n supersonic nir
strenm passing over its upper surfnce and still air be-
low. The aerodynamic forces due to the supersonic nir
stream were obtained from the theory for linearized
two-dimensional unsteady flow nnd the forces due to
the still air were obtained from acoustical theory.
Stability boundaries were obtnined which cnn be used
to determine the panel thiclmess requirecl to prevent
flutter for any panel material and air density. In
contrast vvith some previous panel-flutter inve.etiga-
tions, the results of the present analysis show tlmt suf-
ficiently thick panels are flutter free for the Mach num-
bers trented nnd suggest that this is true throughout
the supersonic speed range.
TechnicrLlNote 3539 presents the results of a prelimi-
nary investigation of the effect of nonlinear structural
terms on the flutter of a two-degree-of-freedom system.
The three types of nonlinenr stillness studied on rm
analog computer were a flat spot hysteresis, and n cubic
spring. For one cnse, the flat spot, nn experimental
investigation of the effect of free play was also mnde
and good correlation with theory wns found. In gen-
eral, it -wnsfound that the flutter speed wns not changed
for small disturbance angles; however, for linger dis-
turbance or input nngles, the flutter speed usually de-
crensed. One exception was the cubic hard spring, for
which a limited-amplitude flutter wns found to exist at
a much higher speed.
For airplanea in which the mass of fuel cmried in
either internal or external wing tnnks is a lnrge pro-
portion of the totnl mass of the wing, the complicated
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motion of the fuel within the tanks may cause impor-
tant dynamic effects that are of concern in flutter and
in airplane stability. In a flutter analysis, for exampl~
it is generally recoatied that there may be a lar~mer-
ror in the predicted flutter speed if a large quantity of
fuel in the tank is assumed to behave as a solid mass.
Fluid-dynamics studies were made (Technical Note
3363) of simplified model fuel tanks mounted on a
mechanism that simulated a wing undergoing torsional
oscillations of a few deages. The effective moment of
inertia of the fluid was determined experimentally for
the various tank configurations over a tank-fullness
rnnge from empty to full and some comparisons with
theoretical solutions are given.
Along with the studies of the moment of inertia of
fluid in tanks, there have been investigations of the ef-
fects on wing flutter of fluid in pylon-mounted tanks
Fluid-dynnmics studim were made of a tank of fineness
ratio 7.0 which was pylon mounted on a simplified two-
dimensiomd flutter model in order to determine the ef-
fects of the fluid on flutter. The results of two methods
of fuel representation were compared with the actual-
fluid case, and it was concluded that, in flutter analyses
and test% the fuel in wing tanks should be represented
by a mnss hnving an effective-moment-of-inertia value
equivalent to that of the fueL The damping action of
the fluid wns also studied, and it vvas found that suili-
cient dnmping was present to limit the amplitude of
the flutter and that, at a frequency ratio n~ 1.0, the
fluid dnmping may produce an increase in the flutter
speed.
The neroelastic instability of rigid open and closed
bodies of revolution mounted on thin, flexible struts was
investigated experimentally at low speeds. Three
types of instability were observed+upled flutter, di-
vergence, and nn uncoupled oscillatory instability
which consisted in continuous or intermittent small-
amplitude yawing oscillations. An attempt was made
to calculate the airspeeds and, in the cnse of the oscilla-
tory phenomenr+ the frequenciw at which th.se typw
of instability occur by using slender-body theory for
the aerodynamic forces on the bodies. This study was
reported in Technical Note 8808.
One of the problems in experimental investigations of
neroelastic effects is the control of the bending and
torsional etiffnes distributions of model wings. The
built-up-construction technique, wherein interior mem-
bers me used to furnish most of the stiffness and an
outer covering is used to furnish the exterior form, is
difficult to apply in building small models. Another
approach for small models is to use solid-construction
wings, stiffer than required, and to alter the stiffness
locally by perforating the plan form. The holes are
then filled with a material that does not contribute ap-
preciably to the stiilnes. This technique has been in-
vestigated by experiments on perforated flat plates and
reported in Technical Note %!%3. In this repor~ the
important parameters controlling the stiffnes are dis-
cussed and data are given that may be used in de.si=gning
a model wing.
Aerodynamics of Flutter
In conjunction with the studies of flutter itself,
fundamental investigations are being carried out on the
aerodynamic forces and moments which combined with
the structural and inertial forces produce flutter.
In Technical Note 34% expressions based on linear-
ized supersonic potential theory are given for the total
lift and moment coeilicients of thin mro-ivhad wings
oscillating in pitch and vertical translation. The ar-
rowhead plan forms treated included all pointed-tip
win% the delta plan form with an unswept trailing
edge being a special case. A restriction was that the
components of flow normal to the trailng edge must be
supersonic or sonic. The total codicients have been ob-
tained by integration of the section coe5cients given in
ItQport 1099 (reported in the Thirty-ninth Annual Re-
po~ 1953) for the subsonic-leading-edge wing and in
Technical Note 2494 (reported in the Thirty-eighth
Annual Report, 1952) for the supersonic-leading-edge
wing. The accuracy of these expressions at high fre-
quencies is Su&cient to make them potentially useful in
flutter applications. A correlation of coe&cient nota-
tion is given for the present flutter coefficients, for dy-
namic stabili~ coefficients, and for the exact flutter
cticients developed by Miles for the supersonic-lead-
ing-edge delta plan form. For the supersonic-leading-
edge delta wing, curves are given to show the compari-
son of these three @pea of coeilicienti.
Technical lfote 3438 treats the kernel function of the
integral equation that relates a known or prescribed
downwash distribution to an unknown lift distribution
for harmonically oscillating wings in supersonic flow.
The function is expected to be useful for development of
lifting-surface methods for calculating flutter deriva-
tive. The treatment is essentially an extension to
supersonic flow of that given in Technical Note 3131
(reported in the Fortieth Annual Repor$ 1954) for
subsonic flow. The kernel functions are reduced to
forms that can be accurately evaluated by consider~m
the functions in two parts, a part in which the singu-
larities are isolated and analytically expresed and a
nonsingular part which can be tabulated. It is shown
that treatmaut of the kernel function for particular
cam such as the two-dimensional case leads to known
lift distributions for both steady and oscillating wings.
The downvvash functions associated with %orseshoe”
vorticw in supersonic flow are also discussed and expres-
sions are derived.
In the evaluation of resuks obtained by measure-
ment of the air forces on a wing in a wind tunnel, the
quwtion of the effect of the tunnel walls arises. In the
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case of steady flow the problem has been extensively
investigated and, in general, relatively simple factors
have been determined which can be used to modify
measurements of the forces on a wing in a tunnel to cor-
respond to free-air conditions. However, the corre-
sponding problem of the effect of vwl.ls on an oscillating
airfoil has received relatively little attention, particu-
larly in the case of compressible flow. A theoretical
and experimental investigation of the effect of wind-
tunnel walls on the air forces on an oscillating wing in
two-dimensional subsonic compressible flow is reported
in Technical hTote 3416. A resonance condition, which
was predicted by theory in Report 1150 (reported in the
Fortieth Annual Report, 1954), is shown experimen-
tally to exist. In addition, application of the analysis
is made to a number of examples in order to illustrate
the iniluence of walls due to variations in frequency of
oscillation, Mach number, and ratio of tunnel height to
wing semichord.
Buffeting
The rocket-propelled-model technique has beau ap-
plied to the investigation of low-lift buffeting. Results
of preliminary tests show that severe btieting, wing
dropping, and normal-force changes occur rdmost si-
multaneously near zero lift in the trausonic speed range
on unswept winegs 12 percent thick. On unswept wings
7 percent thick only mild wing dropping and normal-
force chanb~ were experienced and buffeting did not
occur. TiGnd dropping and changys in trim normal
force are two diilerent effects of a change in lift on a
wing panel and may be influenced by interference
effeck Buffeting at near zero lift may be expected to
accompany these changw on unswept wings over’7 per-
cent thick.
AIRCRAFT structural MATEW
Structural Materials at EIevated Temperatures
131evated-tempemture problems associated with aero-
dynamic heating continue to be important and so in
order to provide information which would be suitable
as a basis for making structural efficiency comparisons
with other materials, such as titanium and aluminum
alloy% tensile and compressive stress-strain data were
obtained at both normal and elevated temperatures on
SAE 4340, Hy-Tuf, Stainless TV, and Inconel X sheet
materials which were heat treated to provide ultimate
tensile strength in the vicinity of 200,000 p s L The
ra.dts of these tests are given in Technical Note 3315.
Because of aerodynamic heating, aircraft and missile
structural materials may be subjected to simultaneous
loading and rapid heating. Inasmuch as the rates at
which the material is heated may vary widely, an eval-
uation of the properties of materials under such con-
ditiOIIS is required. Data are presented in Technical
Note 3462 on the tensile properties of 707ti-T6 and
2024+T3 aluminum-alloy sheet heated at temperdure
rates from 0.2° 1? to 100° F per second under constant
load conditions. Comparisons me made with the ten-
sile stress-strain properties for one-half hour ~xposure
to elevated temperature. Master yield and rupture
curves, based upon the use of a temperature-rate
parameter, are given with which yield and rupture
stresses and temperature may be predicted for thew
materials over the range of temperature rates employed.
Some preliminary data on the tensile properties of
hconel and RS-120 titanium alloy have also been ob-
tained under rapid heating conditions. As in the case
of the aluminum alloys, yield and rupture tempera-
tures for these materials were found to increase approx-
imately in proportion to the logarithm of the tempera-
ture rate except in certain limited regions.
In addition to the need for data of direct use to the
designer, there exists a need for a better understanding
of materials properties at elevated temperatures. An
investigation conducted at the 13attelle Memorial In-
stitute and reported in Technical Note 3351 describw
some research on the plastic deformation of aluminum
single crystals at elevated temperatures. Single crys-
tals of high-purity aluminum were studied under ten-
sion at temperatures from 82° to 1,100° l?. Light
microscopy, electron microscopy, and X-ray techniques
were used to examine the deformation of the crystals
under both constant-stress and constant-lend creep
conditions. From these observations it hns been con-
cluded that plastic deformation takes plnce preilom-
inantly by slip -which is accompanied by th~ mechanisms
of kinking and polygonimtion.
Fatigue
In addition to the research conducted on the fntigue
of structures, problems relating to the fatigue of nir-
craft materials continue to be investigated. The eflects
of microstructure and anisotropy on the fatigue of 201E&
T4 aluminum alloy were investigated at the Cnrnegie
Institute of Technology. Previously developed sta-
tistical methods were used to study the effects of vnrh-
tion in microstructure on the fatigue properties of
notched specimens of this aluminum alloy in both the
longitudimd and transverse directions. The results
show n definite anisotropy in the fatigue strength of
this alloy for the material in an extruded condition.
When the material was extruded and recrystallized,
there was no significant anisotropy. Correlation te9ts
with unnotched extruded longitudinal specimens
showed that there is more scatter in unnotched than in
notched specimens; within the range of stressestested,
the fatigue-stmna@h reduction factor II* increases with
increasing stress. Observations of the microstruc-
ture of the fatigue fractures in this investigation were
studied, but no significant conclusions were reached.
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This investigation is reported in Technical Note 8380.
Despite some concern as to proper allowance for the
effect of size on the fatigue behavior of materials, little
definite information along this line is available for the
aluminum alloys of major interest in aircraft design.
Therefore, an investigation -wasconducted at Battelle
Memorial Institute and reported in Technical Note
3291 on the effects of notch size on rotating-beam fa-
tigue behavior of 7075-T6 aluminum alloy. Unnotched
and notched specimens with minimum section diame-
ters of ~8 inch, ~~ inch, +fZin~ 1 inch, and IY4 inches
were tested and a notch consisting of a semicircular
groove with a theoretical stress-concentration factor
of 2 was used for each size specimen. In the largest
diameter specimen, a 60° V-notch with a theoretical
stress-concentration factor of 19 was also tested.
Within the large (but not exceptional) scatter of fa-
tigue strengths observed, no general size effect could
be found for either unnotched or notched specimens.
One exception was the fact that the 60° V-notch in the
large-diameter specimen did not reduce fatigue strength
so much as might have been predicted in vie-iv of its
high theoretical stre~-concm~ation factor.
Stress Corrosion
The susceptibili~ of high-stren5@h aluminum alloys
to stress corrosion has been a constant problem and the
need for a better fundamautal understanding of the
stress-corrosion prom is apparent. A study aimed
at improving lihisunderstanding was conducted at Co-
lumbia University where the intergrwmlar corrosion
of high-purity aluminum in hydrochloric acid was
studied m a function of iron content, heat treatment,
and acid composition. The behavior of specimens
quenched to retain a singh+phase structure indicated
that the rate of attack on the high-angle grain bound-
aries was influenced by the segregation in them
boundaries of iron and possibly other impurity atoms.
Segregation of iron alone cannot account for the re-
sults and it is expected that copper is also involved. It
is believed that metals and alloys generally contain an
alloying element or impuri~ the atoms of which have
a considerable tendency to concentrate in the boundaries
but that the effect on the properti~ of the boundaries
will be apparent only under special conditions. Un-
der the conditions studied, this segregation reduced the
rate of attack and led to the conclusion that the bound-
aries were inherently anodic. When the heat treat-
ment was such that precipitation of a second phase
could have occurred, the corrosion behavior could not
be correlated with the small amount of second phase
actually observed upon microscopic examination )&
tergrrumlar attack is rapid when there is a continmd
evolution of hydrogen gas from the intergranular crev-
ice. “ Rapid attack can be obtained at low acid strengths
by increasing the copper or iron content of the acid.
This favors the strong attack on the low-angle grain
and subgrain boundaries observed after certain heat
tr~tments. Metallic impurities in the acid can also
be responsible for preferential corrosion of the ~gmin
bodies observed in portions of some specimenswith rela-
tively inactive boundaries. When both the strength
and the metallic-impurity content of the acid are low,
a protective film f orms over the surface and intergranu-
lar attack is very slow. The results of this investiga-
tion are reported in Technical Notes 3281 and 3282.
& a part of a broad study of the stress-corrosion
cracking of aircraft alloys at Armour Research l?ounda-
tion, attention has been given to the mechanism in-
volved in the failure of 2024 aluminum aloy. Techni-
cal Note 3292 presents the results of a study of the area
effect which is of comiderable importance in arriving
at a satisfactory gemmd explanation for the etress-
corrosion phenomena. The area effect is a phenome-
non whereby small exposed areas do not smilerstress-
corrosion failure in nearly so short a time as do large
areas. The effects of stress level, degree of sensitivity
of the alloy, and hydrogen peroxide concentration in the
corrosion medium were all studied. The results show
that strew levels above 60 percent of the yield strength
of the alloy are unif ormally effective in producing
stress-corrosion failure. The area effect seemed most
pronounced with specimens having maximum sensi-
tivity to stres corrosion. The stress corrosion of 2024
was found to be very sensitive to hydrogen peroxide
concentration in the range 1.5 to 3.5 grams per liter.
Oxygen was ineffective in promoting stress-corrosion
cracking when substituted for peroxide.
Anisotropy of MateriaIs in the Plastic Range
AIthough metals and alloys are usually fairly iso-
tropic in the elastic range, considerable anisotropy may
be present when the material becomes plastic. b or-
der to study the nature of the anisotropy found in
sheet materials, an experimental and theoretical inves-
tigation vvasmade of the anisotropy of 3003 aluminum
alloy in the plastic range and is reported in Technical
Note 3248. Data were obtained in tension and compres-
sion and included Poisson’s ratio measurements in the
plane of the sheet and in the thiclmcxwdirection. Crys-
tallographic anisotiopy was found to be responsible for
the variation in Poison’s ratio for the various angles
with respect to the rolling direction. A theoretical
analysis was made to account for the observed aniso-
tropy based on the behavior of single crystals and on the
texture of the sheet.
An investigation was made of the behavior of metals
which results in the formation of ears in deep drawing
operations. A method for predicting earing behavior,
based upon the plastic propertiw of single crystals, is
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presented in Technical Note 8489. The results obtained
by this method are in satisfactory agreement with re-
ported experimental results
Mechanical Propertie5 of Cermets
Some of the carbide materials have unusual mechani-
cal properties. Although the carbides are inherently
more suitable for elevated-temperature applications,
their unusual properties suggest their use at normal
> OPERATING
Today modern aircraft fly at higher speeds and
~gher alti~d~ than ever before. ~ ~cram in
performance is due to significant wcomplishments
achieved through research in the fields of aerodynamics,
power plan= and structures. However, these research
advanc~ vvhen applied and developed into the newer
aircraft, do not nec-ew.arilyeliminate the problems asso-
ciated with the operation of these aircraft under all-
-weather conditions throughout the world. In face
many of these problems become more important than
ever before; some few become less importank Most
of these operating problems fall into several categories:
Flight Safety, -which includw flight instrumentatio~
aircraft &es, ditching, and aircraft crash research;
Aeronautical Meteorology, which pertains to atmos-
pheric turbulence and icing meteorology; Aircraft
Icing, which includes supercooled droplet impingement
ice formation, and ice prevention and removal; and Air-
craft Noise, which includes noise-level measuremen%
noise generatio~ and noise reduction and attenuation.
This section of the report will discuss the unclassified
resulix of NACA rew.amh which has been conducted
during the past year to provide advance information
about those problems for use on the Nation’s military
and civil aircraft.
As part of the policy to summariz~ present, and dis-
CH recent NACA research results with representatives
of the aircraft industry and military servic~ a teoh-
nical conference on Some Problems of Aircraft Opera-
tion was held at the Lmvis FIQht Propulsion Labora-
tory. Technical representatives participating in this
conference -weregiven a serie9of technical papers which
outlined and defined some of the operating problems
b@ s~died. Rats of ~= fidi= ~fi a Mew
toward practical solutions -were prwented. Industry
comments on this conference were grati&ng and the
discussions following each paper indicated that the data
presented were timely, usef@ and well received.
Most of the research conducted by the NACA is in-
directly related to aircraft safety. However, many of
the speciiic problems associated-with aircraft operations
are directly related to the safety of ilighL The Execu-
tive Committee of the NACA therefore established the
Subcommittee on Aircraft Safety to supervise the study
temperatures also. One of these, a tungsten mrbide
cermet with cobalt binder, has a Young’s modulus of the
order of 95X106 p s i and a compressive strength of
about 550,000 p.s. i. The results of an investigation of
the mechanical propertk of four cermets of this mrd8-
rial are given in Technical Note 3309 which includes
stress-strain data for compression, tension, and toreion;
values of the moduli of elasticity and rigidity; Poisson’s
ratio; ultimate strength; densi@; and hardness.
PROBLEMS
of those problems directly related to safety which me
encountered or may be envisioned. This subcommittee
operates under the parent Committee on Operating
Problems and recommends research investigations on
safety problem In conjunction with the establishment
of this new subcommittee, the Subcommittee on Air-
craft Fire Prevention was dissolved with high commen-
dation and praise for its excellent -work in guiding to a
succeshd conclusion the NACA studies of means of
eliminating aircraft h resulting from crashes for both
reciprocating- and turbojet-tgpe aircraft. Remain-
ing problems a~ociated with aircraft fie prevention
will come under the cognizance of the Subcommittee
on Aircraft Safety. In another action, because of tho
seriousness and complexity of the problem of aircraft
nois~ the speciaI Subcommittee on Aircraft Noise has
been given the status of a permanent subcommittee.
In addition to these Subcommittees,the Subcommittee
on Icing Problems and the Subcommittee on Meteoro-
logical Problems also continue to advise the NACA on
research in tbe field of operating problems to be con-
ducted in its laboratories or under contract with non-
profit research organizations.
A summary of results of most of the unclassified in-
vestigations on operating problems not previously re-
ported is presented in the following paragraphs.
FLIGHT SAFETY
Aircraft PropeIIer Thrust Indicator
Inadvmtant thrust reversal of an aircraft propeller
in fight can result in immediata deterioration of air-
craft performance. It is important, therefore, to pro-
vide the pilot with means of detecting this reversal or
low in power as soon as it occurs. A simple thrust
indicator has been proposed and flight research con-
ducted to fulfill this obective (Technical Note 2979).
Flight tests on a twin+mgine transport airplane have
been made to determine the effects of fuselage-nacelle
interference on the circumferential distribution of the
rise in total pressure at one radial station behind the
propellers The effects of this flow interference on the
operation of a propeller thrust indicator, which samples
the total-pressure rise at two diametrically opposed
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poim% in the slipstream (to counteract the effects of
variations in angle of pitch and yaw), have been inves-
tigated and reported in Technical Note 3432. Fuselage-
nncelle interference is shown to be the caum of apparent
dii7erences in indicated thrust between power plants
operating under presumably similar conditions. Proper
placement of the thrust-indicator total-pressure sens-
ing elements eliminate-s the discrepancies for any
preferred flight condition, with only smalI residual ef-
fecti remaining at other fight conditions. Thrust indi-
cators installed for comparison purposw in the cruise
condition may, for example, be useful as a sensitive
means of controlling engine output and airplane trim
while still serving as a reliable safety device in all other
flight conditions.
Trailing Vortices
The disturbance created by the trailing vortices of an
airplane can have a detrimental effect on the fight of
another airplane passing through the wake. An at-
tempt has been made, therefor~ to measure the veloci~
distribution and persistence of the trailing vortices of
a propeller-tiiven fighter-type airpkme. This airplane
was equipped with a smoke-generating device to mark
the vortices in the atmosphere. A jet airplane having
a high-frequency angle-of-attack vane and a sensitive
total-pressure instrument was used to fly through the
vortices. The results reported in Technical Note 3377
showed that, in general, the vortex strength did not
decrease appreciably up to 35 seconds after the vortices
had been shed. After 35 seconds and up to 60 seconds
(the largest time interval measured), the vortices grad-
ually deteriorated, but the velocity distribution indi-
cated that a large amount of circulation still remained
in the vortex pair. The velocity distributions showed
no indications of a disturbance other than that pro-
duced by the trailing vortices. Photographs of the
trailing-vortex filaments indicated that they did not
remain straight but became irregular as a result of
atmospheric turbulema In an attempt to fly in the
trailing wake of anothm airplane, the pilot found that
it was very di5cult to maintain a precise course and that
the disturbance was similar to severe turbulence.
Takeoff Indicator
The operating principles of an instrumen$ actuated
by longitudinal acceleration and impact pressure, for
giving an immediate indication of 10ssin airplane ac-
celeration during takeoff are presented in Technical
Note 3252. The results and evaluation of tests of a
simple prototype instrument mounted in a tricycle-
geared jet trainer are included. The resultsshowed that
the instrumentperformed satisfactorily for the airplane
in which it was teeted. Response of the instrument to
simulated partial power loss was immediate and the
indication was consistent up to nose-wheal lift-off for
given power settings in d.iilerenttakeoffs. This instru-
ment will be useful to the pilot in indicating whether or
not he is developing satisfactory acceleration for take-
off prior to reaching the speed beyond which he can
no longer safely stop the takeoff.
Airplane Control in Rough Air
A statistical description of the dynamics of atmos-
pheric turbulence has become important in design con-
siderations of many airplane control problems having
a direct bearing on safety of flight in rough air. Some
measurements of atmospheric turbulence which .svere
obtained in flight from an airplane equipped with flo-w-
direction vanes mounted on a nose boom are reported in
Technical Note 3313. The vanes were used to measure
the vertical and horizontal components of gust velocity
normal to the flight direction in the relatively high fre-
quency range for which the response of the airplane in
this case was negligible. Power spectral densities of “
the two components of gust veloci~ were calculated for
the range of wavelengths from 200 feet to 10 feet. The
power densities of the two components varied directly
with the square of the gust wave length and the spectra
of the two components were of equal intensity.
Crash-Fire Prevention
As a result of NACA research in eliminating crash
iires utilizing the principles of successful inerting with
water, a fire-suppression system was desibgned for a
reciprocating-engine aircraft for operational tests.
Prior to installation of the system on an operational
aircraft, a full-scale crash test was conducted. The
system, whose inerting and deenergizing components
have been described in published reports, functioned
satisfactorily a9 a complete unit.
The crash-h work has been extended to the turbine-
engine-type aircrafL The results, which have not yet
been published, indicate that the ~ACA crash-tie inert-
ing principles can be successfully applied to this type
of aircraft for the different types of en=gineinstallations
studied.
The he hazard that arises fkom the use of in&mmm-
ble hydraulic fluids is a matter of serious concern to
commercial and military airplane operators because of
the wide distribution within the airplane of lines carry-
ing the fluid under pressure. In some aircra~ these
pressures are as high as 3,000 pounds per square inch.
lkakage of the fluid is not uncommon; in addition, a
break in the line will permit a sham of fluid or a very
inflammable mist to be ax-posed to a possible ignition
source. Attempts have been made by government and
private research organizations to produce hydraulic
fluids with increased resistance to &e. A survey of the
developments in this field has recently been made avail-
able in an unclassified report.
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Crash Loads and Survival
During the conduct of the full-scale aircraft crnsh-
iire studi~ deceleration instrumentdion was used to
determine the mzugtitudesof the loads experienced in
a crash. Some insight into the problem of survivability
was ~gpinedand techniques were developed for deter-
mining theseloads mcurataly. This preliminary work,
previously reported in Technical Note 2996, hns been
extended to additional mashes of @hter-type and
transportitype aircraft. The insight .~ined in the pre-
liminary studies pointed to methods of improving
human survival in crnshes by utilizing improved seat
design to attenuate the load characteristics found to be
present in potentially survivable crnshes.
Foreign-Object Damage
Foreign objects thrown from the runway into a jet-
engine inlet by the jet dischnrge or wheels of other
aircraft may cause either partial or complete dMz-uc-
tion of the engine. Sucking of pebbles from the run-
way directly into the inlet wns also considered a pos-
sible source of dnmaga An investi@ion of the role
that vortices play in the ingeAion of foreign objects
into jet engines determined that pebbles, typical of
objects that damage jet erginw, were projected into
the air by the vortices nnd were dravvn into the engine
by the high-velocity inlet air strenm. It was also
found that pebbles lodged in surface crncks were more
readily picked up thnn those exposed on a smooth sur-
faca The results of this work have been published in
Technical Note 8330.
AtRCRAFI’ NOISE
The intense noise produced by aircraft engines is one
of the serious problems confronting the operators of
modern aircraft. Not only is this noise so intense that
it disturbs people within a wide radius of an operating
engine, but it can be physically damzqgingto those near
the engge and to the associated structure and instru-
ments of an aircraft. Tests made to date indicate that
jet noise as produced by turbojet engines and rocket
motors can be related to the velocity of the jet stream
and the size of the jet; and, as these factors are being
incrensed to provide still more propulsive power, even
greater noise levels can be expected. A large part of
the NACA’S noise research program is aimed at deter-
mining just how jet en=ginenoise is produced nnd at
devising methods to reduce the noise output without
reducing overall power. High-speed propellers are
also still important and produce considerable noise;
thereforq research is being continued on the complex
noises produced by propellers.
PropeUer Noise
Overall sound-level measurements and frequeng
analysis of tape recordings of the noise emitted from
a 10-f oot-diwneter f our-bladed propeller mounted on
a turbine-povvered vehicle have been made under static
conditions. Results of this investigation along with
theoretical calculation of the sound-pressure levels by
the method of Technical Note 2968 (previously re-
ported) are reported in Technkd Note 3422. The
overalI propeller-noise pattern was unsymmetrical
about the fuselage center line, the mtium sound-
pressure level being located in the rightirear quadrant.
The frequency nnalysis shows that this unsymmetrical
distribution consists primarily of the two lowest pro-
peller harmonics. In the plane of and ahend of the
propeller, harmonics as high nsthe eleventh are impor-
tark Theoretical calculations predict accurately the
location of and the maximum sound-pressure levels to be
expected for the overaII noise and the first two propeller
harmonics. For higher harmonics this agreement is
not evidenk
A short seriesof measurementswas made of the oscil-
lating pressures in the vicinity of a propeller at flight
Mnch numbem up to 0.72. These measurements, re-
ported in Technical Note 3417, were made ns pmt of a
brief flight program initiated to check the Garrick-
Watkins theory presented in Technical Note 3018 (re-
ported in the Fortieth Annual Repo~ 1954). The
scope of the tests wns found to be insuillcient to obtain
complete verification of the Garrick-Watkins theory for
the effect of forward speed on the sound-pressure field
around propellers. However, it vvas possible to sub-
stantiate that (1) the oscillating pressuresnear the tips
of a propeller tend to decrease slowly with incrense in
flight Mach number up to a Mach number of approxi-
mately 0.5 and then to increase rather rapidly at higher
Mach numbers and (2) the sound-pressure levels of the
higher harmonics of the propeller noise increase at a
higher rate with increase in flight Mach number than
do the lower propeller harmonics.
Jet Noise
&pm-t of the continuing study of jet noise and means
for its suppression, an investigation -wasconducted of
the sound-pressure levels, frequency spectrum, and jet
velocity profiles of nn eq$ne-afterburner combination
at various valuw of afterburner fuel-air ratib. At the
high fuel-air ratios, severe low-frequency resonance was
encountered, which represented more than half the total
ener~ in the sound spectrum.
Screens placed transversely across the jet as a noise-
reduction device were investigated on a full-scnle turbo-
jet engine to determine the effect on the sound field of
screen mesh, wire diameter, and screen location. The
results are reported in Technical Note 3452. The total
power level radiated by the engine can be lowered more
than 7.5 decibels and is essentially nondirectional. The
mmdnmm sound-pressure level for nn engine-screen
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combination cnn be made about 12 decibels less than that
of the engine alone. The screens act to alter the turbu-
lent flow in the jet simmm and reduce the jet veloci~.
While this method is not suitable for use in flight, the
screens do offer a practical method of reducing jet noise
during ground operation.
As long a9 the jet flow is entirely subsonic, the noise
is a function of the turbulence produced by mixing of
the fast-moving jet and the surrounding air. If the
veloci~ of the jet is increased to supersonic conditions,
then shock waves are formed and also contribute to the
noise, It appears that the interaction of turbulence
with shock waves plays a part in generating that noise.
An analysis of shock-turbulence interaction as related
to noise generation ie presented in Technical ~ote 3255.
At present, rocket noise as related to people is partic-
ularly a problem in assisted-takeoff operations of air-
planes and in missile-launching operations. There are
also problems of structural buffeting and malfunction-
ing of avionic equipment in proximity to the rocket ex-
haust. It is desirable, therefore, to provide some in-
formation m to the intensi~, spectrum, and &rectivi@
characteristics of rocket noise. Technical Ifote 3316
report9 results of a systematic investigation of the
sound field of a 1,000-pound-thrust solid-fuel rocket
and also data on two other rockets, of 900 and 5,500
pounds of thrust, obtained at a few isolated field points.
I?requency spectra for the range from 20 c p s to
15,000 c p s indicate that the noise of each rocket is
random, with a spectrum envelope which peaks in the
lower part of the audible range. Angular ~lbutions
of overall sound pressure in the frequency ranges from
0cpsto40c psandfrom20cp sto20,000cps
indicate a similari~ to subsonic jet-noise distribution,
with the maximum pressures occurr@u at angles of
30° to 45° off the jet axis downstream of the nozzla
Besides being a source of annoyance and discomfo~
intense noise can cause aircraft structural damage under
certain conditions. It is lmown that jet noise has in
many instances caused fatigue failurw of airplane-skin
panels in proximity to the jet-engine exhaust stream.
These failures have been mainly on the fuselage or the
wings, depending on the type of enbtie installation.
Some configurations hav@ the en~ne ~~ relatively
far aft have also experienced damage to panels in the
tail assembly. A study of the response of aircraft pan-
els to random acoustic excitation has been made. An
application is made of the method of generalized har-
monic analysis to the problem of prediction of stresses
in airplane-skin panels due to excitation by jet noise.
The concepts of the theory are reviewed briefly and some
of the significant paramete~ are evaluated in the tests.
Measurements of stress-in some panels due to random
acoustic excitation are presented and are found to be in
general agreement with calculated results
Attenuation of Noise
In order to establish a baseline as to the actual noise
levels around commercial airports, the ii.rm of Bolt
Beranek and Newman, Inc., in coopefion with the
University of Chicago and the NACA made surveys
of the noise at distance9 up to 12 milw from the air-
ports in 8 cities in this country. The rcmdts have
been analyzed to yield a statistical description of the
background noise in many different commuuitk and
of aircraft noise spectra at various locations with re-
spect to airports and flight paths. This project was re-
ported in Technical Note 3379.
The NACA 8- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel at the
l%vie Laboratory was constructed as an open-return
tunnel for tasting various types of jet engines. When
the tunnel was operated with an engine operat& in the
test section, the noise radiated.to the surrounding neigh-
borhood was so great that the NACA immediately un-
dertook action to silence the tunnel more effectively.
The acoustical firm of Bolt Beranek and Newman, Inc.,
in conjunction vvith the NACA staff designed success-
ful muftlers for this tunnel. The research leading to
the mufller design as well as details of the design are
described in Technical Nob 8378.
AERONAUTICAL METEOROLOGY
In anticipation of operating problems =ociated with
the introduction of commercial turbojet aircraft, the
meteorological problems and requirements involved in
safe, eflicient,and economical flight have been analyzed
and evaluated. Consideration was given to the prin-
cipal characteristics of the turbojet transport which
are high cruising speed, high cruise level, relatively
high fuel consumption, and engine performance sensi-
tive to temperature and air density. The particular
problems included in the study concerned tempera-
wind, plWZllle, ceiling, visibility, cloud and clear-air
turbulence, icing, and communication of weather
information.
The conclusions indicated that no new requirement
or problems over and above the present shortcomings
are expected even though operating altitudes and speeds
are increased and forecast error limitations are more
critical, especially in the airport termimd area, for the
turbojet as compared with piston-engine aircraft. &
at present, the most important meteorological problem
is the accurate determination and forecast of airport
approach ceiling and visibility. At the higher leve@
the meazuremeht and forecast of vvind velocity and di-
rection presentsa major problem.
ICING PROBLEMS
Measurement of Icing Severity
A fight instrument capable of reliable meazurements
of icing severity is valuable to pilots, weather fore-
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casters,research meteorologists, and designezs of ice-
protection equipmenk The NACA heated-wire I.iquid-
water-content instrument in modiiied form has been
flight tested in natural icirqg conditions. Favorable
resultshave been obtained whichindicab its suitabtity
for the measurement of liquid-water content (icing
severity). Tests substantiated the high values of liq-
uid-water content predicted in a previous statistical
analysi% the highest value measured in fight being 3.7
grams per cubic meter.
Trajectory and Impingement Studies
The evaluation of the variation of local liquid-water
concentration surrounding an aircraft moving through
a cloud has been continued to include an ellipsoid shape
of finenes-s ratio 10. balysis of the trajectories
(Technical Note 3410) u~zingthe differential analyzer
indicates that local concentrations may be several times
the free-stream concentration. The data also indicate
that the expected loial concentration factors should be
considered when choosing the location of devices that
protzmdeinto the air stream from aircraft fuselages or
nkiies or when determining anti-icing heat require-
mentsfor the protection of thaw devices.
The trajectories of drople& in the air flowing past
m NACA 65AO04 airfoil at an angle of attack of 8°
have been determined and reported in Technical Nota
9155. The data apply directly to ilights in clouds
composed of uniform droplets and to nonswept wings
of high aspect ratio; the impingement results are con-
sidered applicable throughout the subsonic region, be-
cause the subsonic compressibility of air does not affect
the droplet trajectories appreciably.
In previous determinations of cloud-droplet impinge-
ment charocteristia of various aircraft components
requiring protection, the investigations have been con-
iined generally to analytical solutions. In Technical
Note 3338, an experimental method has been developed
using a dye-tracer technique whereby the quantity of
dye collected on a blotter-wrapped body esposed to an
air stream containing a dyed-watir spray cloud can be
calorimetrically analyzed. The analysis yields the
local and total droplet collection efficiencies for the
body and the rearward extent of impingement on the
body. In addition, the dye-tracer technique cm be used
to determine the droplet-size distribution and wuter
content of the spray cloud.
Icing Protection
Frictional heating during high-speed flight effectively
reduce-s the susceptibility of aircraft surfmes to icing.
An experimental study (Technical Note 8396) of the
wet-surface temperature and the air-stream conditions
that result in ice-free surfaces for bodies in flight
through icing clouds has been made and the results were
“compared with calculated values for two symmetrical
airfoil models. The results for Mach numbers from
0.6 to 1.35 and for altitudes from 25,000 to 40,000 feet
showed that experimental values of the wet-surface
temperature were consistently 2° to 4° F higher than
the calculated values for all but the foremost part of the
airfoils. The experiments generally substantiated the
analytically determined location of critical regions on
the bodies for the initial formation of ice.
Icing Techniques and Research
The status of NACA icing research and techniques
was summarized and presented wt the AGARD Con-
ference in Ottawa, Canada, June 10-17,1955. General
and specfic icirqg problems were noted along with an
indication of the scope of the data nvailable for the
design of aircraft icing protection systems. In nddi-
tion, details -weregiven on NACA icing facilities, spe-
ciiic test equipment, instruments, and techniques used in
conducting tests in icing wind tunnels.
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D. ROUSSO.
3263. Lift and Moment Equations for Oscillating AirfoiIs in an
Iullnite Unstaggered Oaseade. By Alexander b.fendel-
son and Robert W. OarrolL
3XM Study of the Momentum Distribution of Turbulent Bonnd-
ary Layers in Adverse pressure Gradients. By Virgil A.
Sandborn and Raymond J. Slo=nr.
3265. Vaporization Rates and Drag Coedldente for Isooctane
Sprays in ‘l?nrbnlent Air StreamK By Robert D. Ingebo.
3266. Experimental Evaluation of Momentum Terms in Tur-
bulent Pipe Flow. By Vtrgil A Sandborn.
3X37. Boundary-I&yer Transition at Mach 3.12 With and With-
out Single Roughness Elements By Paul F. Brirdch.
3266. Shearing-Stiess Measurement by Use of a Heated El&
ment. By H. W. Liepmann and Q. T. Skinner.
3269. Additional Static and Fatigue Tests of High-Shength
Aluminum-Alloy Bolted Joints. By El. 0. Hartmann,
ilhrahall Eiol~ and L D. Eaton.
3270. Effect of Dissodation on Thermodynamic Properties of
Pure Diatomic Gases. By Harold W. lVoolley.
3280. Electrical halogies for Stiffened Shells ‘iVith Flexible
Rin@ By R. H. MacNeal.
32sL Intergranular Oorrosion of High-purity Aluminum in
H@roddoric Acid. I—lM&ts of Heat Treatmen&Iron
Content and Acid Composition. By M. Me&-er and J.
Intrater.
3262. Intergranrdar Corrosion of High-Purity Aluminum in
Hydrochloric Add. II-Grain-Boundary Segregation of
Impurity Atoms. By M. hfetzger and J. Intrater.
3283. Aerodynamic Forces, Moments, and Stability Derivatives
for Slender Bodies of General Oroea Section. By Alvin
H, Sacks.
8286. Section Characteristics of an NAOA 0006 Airfoil With
Area Suction Near the Leading Edga By James L
Weiberg and Robert El.Dannenberg.
3286. @ueraUzed Indidal Forces on Deforming Rectangular
Wings in Supersonic Flight. By Harvard Lomax,
Franklyn B. Fuller, and Imma Sluder.
328% On the Analysis of Linear and Nonlinear Dynamical Sys-
tems From Transient-Response Data. By Marvin
ShinbroL
3291. Experimental InveMgation of Notch-Size Effects on Ro-
tating-Beam Fatigue Behavior of 75S+6 Aluminum
Alloy. By W. S. Hyler, R A. Lewis, and 11 J. Grover.
3292. IMnence of Exposed Area on Str&wCorrosion Oracklng
Of 24S Aluminum ~Oy. BY Wiuiam H. Coiner and
Howard T. Frands.
S295. EITect of Pressure on Thermrd Conductance of Contact
Joints- By Martin El. Barzelay, Kin Nee Tong, and
George F. Holloway.
3296. Separation, Stability, and Other Properties of Compres-
sible Laminar Boundary Layer With Pressure Gradient
and Heat Transfer. By hforria Morduchow and Rich-
ard Q. Grape.
3297. EEect of oxygen Content of Furnace Atmosphere on Ad-
herence of Vitreous Coatings to Iron. By A. CLEubanks
and D. G. Moore.
S2%39.Maximum Theorems and Reelections of Simple Waves.
By P. Gerroain.
3300. Investigation of ~ Drag, and Pitching Moment of a
60° Delta-Wing-Body Combination (AGARD Clalibra-
tlon Model B ) in the Langley 9-Inch Supersonic TunneL
By August F. Bromm, Jr.
3301. Wmparison of Flutter Calculations Using Various Aero-
dynamic Co~dents With Eqxmimental Re.qdts for
Some Rectangular Cantilever Wings at Mach Nnmbw
L3. By Herbert CLNelson and Ruby A. Rainey.
3302. Liquefaction of Air in the Langley n-Inch Hypersonic
TurmeL By Charles M. McLellan and Thomas W. WiI-
liams.
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Turbrdent-Heat-Transfer Measurements at a Mach Num- 3322. An Accurate and Rapid Method for the Design of Sm)er-
ber of S.03. By Maurice J. Brevoort and Bernard sonic Nozzles. By Ivan B. Be&with and John A.
Rashia. ilk-ore.
Investigation of the Aerodynamic CharacterMICS of a 3323. Oharts for Estimating Performance of High-Performance
Model Wing-Propeller Combination and of the Wing Helicopters. By Alfred GessoIv and Robert J. TapscotL
and Propeller Separately at Angles of Attack up to 90°. 3324. A Note on the Drag Due to Lift of Rectangular Wings of
By JOhIlW. Dr’qmr and Richard E. Kuhn. LOWAspect ~tiO. By Edward O. Polhflnms.
Some Measurement and Power Spc&ra of Runway Rongh- 3325. Similar Solntiona for the Compressible Laninar Bound-
ness. By James H. ‘iVal@ John O. Houbol~ and Harry ary Layer With Heat Transfer and Pressure GradienL
Press. By Clarence B. Oohen and Eli Reshotko.
h Investigation of a Lifting l&PercenHT&k SYIU- ‘3326. The Oompresdble Laminar Boundary Layer With Heat
metrical Doubl&Wedge Airfoil at Mach Numbers up to Trarmfer and Arbitiary Pressure ClradlenL By Olar-
1. By Milton D. Humphreys. ence B. Oohen and Eli Reshotko.
An Investigation of a Wing-Propeller Oontlguration IOm- 3327. Approximate Effect of Leading-Edge Tbi&css, Incid~c~
ploying Large-Ohord Plain Flaps and LargeDiameter Angle, and Inlet Mach Number on Inlet Losses for High-
Propellera for Low-speed Flight and Vertical Talu+off. Solidity Oascades of Low Oambered Blades. By Lin-
By Richard El.Kuhn and JOhll TV.Draper. wood O. Wright.
An Exploratory Invedigation of Some Types of Aero- 332S. Theoretical and -imental Investigation of Heat
elastic Instabili@ of Open and Olosed Bodies of Revolu- Tranef’er by Laminar Natural ConvectIon Between
tion Mounted on Slender Strntx. By S. A Olevenson, Parallel Platea. By A. F’. Lietzke.
E. Widmayer, Jrq and FrankUn W. Diederich. 3328. Shocks in Helical Flows Through Annular Oascades of
Mechanical Properties at Room Temperature of Four Cer- Stator Blades. By Robert Wasserman and Arthur W.
metx of Tungsten Carbide With Cobalt Binder. By Goldsteim
Aldie El. Johnso~ Jr. 3330. Ingestion of Foreign Objects Into Torbine Iilnglnes by
tnveetkation of Static Strem?th and CreeD Behavior of Vortices. BY Lewis A. Rodert and E’los’d B. @wretL
an &uninum-AUoy lIultiw-eb Box B~ at Elevated
Temperatures. By Eldon El. Matbauser.
3311. Description and Analysis of a Rocket-Vehicle Experiment
on Flutter Involving Wing Deformation and Body Mo-
tioms By H. J. Cunningham and IL FL LundStrom.
3312. InitiaI Experiments on Flutter of Unswept Cantilever
Wings at Blach Number 13. By W. J. Tnovlla, John D.
Baker, and Arthur A. Regier.
3313. Some Measurements of Atmospheric Turbulence Ob-
tained From Flow-Direction Vanea MoMted on an Mr-
Plan& By Robert G. Chiltom
3814. A Technique UtUizing Rocket-Propelled Test Vehicles for
the Measurement of the Damping in Roll of Sting-
Mounted Models and Some Initial Results for Delta and
Unswept Tapered Wings. By William hf. Bland, Jr.
and Oarl A. Sandahl.
3316. Tensile and compressive Stres%%min Properties of Some
High-S&r@h Sheet Alloys at Elevated Temperature.
By Philip J. Hugh- John l!). hg~ and Stanley B.
Presser.
3316. Some Measnrementa of Noise From Three Solid-Fuel
Rocket Er@nes. By L@.ie W. Laasiter and Robert H.
Heitkotter.
3317. Design Oonaiderationa for Wings Having Minimum Drag
Due to LifL By Warren A. Tucker.
331S. On tie Smrdl.JMstarbance Iteration Method for the Flow
of a Oompre@ble Fluid With Application to a Para-
bolic Oylinder. By Carl Kaplan.
3319. Operating Characteristics of an Acceleration Restzictor
aa Determined by Meana of a Simulator. BY Arthur
Aaeadourian.
8320. Fllght Measurements of Drag and Base Pressure of a
Fin-Stabilized Parabolic Body of Revolution (NAOA
RM-10) at Different Reynolds Numbers and at Mach
Numbers From 0.9 to 8.3. By H. Herbert Jackson,
Oharles B. Runwey, and Leo T. Ohauvin.
332L Analytical Determination of the Meehaniem of an Air-
plane Spin Recovery With Diil?erent Applied Yawing
Moments by Use of Rotary-Balance Data. By Sanger
M. Bur~ Jr.
3331. Analysis of L&iuar Forced-Convection Hent Transfer in
Enhance Region of Flat Rectangular Ducts, By El.M.
sparrow.
3332. Burning Times of Magnesium Ribbons in Various Atmos-
pheres. By Kenneth P. 0oi3in.
3333. Uorrosion of MetaIs of! Construction by Alternate 13x-
posnre to Liquid and Gaseous Fluorine. By Richard
hf. &mdzik and OharhsnEl.Fetler.
3334 Friction of Possible Solid Lubricmts With Various
Crystal Structures. By Marshall B. Peterson and
Robert L. Johnson.
3835. Methods for Rapid Graphical Evaluation of Oooled or
Uncooled Turbojet and Turboprop Engine or Compo-
nent Performance (Effects of Variable Speclflc Hent
Included). By Jack B. Elsgrmand Robert R. Ziemer,
3336. Review of Experimental Investigations of Liquid-Metal
Heat Transfer. By Bernard Lubarsky and Samuel J.
Kaufmann.
3337. Inv&igation of Temperature Limitation of Various Lubrl-
canta for High-Temperature 20-MilHraeter-Bore Ball
Bearings. By 2, N. Nemetb and W. J. Anderson,
3338. A Dye-Tracer Technique for I&perlmentally Obtafnlng
Impingement Obaracteristica of Arbitrary Bodies and a
Method for Determining Droplet Size Distribution. By
U-weH. von Glahn, Thonw P’. Gelder, nnd TWliam EL
Smyera, Jr.
3339. Experiments on Turbulent Flow Through Ohannels Hav-
ing Porous Rough Surfaces ‘With or Without Air in-
jection. BY D. R. G. Eckert, Anthony J. Diaguila and
Patrick L, Donoughe.
3340. Generalization of C4as-Flow-Interferome@ Theory and
Interferogram Evaluation Equations for One-Dhnen-
sionrd Densi@ Fields. By Walton L. Howes and
Donald R. Buchele.
3341. An Anrdyticrd Estimation of the Eiffecb of Tmnapiration
Oooling on the Hea&Trrmsfer and f3kln-B’rlctlon Char-
acteristics of a Compressible Turbulent Boundary Layer,
By Morris W. Rnbealn.
3342. Ii@erimental Determination of Boundary-Layer Transi-
tion on a Body of Revolution at M=S.5. By Jamea IL
Jedicka, Max D. Wilkins, and Alvin Seiff.
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3343. Subsonic Edges in Th[n-Wing and Slender-Body Theory.
By Milton D. Van Dyke.
3344. Theoretical and Dxperhnental Investigation of Aerody-
namic-Heating and Isothermal Heat-Transfer Parame-
ters on n Hemispherical Nose With Laminar Boundary
Layer at Supersonic Mach Nnmbera By Howard &
Stine and Kent Wardass.
3345. Arrangement of Fusiform Bodies to Reduce the Wave
Drag rtt Supersonic Speeds. By Morris D. Friedman
rmd Doris Cohen,
3343. Prediction of Dowmvash Behind Swept-Wing Airplanes at
Subsonic Speed. By John DeYoung and Walter H.
Bariing, Jr.
3347. A Wind-Tunnel Test Technique for Measuring the Dynamic
Rotary Stnbiiity Derivatives Including the Croea Deriv-
ative at High Mach A’umbers. By Benjamin H. Beam.
3348. A System for Measuring the Dynamic Laterai Stability
Derivatives in High-Speed Wind Tunneia By Henry
C. L&sing, Thomas B. Fryer, and Merriil H. Mead.
3349. Application of the Generalized Shock-Expansion Method
to Inciined Bodies of Revolution Traveiing at High
Supersonic A1rspee& By Raymond 0. Savin.
33G0. The Linearized Equations of Motion Underlying the Dy-
nnmic Stability of Aircraf~ Spinning Projectiles, and
Symmetrical Missiles. By A. 0. Obarters.
3%1. Piastic Deformation of Aluminum Single Orystala at Eie-
vated Tempemtnres. By R D. Johnson, A P. Young,
and A. D. %hwope.
3W2, IMperimcntal Investigation of Mbmlining Couples and
llkcentricify at Ends of Misalined Plain Beminga. By
G. B. DuJ301s,P’. W’. Ocvirk, and IL L. TVeh&
33G3. EtTective Moment of Inertia of Fluid in Of&e& Inclined,
and Swept-Wing Tanks Undergoing Pitching Oscilla-
tions. By James R. Reese and John Ii Sewall.
33iM Gust Experience of a Helicopter and an Airplane in For-
mation I?liglk By Aimer D. Crim.
3355. Preliminary Investigation of a Stick Shaker as a Lift-
Margin Indicator. By James P. Trt@ Jr.
33513.Effect of Lag of Sidewash on the Verticai-Taii Contribu-
tion to Osciiiatory Damping in Yaw of Airplane Models.
By Lewis R. Fisher and Herman S. Fletcher.
93G7. The IIfB?cts of Varions Parameters, Iimluding Mach Num-
ber, on Propeiier-Blade I?lntter With Emphasis on Stall
Flutter. By John El. Baker.
93G8. Gust-Load and Airspeed Data From One Type of Four-
Engine Airplane on Five Routes From 1947 to 19&4. By
Walter G. Walker.
33fi9. An Investigation of Drains Discharging Liquid Into Sub-
sonic and Transonic Streams. BY Allen R. Vick and
Frank v. Sihan.
336o. Some Effects of Propelier Operation and I.mcation on
Ability of a Wing With Plain Fiam to Dedect Propeller
SlipstreamsDownward for Vertical Take-off. By John
W. Draper and Richard IL Kuhn.
WM. Aerodynamic Oharacteristica of NAOA 0012 Airfoil. Sec-
tion @. Angles of Attnck From O“ to 180°. BY Chris 0.
Critzos, Harry H. Heyso~ and Robert W. Boswinkl~ Jr.
3362. Estimates of Probability Distribution of Root-?&an-
Square Gust Velocity of Atmospheric Turbulence From
Operational Gust-Load Data by Random-Process The-
ory. By Harry Press, May T. Meadows, and Ivan
Hadlock.
3303. LaW3peed JVind-Tunnel Inve&igation of a Triangular
%veptback Air Inlet in the Root of a 45° Sweptback
Wing. By Arvid L. Keith, Jr. and Jack ScbHf.
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Investigation of Iil&ctiveness of Large-Chord Slotted
Flaps in Dedecting Propeller slipstreams Downward for
Verticai Take-off and Low-Speed Flighk By Richard
El.Kuhn and John W. Draper.
An Analysis of Accelerations, Airspee@ and Gust Velod-
ties From Three C-ommercial Operations of One Type of
Medium-Altitude Transport Airplana By Thomas 1A
OolemaU Martin R. Copp, Walter G. Walker, and Jerome
N. Engel.
A Method for Studying the Transient Blade-Flapping Be-
havior of Lifting Rotors at I&tmme Operating Condi-
tions. By Alfred G-w and Aimer D. Crim.
A Dynamic-Model Study of the EfTect of Added Weigh&
and Other Structural Variations on the Blade Bending
Strains of an Experimental Two-Blade Jet-Driven Heli-
copter in Hovering and Forward FlighL By John Locke
Afcoarty and George TV.Brook&
Analysis of Behavior of Simply Supported Flat Plata
Compressed Beyond the Btmkling Load Into the Plas-
tic Ranga By J. Mayers and Bernard Budianakw.
Minimum-Drag Bodies of Revolution in a Nonuniform Su-
personic Flow Field. BY Conmd Rennemann, Jr.
A Simpli&d Method for (%lculating Aerodastic ~ects on
the Roii of AircrafL By John M. Hedgepeth, Paul G.
TVaner, Jrmand Robert J. Ken.
Analysis of Accelerations, Gust Velodtiea, and Airspeeds
From Operations of a Twin-Engine Transport Airplane
on a Transcontinental Route From 1950 to 1%2. By
Thomas L. Coleman and Walter G. Walker.
Flight I&asurements of Base Pressure on Bodies of Rero-
lntion With and Without Simulated Rocket Ohambem.
BY Robert F. Peck.
Theoretical Calculations of the Pressnr@ Forces, and
Moments Due to Various Lateral Motions Acting on Thin
Isolated Vertical Taiis With Supersonic Leading and
Trailing Edges. By Kenneth Margolis.
Turbulent-He%t-Transfer ?&asnrementa at a Mach Nnm- ‘
ber of 2.06. By Maurice J. Brevoort and Bernard
Rashis.
A Theory for Predicting the Flow of Reai &Lses in Shock
Tubes With Experimental Verification. By Robert L.
Trimpi and Nathaniel B. Oohen.
The Effect of Control Stitlneiw and Forward Speed on
the Flutter of a On&tenth-Scale Dynamic Model of a
Tw&Blade Jet-Drivem Helicopter Rotor. By George
W. Brooks and Maurice A. Sylvester.
Fiight I@asurementa of the Veiodty Dishibntlon and Per-
sistence of the Trailing Vortices of an Mrplane. By
Christopher 0. Kn@ Jr.
Acoustical Treatment for the NAOA 8- by 6-Foot Super-
sordc Propulsion Wind Tunnel. By Leo L, Beranek,
Samuel Labate, and Uno Ingard.
A Survey of Background and Aircraft Noise in Communi-
ties Near Airporta By K. N. Stevmis.
Study of Effects of Microsixuctare and Anistropy on
Fatigae of 24S-!M Aluminum Alloy. By E A. Lipsi~
G. E. Dieter, G. T. Horn% and R F. M@.
Heat-Loss Characteristics of Hot-Wire Anemometers at
Various Densities in Transonic and Supersonic Flow.
By W. Q. Spangenberg.
IiRperimenta With A Rotating-Cylinder Viscometer at
High Shear Rates.
H. W. Emmons.
Investigation of the
Yawed Flat Plate.
R. Ridden.
By J. A. Cole, R. D. Peterseq and
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Turbulent Boundary Layer on n
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3386. Theory of the Jet Syphon. By B. Szczenio*
3386. Some Considerations on ~o-Dimenslcmal Thin Airfoils
Deforming in Supersonic Flow. By Eugene Migota@.
3387. Use of Nonlinearities to Compensate for the Elffects of a
Rate-Limited Servo on the Response of an Automatically
Controlled AirmafL By Stanley P’. Schmidt and Wil-
liam a TripletL
3388. A E’ibroas-G1ass Compact as a Permeable Material for
Boundary-Layer-Control Applications Using &ea Snc-
tlon. By Robert E. Dannenberg, James A. VVeiber&end
Brano J. Gambucci.
3389. Axially Symmetric Shapes VVith Minimum wave Drag.
By Max A. Heaslet and l?ranklyn B. Ftdler.
3390. Second-Order Subsonic Airfoil-Section Theory and Its
Practical Application. By Milton D. Van DYk&
3391. Free-Flight Measurements of TurbulenfiBoundary-Layer
Skin IiYictlon in the Presence of Severe Aerodynamic
Henting at Mach Numbers From 2S to 7.0. By Simon
0. Sommer and Barbara J. ShorL
3362. Two Miniature Temperature Recorders for Fl@lt Use.
By John V. FOtier.
3%33. An Experimental Investigation of the Base Pressure
“Oharacteristlca of Non-Lifth% Bodies of Revolution at
Mach Numbers From 2.73 to 4.98. By John O. Reller,
Jr. and Frank M. Hamairer.
3394. Low-Speed InveMgation of the Effects of Angle of At-
tack on the Pressure Recovery of a Oircular Nose In-
let VVith Several Lip Shapes By James IL Blackaby.
3395. On the Calculation of the 1.P Oscillating Aerodynamic
Loads on Single-Rotation Propellers in Pitch on Trac-
tor Airplanes. By Vernon Ii Rogallo and Paul E’.Yaggy.
8398. Icing Limit and VVet-Surfs@ Temperature Variation for
Two Airfoil Shapes Under Simulated High-S&d
Flight Conditiorw By Willard D. Ooles.
3397. An Evaluation of Non-Newtonian Flow in Pipe Lines.
By Ruth N. Welhnmm.
8398. A Thermal Equation for Flame Quenching. BY A. Il. Pofi
ter, Jr. and L L. Berlad.
3399. A Rapid Approximate hie~od for the Design of Hub
Shroud Profiles of Centrlfugd Iinpellers of Given
Blade Shape. By Kenneth J. Smith and Joseph T.
Hamrick
MOO.Amdysia of Iilrrors Introduced by Several Methods of
Weighing A’onuniform Duct Flows. By DeMarquis D.
WyatL
3401. Laminar Boundary Layer Behind Shock Advancing Into
Stationary Fluid. BY Harold MireLe.
3402. Boundary Lubrication of Steel With Fluorine- And
Ohlorine-Substituted Methane and Ethane Gases. By
S. F. Murray, Robert L. Johnson, and Max A. Swik@
3403. Analytical Determination of I!Meet of Water Injection on
Povrer Output of Turbine-Propeller Engine. By Al-
bert O. Ross and Merle 0. HupperL
3404. The Compressible Laminar Boundary LSyer With Ii’luid
Idection. BY George IL Low.
3405. TemperaturWomposition Limits of Spontaneous Explo-
sion for Nine Alkysilanes With Air at Atmospheric
Pressare. BY Rose L SchaUa and Glen Il. McDonald.
3400. A SeWExcited, Altema~g-OurrenG Constant-Tempera-
ture Hot-Wire Anemometer. By Oharlea ELShepr@.
3407. Interaction of a Free Flame Front With a Turbulence
Field. BY Maurice Tucker.
3408. One-Dimensional Calculation of Flow in a Rotating Pa&
@age With Ejection Through a Porous TValL By EL
R G. 3.Mker~ John N. B. Livingood and Ernst L
Prasse.
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3409. Chain Breaking and Branching in the Activ&Particle Dl.f-
faaion Ooncept of Quenching. By Frank El.Belles and
A. L. Berlad.
3410. Variation of Local Liquid-Water Concentration About
An Ellipsoid of Fineness Ratio 10 Moving in a Droplet
Field. By Rinaldo J. Bruin and Robert G. Dorsch.
3411 Pressure Waves Generated by Addition of Heat in a
Gaseous Medium. BY Boa-Teh Ohu.
3412. Creep and Creep-Rnptare Oharacteristlcs of Some Riveted
and Spot-VVeldedLap Joints of Aircraft Materials. By
Leonard bIordfin.
34U3. Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of the Effect
of Tunnel Walls on the Borces on an Oscillating Airfoil
in Two-Dimensional Subsonic Compressible 13’low. By
Harry L, Runyan, Donald S. Woolston, and A. Gerald
Rainey.
3417. Measurements of Fme+3pace Oscillating Pressures Near
a Propeller at Blight Mach Numbers to 0.72. By Arthur
TV.Vogeley and Max O. Kurbjun.
MM. The Zer&Lift Wave Drag of a Particular Family of Un-
mvepL Tapered Wings With Ltnearly Varying Thickness
Ratio. By Arthur Henderson, Jr. and Julia M. Good-
win.
3420. Hydrodynamic Tarea and Interference Effects for a 12-
Percent-Thick Surface-Piercing Strut and an Aspecb
Ratio-O.26 Lifting Surface. By John A, Ramsen and
Victor L. Vaughan, Jr.
3423. Method of Controlling Stiffness Propertlee of a Solid-
Construction Model Wing. By Norman S. Land and
Frank T. Abbo& Jr.
342% Aerodynamic Characteristics of Several O-Percent-Thick
Airfoils at Angles of Attack From 0° to 20° at High
Subsonic Speeds. By Bernard N. Daley and Douglas
R. Lord.
3426. Some Calculations of the Lateral Response of Two Air-
planea to Atmospheric Turbulence With Relation to the
Lateral Snaking Problem. BY John D. Bird.
3426. An Experimental Study of Oridce Caefiicients, Internal
Strut Pressures, and Loads on a Small Oleo-Pneumatic
Shock Strut. By James H. Walls.
3427. Theoretical Investigation of a Proportional-Plus-IFlicker
Automatic PlloL By Hmest O. E3eaberg,
3428. Gronnd-Simrdator Study of the IMfects of Stick Porte
and Displacement on Tracking Performance. By
Stanley Faber.
3429. Static Stability of Fuselages Having a Relatively Flat
Oross Section. By William R. Batea
3430. On Slender Delta Wings With Leading-Edge Separation.
By Olinton D. Brown and William H. Michael, Jr.
343L An Analysis of the Stabiii@’ and Ultlmnte Compremive
Strength of Short Sheet-Stringer Panels With Speclnl
Reference to the Influence of Riveted Connection Be-
tween Sheet and Stringer. By Joseph W. Semonlnn
and James P. Peterson.
3432 Circumferential Distribution of Propeller-Slipstream
Total-Pressure Rise at One Radial Station of a !l?win-
Engine Transport Airplane. By A. VV.Vogeley and H.
A. Hart
3433. Total Lift and Pitching Moment on Thin Arrowhead
Wings Oscillating in Supersonic Potential Flow. By
H. J. Oannlngham.
3434 A Study of Normal Accelerations and Operating Candh
tions Experienced by Helicopters in Cknnmercial and
Military Operations. By Marlin Ii. Hazen.
8435. A Statistical Study of Wing Lift at Ground Contact for
Four Transport Alrplnnea By Dean U. LindquisL
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8420. An Investigation of Several NAOA l-series Nose Inlets
With and Without Protinding Central Bodies at H.&h-
Subsonic Mach Numbers and at a Mach Number of 1.2.
By Robert El. Pendley and Harold L. Robinson.
9437. Prdtminary Investigation of a Submerged Air Scoop
Utiltzing Boundary-Layer Suction to Obtain Increased
Pressure Recovery. By Mark R. Nichols and P. Ken-
neth P1erpont.
3438. On the Kernel Fnnctton of the Integral Equation Relating
Ltft and Downwash Distributions of Oscillating Wings
tn Supersonic Flow. By Charles El. Watkins and
Julian H. Berman.
3430. Analysis of 13ar Formation in Deep-Drawn cups. By
Arthur J. McEvtly, Jr.
3440. Hovering Blight TeEts of a Uour-Elngine-Tranaport Ver-
ttcal Take-off Atrplane Model Utilizing a Large Flap
and Ikrtensible Vanea for Redirecting the Propdler
Slipstream. By Lonts P. Tostt and Edwin EL Daven-
port.
W. An NACA Vane-Type Angle-of-Attack Indicator for Use at
Subsonfc and Supersonic Speeda. By Jesse IA MW
chell and Robert I’. Peck.
944!2 A Preliminary Investigation of Aerodynamic Character-
istics of Small Inclined Air Outlets at Tranaordc Mach
Numbers. By Paul D. Dewey.
3443. Shearing EfR?ctivenees of Integral Stiffening. BY Robert
1?. Orawford and Charles Ltbove.
8444. M!ictton, Wear, and Surface Damage of Metals as Af-
fected by Solid Surface Films. By Edmond H. Bissou
Robert L, Johnson, kfas A. %vlke~ and Donglas God-
frey.
344, Design and Performance of Throttle-Type I?@ controls
for Engine Dynamic Studies. By Edward W. Otto,
Harold QoIG and Kfrby W. Hlller.
S446. Effect of Ammonia Addttion on Limits of Flame Propaga-
tion for Iaooctm.wlir Mixtures at Reduced ??ressnrca
and Ellevated Temperatures. By Cleveland O’Neal, Jr.
3447. Analytic Determination of the Discharge Caefiident8 of
P’1ow Nozalw By Frederick S. Simmons.
S448. Theoretical Analysis of Incompressible Flow Through a
Radird-Irdet centrifugal Impeller at Varions Weight
FIOWR I-solution by a Matrix Method and Compari-
son With an Approshnate Method. BY VastlY D. Prlan,
James J. Kramer, and Chnng-Hna Wn.
3440. Theoretical Analysis of Incompressible Flow Through a
Rndlal-Inlet centrifugal Impeller at Vartons Weight
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Part II— COMMITTEE ORGAiVLZATION AND MEMBERSHIP
The National Advisory Committea for Aeronautics
was established by act of Congress approved March 3,
1915 (U. S. Code, title 50, sec. 151). The Committee
consists of 17 members appointed by the President and
includes two representatives each of the Department of
the Air Force, the Department of the Navy, and the
Civil Aeronautics Authority; one representative each
of the Smithsonian Institution, the United Statw
Weather Bureau, and the National Bureau of Stand-
ards; and ‘fone Department of Defense representative
who is acquainted with the needs of aeronautical re-
search and development,” In addition seven mwnbers
are appointed for 5-year t8rms from persons “a&
quainted with the needs of aeronautical science, either
civil or military, or skilled in aeronautical engineering
or its allied sciences.” The representatives of the Gov-
ernment organizations serve for indefinite periods, and
rdlmembers serve as such without compensation.
The following changes in membership have taken
place durhqg the past year:
On December 16, 1954, the President appointed Dr.
Frederick C. Crawford, Chairman of the Boar&
Thompson Products, Inc., a meinber of the Committee
for a term expiring December 1, 1959. He succeeded
Mr. Ronald M. Hazen, at that time Director of Engi-
neering of the.4 llison Division, General Motors Corp.,
W11OSSterm of membership expired December 1, 1954,
Vice Admiral Thomas S. Combs, USN, Deputy
Chief of Naval Operations (Air), was appointed a
member of the NACA on April 6, 1955,succeeding Vice
Adm. Ralph A. Ofstie, who had just been detached from
the same Navy post and assigned to other duty. Ad-
miral Combs had served previously as a member of the
Committee in 195$!and 1953 while on duty as chief of
the Bureau of Aeronautics.
On May 13,1955, the President appointed Hon. lhis
S. Rothschild, Under Secretary of Commerce for Trans-
portation, a member of the NACA as successor to Hon.
Oswald Ryan, whose membership -wasterminated De-
cember 31, 1954, as a rwult of the expiration of his
term as a member of the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Rear Admiral Carl J. P@stag, USN, ksistxmt
Chief for Field Activities, Bureau of Aeronautics, was
appointed rLmember of the CommittW effective August
1,1955, succeeding Rear Adm. Lloyd Harrison upon the
lutter’s retirement from the Navy.
In accordance with the regulations of the Committee
as approved by the Presiden$ the chairman and vice
chairman and the chairman and vice chairman of the
Executive Committee are electedannually.
On October 20, 1955, Dr. Jerome C. Hunsaker was
reelected chairman of the NACA and of the Executive
Cmnmittee. Dr. bonard Carmichael was elected vice
chairman of the NACA ud Dr. Detlev W. Bronk vice
chairman of the Executive Cmnmittee.
The Committeemembership is as follows:
Jerome0. Hunsaker,Sc. D., WwsachusettaInstitnteof Tech-
nology, Ohairman.
Leonard Carmichael, Ph. D., Secretary, Smithsonian Institution
vice Ohairman.
Joseph P. Adams, LL. B., Vice Ohairman, Oivil Aeronautics
Board,
- V. - Ph. Da Director, National Bureau of StanclarIM
Preston R, Basse~ M. A, Vice President Sperry Rand Corp.
Detlev W. Bronk Ph D. l%siden~ Rockefeller Institute for
Medical Research,
Thomas S. Ckmb& Vice Admiral, United States Navy, Depn@
Ohief of Naval Operations (Air).
Prederick O. Ckmvford, Se. D. Ohairman of the Board, Thomp-
son Products, Inc.
Ralph S. Damon, D. Elng., l?residen~ Trans World Airline% Inc.
James H. Dooliffle, Sc. D., Vice Predden& Shell Oil Clo.
Carl J. Pf3ngstag, Rear Admiral United States Navy, AssWant
Ohief for Field Activities Bureau of Aeronantica
Donald L. Po& Lieutenant General, United States Air Forcq
Deputy Ohief of St@ Development
Donald A. Quarleq D. Eng., SecreWry of the Mr JTorca
Arthur El.Raymond, Se. D., Vice President Engineering, Dougla
Aircraft Co., IIM2
Francis W. Reichelderfer, SC.D., Ohief, U. S. TVeMmr Bureau
Louis S. Rothschild, Ph. B,, Under Secretary of Oommerce for
Transportation.
Nathan l?. Twining, Genera~ United States Air Fore Ohief of
staff.
&&sting the Committee in its coordination of aero-
nautical resmrch and the formulation of its research
programs are four main technical committew: Aero-
dynamic+ Power Plants for Aircr& Aircraft Con-
struction, and Operating Problems. Each of these
ccynmittees is aided by four or more subcommittees.
The Committee is advised on matters of policy affecting
the aircraft industry by an Industry Consulting
Committee.
Membership of the committees and their subcmnmiti
tew is as follows:
CO~ ON AERODYNAMICS
Mr. Preston IL Basse& The Sperry Rand Oorp., Ohairman.
Dr. Theodore P. TVrightj Cornell UniversiG’, Vice Ohairman.
Dr. Albert E. Lombard, Jr., Directorate of Researeh and Devel-
opmen~ U. S. Air Force.
al
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COLDaniel D. IdcK% USAF, Wright Air Dewlopment Genter.
Mr. E’. A. Loude% Bureau of Aeronautic& Department of the
Navy.
CnpL John T. Haywnrd, USN, Naval Ordnance Laboratory.
Maj. GeJLLedte E. Shnon, USA, Ghi@ Ordnance Research and
Development Division.
Mr. D. hf. Thompson, 05cw of the Ohief of Transportation, De-
partment of the Army.
Mr. Harold D. Hoekstr% Civil Aeronautics Adminhkration.
Dr. Hugh L. Dryden (= ofiicio).
Mr. Floyd L Thompson, NACA Lnn@ey Aeronautical Labora-
tory.
Mr. Russell G. Robinson, NAOA Anm Aeronautical Labora-
tory.
Capt. W. S. Diehl, USN (Ret.).
Renr Adm. R S. Hatclmr, USN (Ret.), Daniel Guggenheim
School of Aeronautics, New York Universi@.
Mr. Clnrence IA Johnson, Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Dr. A. Kartveli, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. Bartram Kelley, Bell Aircraft Carp.
Mr. Schuyler Kleinhans, Douglas Aircraft Co., Irm
Dr. Clark B. Millikan, California Institute of Technology.
Dr. William J. O’Domm Republic Aviation (lorp.
Mr. Kendall Perkins, McDonnell Aircraft Gorp.
Dr. Allen FLPucke& Hughes Aircraft Co.
Mr. George Snyder, Boeing Airplane Go.
Mr. Charl- Tilgner, Jr., Grumman Alrcrnft W@neering Gorp.
Mr. R H. Widmer, COnwdr, Division of General Dynamics
Oorp.
Mr. Robert J. Woods, Bell Aircraft GorP.
Mr. Milton B. Ames, Jr., Secretary
%bmnrnittee on Flnid IiIechanica
Dr. Glark B. Mill&an, California Institute of Technology,
~alrmnn.
Mnj. Ilugene W. Genies% USAF, Air Research and Develop
meat Command.
Mr. El. Haynes, Air Research and Development Command.
Mr. Phillip Ilisenberg, Office of Naval Research, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. John D. Nicolaides, Bureau of Ordnance Deparbnent of the
Navy.
Mr. Joseph Sternberg, Ballistic Researth Laboratories, Aber-
deen prOVhlg Gronnd.
Dr. CLB. Schubauer, National 13ureau of Stnnctards.
Dr. Carl Kaplan, NAoA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. John Stnck, NAOA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Dr. D. IL Chapman, NAOA Ames Aeronanticnl Laboratory.
Mr. Robert T. Jones, ATACAAmeE Aeronauttcnl Laboratory.
‘Dr. John C. Dvvard, NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Prof. Walker Bleakney, Prtnceton University.
Dr. Frnncis H Clauser, The Johna Hopkins University.
Dr. Wallace D. Hayes, The Rnmo-Wooldridge Corp.
Dr. Hans W. Liepmann, California Institute of Technology.
Prof. O. 0. Ltn, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Prof. Wilbur O. Nelson, Uni~eraity of Michigan.
Dr. William R Sears, Gornell University.
Dr. T. Theodorsen, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. ID. O. Pearson, Jr., Secretary
Subcommittee on High-Speed Aerodynamics
Dr. ARen11 Pucketi ~w@es Aircraft~., ChahTUmL
ldaj. lMgeneW. Genies~ Jr., USAF,Air Researchand De-
velopmentCommand.
ldr.JosephFla& ~right AtrDevelopmentCenter.
Mr. E’. A. Louden, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Dr. H. H. Kurmveg, Naval Ordnnnce Laboratory.
Mr. C. L. Poor, 3d, Ballistic Research Laboratories, Abercleen
Proviug Ground.
Mr. John Beeb~ 0s3ice of the Uhief of !l?ramportation, DepnrL
ment of the Army.
Mr. John Stack, NACA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. H. Julian Allen, NAOA Ames Aeronautical Lnborntory.
Mr. Abe Siiverstein, NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. Walter U. Williams, NAOA High-Speed Flight Station.
Mr. John R. Clark, Ghance Vought Aircraft, Inc-
Mr. Phtlip A. Colman, Lockheed Aircrnft Corp.
Mr. Alexander H. Flas, Cornell Aeronautical Lnborntory, Inc.
Mr. 1A P. Greene, North Amertcnn Avintion, Inc.
Mr. Robert L. Gustafson, Gruronmt Aircrnft 13r@ncerlng Cor~.
Mr. John CLLee, United Aircraft Corp.
Mr. David S. Lewis, Jr., McDonnell Aircrnft Corp.
Mr. Hrmlowe J. Longfelder, Boetng Airplane Clo.
Prof. John R. Markhnm, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. Ralph H. Schick, Ckmvntr, Division of Genernl Dynamics
Gorp.
Mr. K. E. Vnn Every, Douglas A.WnWt CO., IUC.
Mr. Albert J. Evans, Secretnry
Subcommittee on Stability nnd Control
OaPL W. S. Diehl, USN (Ret.), Chnirmrm.
Mr. Warren E. %wmson, North &nericnn Avintion, Inc., Vice
Ohairmfm.
Mr. Melvin Shorr, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Charles B. Westbrook, Wright Air Development Genter.
Mr. Jerome Tepli@ Bureau of Aeronautic Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Abraham I. Moskovits, Bureau of Ordnnnce, Depnrhent of
the Navy.
Mr. Philippe W. Newton, OiRce of the Chief of Ordnnnce, De
partment of the Army.
Maj. William H. Brabson, Jra USA, Trrmsportntion Gorps, Army
Aviation.
Mr. John A. Cnrran, Civil Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. Thomns & Harris, NAOA Langley Aeronnutlcnl Labora-
tory.
Mr. Harry J. Goett, NACA Ames Aeronautical Lnborntory.
Mr. Hubert M. Drake, NAOA High-Speed ITlight Stntlon.
Mr. hf. J. Abzug, Doughs Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. William H. Cook, Boeing Airplnne Co.
Dr. James O. Fletcher, the Ram&Wooldridge Corp.
Mr. Frank A. Gaynor, Genernl Electric Co.
hlr. George S. Graff, McDonnell Almraft Corp.
Dr. William J. Jacobi, The R$uno-Wooldridge Corp.
Mr. Conrad A. Lau, Ghance Vought Aircraft, Inc.
Mr. Tv. F. Milliken, Jr., Cornell Aeronautlcnl Lnborntory, Inc.
Mr. Frank J. Mulholland, Republic Aviation Corp.
Mr. Imuia A. Payne, Convnir, Division of General Dynnmlcs
Corp.
Mr. Thomns L PhRlip& Rnytheon AIanufncturlng Co.
klr. o. H. schuck, AUnneapolts-Honeywell Re@ntor Co.
Dr. Robert C. Seamans; Jr., ROA Avintion Systems Lnborntory.
Mr. George S. Trhnble, Jr., The Gilenn L Martin Co.
Mr. Jnck D. Brewer, Secretary
%hmnrnitteo on Internal Flow
Dr. Willtam J. O’Donnell, Republic Avintion Corps., Clmirman.
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Lt. Frederick T. Rail,, Jr., USAF, Wright Air Development
Center.
Mr. Robert E. Roy, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. R. T. Miiler, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Mr. Alexander Satin, 05ice of Naval Research, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. C. L. Zakhartchenko, U. S. Nav~ Ordnance Experimental
Unit, , .
Mr. John V. Becker, NACIA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Wallace F. Davis, NACA Amw Aeromutical Laboratory.
Mr. DeAIarquis D. Wyat$ NACA Lewis Fiight Propulsion Ld-
omtory.
Mr. J. S. Aiford, General INectric Co.
Dir. Bernard F. Beckelman, Boeing Airplane Co.
Mr. William J. Blatz, McDonneii Aircraft Corp.
Blr. John A. Drak~ ?!.farquardt Aircraft Co.
Dr. E P’. Dunholter, Convair, Division of General Dynamics
Corp.
Dr. Antonio 17erri, Polytechnic Institute of Brookiyn.
Mr. Donald J. Jordan, Pratt&Whitney Aircraf~ United Aircraft
Corp.
Mr. M. A. Stdkin, North American Aviation, Inc.
Mr. Wiiliam AL Zarkowsky, Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corp.
Mr. Aibert J. Evans, Secretary
Srtbcoxnrnitteaon Propeliexa for Aircraft
Mr. Cieorge W. Brady, Curtiss-Wright Corp., Chairman.
Maj. W. A. Walker, USAF, Air Research and Development Com-
mand.
Mr. Dtmiei A. Dickey, Wright Air Development Center.
Lt. Comdr. Hugh IL IX Coilins, USN, Bureau of Aeronautics,
Department of the Navy.
Mr. John Beebe, Odice of the Chief of !i?rrmsportatio~ Depart-
ment of the Army.
Mr. Joim (). Morse, Civii Aeronautics Administration.
Mr. 13ngcmeC. Draiey, NAOA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Donald E Wood, NACA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. R 11 Bates, Douglas Aircraft 00., Inc.
Mr. Frank W. CaldwelL
Mr. R Richard Heppe, IAkheed Aircraft Corp.
Mr. D. E JacobsoU Aeroproducts Opemtions, AUison Division,
General Motors Corp.
Mr. R S. Kelso, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Thomas B. Rhines, Ihniiton Standard Division, United
Aircraft Corp.
Mr. H. N, Taylor, United Air Lines, Inc.
Mr. Kenneth E. Ward, Convair, Division of General Dynamics
Corp.
Mr. Raiph W. May, Secretary
SubcOmmitteoon Seaplanes
Mr. El. G. Stou~ Convair, Division of General Dynaroica Corp.,
Chairmrtn.
Mnj. Albert B. I?arry, USAF, Air Research and Development
Command.
Mr. Eugene H. Handier, Bureau of Aeronautic Department of
the Navy.
Mr. F, W. S. Locke, Jr., Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. Marshali P. TuIin, Oftlceof Naval Research.
Mr. M, St, Dents, David W. Taylor Model BashL
Comdr. E O. Wea~ USN, Naval Air Test Center, PatnxenL
W, Joseph Matulaitis, Otlice of the Chief of Transportation,
Department of the Army.
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CapL Donald B. MacDiarmi~ USCG, U. S. Coast Guard Air
Station, INizabeth City, N. C.
Mr. Robert Rosenbaum, Civil Aeronautics Adminh@ation,
Mr. John B. Parkinson, NAOA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Robert B. Cotton, AR American Engineering Co.
Mr. Cl.L. Fenn, Edo Corp.
Mr. WYifred O.Hugli, Jre Stevens Institute of Technology.
Dr. Arthur T. Ippe~ ?@uwachurmttaInstitute of Technology.
Mr. Grover Loening.
Mr. J. D. Pierson, The Glem L. Martin Co.
Mr. Ralph W. May, Secretary
Subcommitteeon Heiicoptem
hr. BartramKeiley,BeliAircraftCorp.,Chairman.
Mr. BernardLindenbaum,wright Air DevelopmentCenter.
1o11.PauiA SimmorWJr.,wrightAirDevelopmentCenter.
Cap~Jamea~. Klopp,USN,Bureauof Aeronautics,Depart-
mentof theNavy.
Mr.NormanJ. Asher,OfEtceof NavalResearch,Departmentof
theNavy.
Lt. COLRichardL liong,USA,Of3ceof Chiefof Researchand
DevelopmentDepartmentof WeArmy.
Mr.J. ~aliace llcDonaid,Ollkeof theChiefof Tmnsportatio~
Departmentof theArmy.
comdr.Jamea~. ~iliiams, USCG,Headquarters,lJ. s. Coast
Guard,~ashingto~D.Cl.
Mr. HerbertH. Siaughter,Jrn CiviiAeronauticsAdministra-
tion.
Hon.JosephP. Adams(C!Xofficio),OivilAeronauticsBoard.
Afr.RichardCLDingelde@NAOA Langley Aeronautical Labor-
atory.
Nr. F. B. Gnstafso~ NAUA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Charles W. Harper, NAOA Ames Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Friedrich L. V. Doblho@ Mcllonneli Aircraft Corp.
Mr. L, L. Douglas, Pissecld Helicopter Corp.
Mr. Jack ELGallagher, New York Airway% In&
Mr. El.F. Katzenberger, Sikorsky Aircraft United Aircraft Corp.
Prof. R. H. Miiier, Mawwhusetta Institnte of Technology.
Mr. Robert B. Ito~ Sperry Gyroscope Company, Irm, Division
of Sperry Rand Corp.
Mr. N. M. Stefano, Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp.
Mr. Robert Wagner, Hilier Helicopter
Mr. Ralph TV.May, Temporary Secretary
CO~ ON PO~R PLANTSFOR MRCRAFT
Dr. FredellciiC. cmwfor~, ThompsonProduc@ Inc., Ol@r-
man.
Dean 0. R Soderberg,MumwWsettsInst3tuteof Technology,
ViceChairman.
COLDonaldH. Henton,USAF,Directomteof Researchand
Developmeak
COLNorm~ U.Arnold,USAF,wrightAirDevelopmentOmter.
Capt.ThomasB. Haley,USN,Bnreauof Aeronauti@Depart-
mentof theNavy.
CkIL0. L. Register,USA Officeof the Chiefof Ordnan~ De-
partmentof theArmy.
COLRobertB. Neely,US& &@stant Chiefof Transportation
(ArmyAviation).
Mr. StephenE Roll%CivilAeronauticsAdministmtiom
Dr.HughL.Dryden(exorndo).
hr. AbeSilverste@NACA- FlightPropulsionLaboratory.
Afr.~. L Badger,GenerallkctricCo.
Dr.D.P.Barnard,StandardOiiU. of Indiana.
Mr.JohnQ.Borg@r,PanAmericanworldAinvaysSystem.
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MI!.AlhLu~ton, Weatinghousa ~eCtTiC 00rp.
Mr. D. 00chra.w General ~h3dl!iC ~.
Mr. Dimitrins ~ Allison DivisiorL General Motors COIP.
Mr. WiIton G. Lund@sG Wright Aeronautical DivL9iorL Onr-
*wright Corp.
Mr. Thomas IO.M@!& North American Aviationj Inc.
Mr. Wright A. Parkine, Pratt & Whitney Aircrafti United Air-
craft Gorp.
hfr. IV~ L, Sho~ DOU@M Aircmft tiq fit.
Mr. lVilliam H. Woodwar& Secretary
Subcommittee on Aircraft Fnels
Dr. D. P. Barnardj ShuMard Oil C%.of Indian% Ohalrman.
(ML Robert J. Burger, USAF, Directorate of Research and De-
velopmen~ U. S. Air Force.
Mr. Marc P. Dunnam, Wright Alr Development Center.
Comdr. W. O. Bryan, USN, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department
of the Navy.
Mr. N. L. Klein, Office of the Ohief of Ordnan~ Department of
the Army.
L& COLM. J. Strok, US& Ofiice of the Ohlef of Transportation,
Department of We Army.
Mr. Ralph S. Whi@ CiviI Aeronautics Admtniebation.
Mr. Henry O. Barne~ NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion LrIbo-
ratm-y.
Mr. L J. Blackwood, Esso Research and Elngineaing Co.
Mr. CLS. BrandQ Convair, Division of General Dynftmtca ClMP.
Mr. Neil Bur~ General Electric Co.
Mr. J. L. Oooley, Oaliformia Research Corp.
Mr. Y. G. Doughtery, Allison Division, General Motors Corp.
Mr. El.A. Droegemueller, Pratt & Whitney Aircrr@ Urdted Air-
craft Corp.
Dr. J. Bennett HtlI, Sun Oil CO.
Mr. W. M. Holaday, Socony-AIobil Oil Co., Inc.
Mr. a R. Johnson, shell Oil co.
Mr. 0httrle9 O.MOOWUnton OH Co. of California.
Mr. James A. Rel& Phillips Petroleum M.
Mr. Harold I’. Hipsher, Secretary
%knnrnittee on Gonhnstion
Dr. Alfred G. Cattaneo, Shell Development Cow Chairman.
Mr. Howard P. Barfield, Wright Alr Development Center.
Dr. Lloyd A. Wood, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. NeIson l?. Reko~ Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. Alfred G. LandquCst, Ollice of A’awd Reaear4 Department
of the Navy.
Dr. Frank H. AfarbIe, Jet Propubion Laboratory, California In-
stitute of Technology (representing Department of the Army).
Dr. Ernest F. Fiock, National Burenu of Standards.
Dr. ‘iValter T. OlsoW NACA Lewis Flight Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Dr. W. E Avery, Applied Physics Laboratory, The Johns Hop-
kins Urdversity.
Mr. lWIUam J. Benne& Marquardt Aircraft Co.
Mr. Edmund D. Brown, Pratt & Whitney AircrafL United Air-
craft Corp.
Mr. Henry A. FremonC General Electric 00.
Dr. Bernard lk~ Combustion and ExplosiveE Reseamh, Inc.
Dr. John P. Longwell, Esso Research and 13r@neering Co.
Dr. S. S. Penner, California Institute of Technology.
Mr. Paul A. pi~ Solar Aircraft Co.
Mr. W. D. Pouchotj Westinghouse Ellectric Corp.
Prof. Glenn Cl.William& Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dr. Kurt WolIl, University of Delaware.
Mr. B. E. Gammon, Secretary
Snbwmmitteeon LubricationandWear
Dr. Robert G. Larsen, SheIl Oil Co., Ohairmam
?& Cl M Michaels Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Bernard Rabin, Wright Air Development Oenter.
Mr. R. Ill. Streets, Office of the Chief of Ordnance, Department
of the Army.
Mr. Joseph Matulrdt@ Odlce of the Chief of Transportation,
Department of the Army.
Mr. CharleE O. Singleterry, Bureau of Aeronauti@ DePwtmmt
of the Navy.
Mr. Edmond E. Bisson, NACA Lewis Flight propulsion Labora-
tory.
Dr. El.R. Booser, General~CCtriC~,
Dr. W. IL Campbell,The Brnah Laboratories Co.
Mr. A. B. Orarapton,E&o Research and Engiaeerlng 00.
Dr. Merrell R. Fenake,The Pennsylvania State University,
Mr. L s. m, Marlin-RoclmeR Corp.
Mr. D. H. Moreton, Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Mr. V. W. Peterson, Allison Division, General Motors Corp.
Mr. ElarleA. Ryder, Pratt f+Whitney Aircraf$ United Aircraft
Oorp.
Prof. L M. Tichvineky, Urdvereityof California.
Mr. George P. Townsend, Jr., Sundstrand-Denver.
Mr. Frank W. W’ellons,SKI?Industries,Inc.
Mr. Harold P. Hipsher, Secretnrg
%hmnmittee on Comprasom and Turbiia
Air. Walter Doll, Pratt & Whttney Aircrt@ United Aircraft
COrP., Ohahmmn.
hk ~est O. Stmpson, Wright Air Development Center.
Mr. Robert W. Pinn~ Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Comdr. D. M. Walley, USN, OfEce of Naval Research, Depart.
meat of the Navy.
Mr. Irwin Trowbridg% Detroit Arsenal
Mr. John R. Erwin, NAOA Langley Aeronautical Laboratory.
Mr. Irving A. Johnsen, NAOA Lewis Ii’light Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Dr. Robert O. Dean, Jr., Mwachusetts Institute of Technology.
Prof. Howard W. Emmons, Harvard University.
Mr. R. CL Matteson, Convair, Division of General Dynamics
Corp.
Mr. John E. Sanders, Curtiss-Wright Corp.
Mr. V. V. Schloesser, Westinghouse EIIecbic Corp.
Mr. C. J. Walker, General EIectric CO.
Mr. John M. Wetzler, Allison Division, Gene~l Motors Corp.
Dr. George l?. TWslicentts, The Pennsylvania State Unlverslty.
Mr. Richard J. Rosebach, Secretary
.%bcorornittee on Engine Performance and Operation
Mr. Perry W. Prati Pratt & Whhey Aircraft, United Atrcraft
Corp., Ohairman.
COLPaul F. Nay, USAF, Air Research and Development Oom-
mand.
Mr. Ewell 0. Phillips, Wright Air Development (%nter.
Mr. Richard J. Manrer, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. lhvfn Trowbridge, Detroit Arsenal.
Lt. @L M. J. Strok, USA, 0t3ce of the Ohief of Transportation,
Department of the Army.
~. Bruce T. Lundin, NACA Lwvls Flight Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Mr. Rudolph Bodemuller, Bendix Aviation Corp.
Mr. William W. 170s, Convair, Division of General Dynamics
Corp.
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Mr. CLJ. McDov@l, Allison Divisio~ General Motors Corp.
Dr. Wllltam J. O’Donne~ Republic Aviation Oorp.
Mr. Maynard L. Penn~ Boeing Airplane 00.
M?. Elrold B’. Pierce, Wright Aeronautical Division, Onrtbx+
‘iWlght Corp.
Mr.,Arnold H. Redding, Westinghouse I!llectric Omp.
Mr. Thomas B. Rhines, Hamilton Standard Division, United
Afrcraft Wrp,
Mr. Dale D. Strei& General Electric Co.
Mr. Ellwood B. Taylor, Douglas Ahwraft Co., Inc.
Mr. Don L. Walter, Marqnardt Afrcraft Co.
Mr. Lee R Woodworth, The RAND OorP.
Mr. Richard S. 0e8aro, Secretary
Snbcomrnittee on PowerPlantContro16
Mr. Rudolph Bodemaller, Bendix Aviation Oorp., Ohairman.
Mr. J. C+.Barre% Wright Afr Development Center.
Mr. A, S. Atkinson, Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the
Navy.
Maj. William H. Brabson, Jr. U~ Transportation Oorps, Army
Aviation.
Mr. John C. Sanders, NAOA Lewis Flight Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Dr. John L. Barnes, University of Oalifornta.
Mr. A. B. Ohudylq Mfnnenpolls-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Dr. U. Stnrk Draper, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. Harold El. Franc@ Wright Aeronautical Division, Ourtias-
Wright Corp.
Dr. IL EL Gambl% General Hk?ctric 00.
Mr. William H. Han~ North hnerican Aviation, Inc
Mr. Bruce N. ToreU Pratt & Whitney Aimrt@ United Air-
craft COrp.
Mr. R. CLl?rweder, Allison DiviaioL General Motors (lmD.
Mr. James W. Wheeler, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Division of Sperry
Rand Corp.
Afr. James O. Wisq Thompson Products, Inc.
Mr. Curtis L Walker, Secretary
%&xmroitteeon PowerPlantMaterials
hfr.W’.L. Badger, General Electric 009 Ohairman.
Mr. J. B. JohnsoQ Wright Air Development Oenter.
Mr. Nathan B. Promisel, Bureau of Aeronautics, Deparlzuent of
the Navy.
Mr. J. J. Hnrwood, Office of Naval Research, Department of
the Nnvy.
Mr. Norman L. Reed, Watertown ArsenaL
Mr. Benjamin Pinke; NACIA Lewis Flight Propulsion Labora-
tory.
Mr. Frank S. Badger, JrmHaynes Stellite 00.
Mr. Lee S. Busch, Mallory-Sharon Titanium Corp.
Mr. Howard O. Oros& Battelle Memorial Institute.
Dr. 3’. N. Darmarri, Utica Drop Forge & Tool Corp.
Mr. Oharlea T. Iilvans, Jr., Universal-Oyclops Steel Corp.
Prof. Nicholas J. Gran$ bfassachnsetts Institnte of Technol-
ogy.
Mr. Arthur W. E’. Green Allfson Divisiou General Motora
Corp.
Mr. J. J. Heger, United Statea Steel Corp.
Prof. E. R Parker, Unfversi@ of Oalffornia.
Mr. Andrew G. Slach@ Wright Aeronautical Diviaton, Onrtiss-
WrIght Corp.
Mr. Rudolf H. Thielemann, Stanford Rmarch Instttnte.
Mr. William E Woodward, Secretary
Subcommittee on RocketEginca
hfr.Thomas Il. My- North American Aviation, Inc.j Ohairman.
Lt. C%L L. 3’. Ayres, USAF, Air Research and Development
Oommand.
Mr. Benjamin F. Cofbnan, Jrq Bureau of AeroMtM@% Depart-
ment of the Navy.
Mr. James R. Patton, Odice of Naval Research, Department of
the Navy.
Mr. Frank I. Tanczos, Bureau of Ordnan~ Department of the
Navy.
Dr. Ralph O. Swarm, Redstone ArsenaL.
Mr. John L. Sloop, NAOA Leti Flight Propulsion Laboratory.
Mr. Richard B. 0anrigh4 Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc.
Dr. H. F. Dnnholter, Convair, Division of Gene@ Dynamics
Oorp.
Mr. R. Bruce Foster, Bell hcraft Corp.
Mr. WiUlam P. Itfnnger, Reaction Moto% Inc.
Mr. 0. C. Ross, Aerojet-General Oarp.
Dr. -0. N. Satterfield, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Mr. Frederick ELSchulz General Electric Co.
Dr. H S. Seifert The Ramo-Wooldridge Corp.
Dr. A. J. Stosim Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California In-
stitnte of Technolo~.
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E’omlsapm-opriated for the Oommittee for the fiscal years 1966 and 1956 and obligations against the fiscal year 1955 amxourl-
ations are as fo-Uoii3:
AnOtmeati
SALARIES AND EXPEIN~S APPROPRIATION
NACA Hmdqu------------------------------------------------------ ~ :;+ ;g
Langle AeronauticalLabomti~-------------------------------------------
iAmes eronautiealLtiomtiV --------------------------------------------- 8:651:518
Lewis Flight Proptilon L~omtoW ---------------------------------------- 18,224, 991
High-speed Flight S&tion------------------------------------------------- 1,722,856
IWotlwsAiroraft Sktion -------------------------------------------------- 705,960
V?*mCoordination Offim----------------------------------------------- 19,424
WrighhPatterson ~ofiation Office--------------------------------------- 13,819
Raw.arahcontractstithedueational titititiom ------------------------------ 747,000
Researohcontraatawith Government ~enci~-------------------------------- 200,000
Weme ------------------------------------------------------------- 407,748
UnobHgaW btinm -------------------------------------------------- --------------
Toti ------------------------------------------------------------- 152,240,000
CONSTRuC~ONANDEOUIPAIDNTA7PEOPFfIATION
Langle Amnauti~LabomtiW -------------------------------------------
Ames ~eronautioal bbomtiW-----=---------------------------------------
1,220,000
349,000
lmvisFll ttip&ion ~bomtiW ----------------------------------------
%
3,321,000
Pilotlwa tiSbtion -------------------------------------------------- ------ii6-66c
Reserve fortranafer ti~tir y=--------------------------------------
Rewme transferred~mpfior yw~------------------------------------ –380; 000
UnobU@ti bdmm----------------.-----7--------------------------- --------------
Toti-----------------------------_---:_--__---L------------------ 14,620,000
Obl@etlme
$1,428,528
22 ~3f ;g
18;189; 861
1,704,152
687,858
19,236
13, 60s
742, 183
200,000
------------ .
710,212
52,240,000
------------.
------------.
–231, 670
‘3,568,344
~620,000
---
Fknl YOXlW
AnotInents
$1,606,646
22,246, 2!30
11,661,960
20,393,831
1,935,936
963,960
::’77:
750:000
200.000
360,000
-------------
‘60,136,000
3,326,000
1,06S,000
8,396,000
90,000
---------. ---
–300,000
.------------
212,665,000
‘fiwh’he’’”-’O-AppwYgta:%i::%RAa J&iipw@;#?and theSmmd8nPP1ementalAp ropria @in the IndemmlontOftlcMApproprietlonAck l@t8,approved
VThkbelsnceromdnsaveilablenntIlospm&i.
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